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Abstract
The present research project comprised both basic research and biotechnology  and 
focused on investigating the role of peroxisomes in lipid metabolism in the lipid-rich 
microalgae, Phaeodactylum and Nannochloropsis, and on trying to optimize their 
productivity  in synthesizing omega-3 fatty acids for Norwegian aquaculture by genetic 
engineering and technology-assisted breeding. The starting point of the present thesis was 
to develop  the fundamental microalgal methodology in the Reumann group and to obtain 
important preliminary  research data on peroxisome biology and fatty acid metabolism in 
order to establish the research group  in this field and potentially qualify for research 
funding in the new BIOTEK 2021 program of the Norwegian Research Council. The 
objectives of this M. Sc. study were the following:  a) establishment of basic culturing 
techniques and analytical methodology; b) prediction and analysis of the PTS1/2 proteome 
of soluble matrix proteins for Nannochloropsis gaditana; and c) cloning of full-length 
cDNAs or C-terminal exons of predicted PTS1 proteins in N. gaditana for subsequent 
subcellular localization and functional studies. After the fulfillment of extensive empirical 
and theoretical work, basic culturing techniques for Nannochloropsis were established, 
including those for analysis and optimization of growth conditions, subculturing and 
harvesting. The methodology for visualizing the accumulation of neutral lipids in lipid 
bodies by fluorescence microscopy  upon nitrogen starvation was developed, and a 
protocol for DNA isolation and single-exon cloning was set-up. Among six Nannochloropsis 
species investigated, N. gaditana showed the most promising growth and productivity 
characteristics, followed by N. oceanica. The comprehensive analysis of the PTS1/2 
proteome of soluble matrix proteins was carried out for Nannochloropsis gaditana and N. 
oceanica, combining various bioinformatic methods. The identified PTS1 proteins included 
not only conserved orthologs of known Arabidopsis PTS1 proteins, but also several novel 
genus- and species-specific proteins. To validate the predictions, two full-length cDNAs 
and one C-terminal exon of predicted PTS1 proteins in N. gaditana were cloned for 
subsequent subcellular localization. In addition nuclear transformation of N. oceanica was 
successfully  attempted, as indicated by antibiotic resistance conferred by a given plasmid. 
In summary, the present Master project made major and highly significant contributions to 
the establishment of basic and applied microalgal research in the plant peroxisome group 
by Prof. Reumann at UiS and to National funding of the 10-Mio NOK BIOTEK2021 project 
“Microalgae 2021” in June 2013.
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1.Introduction
Algae represent a very polyphyletic group  of organisms with chloroplasts. Such different 
organisms as blue-green bacterias (prokaryots), well-known unicellular model algae 
Chlamidomonas (Green Algae) or 45 meters-long giant kelp  (Brown algae) (Varun, 2005). 
This group  consists of several phylogenetic branches that merged and split a few times to 
form modern variety of species (McFadden, 2001). Algae live mostly  in water, but they can 
be also found on a wet terrestrial objects as a bark of woods or even inside of lichens.
Algal organism can be formed by one single cell (unicellular) or by  many cells 
(multicellular). At first sight, organisms which consist of one cell are simpler than 
multicellular organisms which are larger in size, but 'simple' does not mean 'weak', 
'powerless'. Conversely, unicellular algae are more abundant in our world. They grow 
faster, evolve quicker and have enormous potentials in biological synthesis and they can 
be found in almost every ecological niche one can imagine. Usually  unicellular algae are 
called as microalgae, while multicellular, visible by naked eye, are called as macroalgae. 
The outstanding property of algae is their photosynthetic ability. Photosynthesis is an 
ability  that distinguishes algae and plants from heterotrophic organisms. Algae can grow 
without any carbon source except carbon dioxide in air. They can synthesize compounds 
using the energy of sun which is an inexhaustible source of energy. 
1.1.Microalgae
The scientific community has recently become much interested in algae. Humans face 
global energy problems as well as waste utilization ones and wish to solve these problems 
with new effective methods. Oil and gas are still cheap  and available, but most of the oil 
reserves are concentrated on the territory of only a few countries. Fossil energy resources 
are not renewable and will be probably  used up during the XXI century. Another acute 
problem is waste production and recycling. Waste recycling is energy-dependent and 
expensive. A  third problem concerns the lack of food on the large territory of the world. All 
these challenges stimulate scientists to find organisms that can produce energy-rich 
products using a small amount of in-put resources in a limited period of time. On our planet 
we have only one large group of producers - photosynthetic organisms. The problem is 
that higher plants are very complex and specific organisms. It is therefore wiser to focus 
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on photosynthetic microorganisms when it comes to biotechnological production of high-
energy and high-value bioproducts.
Microalgae are very promising candidates for future production of energy-rich substances, 
such as lipids and proteins. However, the development of algae cultivation is only 
beginning nowadays. There are major problems that have to be solved in order to get cost 
efficient results. Advantages and disadvantages of using microalgae are represented in 
Table 1.
Table 1. Advantages and disadvantages of using microalgae in biotechnology.
Advantages Disadvantages
Fast growth rate Very small size of the cells
No need of arable lands Relatively low cell density
Sufficiency of CO2 as the only carbon 
source
High growth rates require the provision of 
concentrated CO2
Use of light as sole energy source High growth rates require additional continuous illumination 
Microalgae can accumulate lipids up to 
50% wet weight
The fastest rates of lipids accumulation 
occurs under stress conditions
Marine algae can grow just in normal sea 
water
Energy expending extraction of lipids or 
other products
1.1.1.Evolution of algae
Algae represent a very  large group  of diverse organisms with unclear origin and 
relationships between taxa. The diversity  of this group arises from their morphology which 
shows traces of complex evolutionary transformations.
In the beginning of the XX century the similarity between plastids and cyanobacteria was 
proposed for the first time by Schimper (1833). Later, the Russian biologist 
Mereschkowsky proposed the first endosymbiotic theory in the 1905 and made the first 
phylogenetic tree based on multiple endosymbiotic origins of plastids (both articles were 
written on german language, for details see McFadden, 2001). Figure 1 shows a 
phylogenetic tree of the origin and distribution of plastids between major groups that 
participated in the primary and secondary endosymbiotic processes. In the first stage the 
phagotrophic eukaryotic cell did not digest but retained the cyanobacteria-like phototrophic 
cell inside of its own cytosol. The new cell carried two genomes and was the result of the 
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primary endosymbiosis. From this organism three new clades evolved - these are plants/
green algae, red algae and glaucophytes. They differ in the presence of a number of 
metabolic pathways and properties of the photosynthetic apparatus. Several independent 
secondary endosymbioses occurred involving uptake of primary  endosymbiotic cells by 
eukaryotic phagotrophs. According to one of the major theories, the heterokonts/
Stramenopiles evolved after the integration of red algal cell into a eukaryotic phagotroph 
(McFadden, 2001; Keeling, 2010). The diversity of plastids inside of the heterokonta group 
can be explained by several tertiary endosymbiosis after which, for example, the diatoms 
were born.
Novel techniques use genomic information to study evolutional diversity  of organisms. The 
genomes of plastids are small in comparison to nuclear genomes, in addition to their 
different origin. This is one of the reasons why phylogenetic trees based on plastid genes 
alignment differs from those based on highly conserved genes, for example, ribosomal 
18S RNA. 
Two phylogenetic trees for Nannochloropsis can be found in Figures 2a and 2b, the first is 
based on the diversity  of sequences of six highly conserved genes. Figure 2b shows 
relationship  inside of Nannochloropsis genus based on ribosomal 18S RNA (Tyler et al., 
2006; Radakovits et al., 2012).
The genomes of some Stramenopiles are available: Nannochlorpsis gaditana, N. 
oceanica, Ectocarpus siliculosus, Phaeodactylum tricornutum, Talassiosira pseudonana, 
T.oceanica, Aureococcus anophagefferens, Phytophtora sp. These species, representing 
algal- and fungal-like groups and were used in this research as ones, most closely related 
to Nannochloropsis.
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ENDOSYMBIOSIS AND THE ORIGIN OF PLASTIDS
Figure 1. Hypotetic scheme reflecting evolution events involving primary and secondary 
endosymbiosis (McFadden, 2001). There appears to have been a single primary  endosymbiosis 
in which a photosynthetic cyanobacterial-like prokaryote was engulfed and retained by  a eukaryotic 
phagotroph. This event spawned three extant lineages: red algae, green algae/plants, and 
glaucophytes. These primary  plastids are bounded by  two envelope membranes. At least three 
secondary  endosymbioses, in which a eukaryotic alga was engulfed and retained by eukaryotic 
phagotroph producing plastids with either three or four membranes, are known.  At least one other 
secondary  endosymbiosis, this time involving the engulfment of a red algal-like endosymbiont, 
occurred. This event led to the cryptophytes, which still retain a remnant of the red algal nucleus, 
namely  the nucleomorph. Some interpretations suggest that this secondary  endosymbiotic event 
was the origin of heterokonts, haptophytes, dinoflagellates, and apicomplexa plastids.
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are exclusive to N. gaditana, not found in the other algal genomes 
queried. !is corresponds to 30.2% of the total gene repertoire in 
N. gaditana, which is similar to the fraction of unique genes found in 
T. pseudonana40, E. siliculosus36 and P. tricornutum14. Comparison 
of N. gaditana gene models to the non-redundant protein database 
(BLASTp) yielded top hits from a variety of organisms, the most 
frequent being stramenopiles (Fig. 2d), which was expected on the 
basis of the phylogeny of N. gaditana.
Previous attempts have been made at establishing the minimal 
essential set of genes needed for photosynthesis, the ‘GreenCut’  
of photosynthetic genes, which is a set of 597 orthologues that 
are conserved in plant and green algal lineages, but not in non- 
photosynthetic organisms13,41. We decided to take advantage of 
the fact that there are both photosynthetic and non-photosynthetic 
stramenopiles to generate an analogous set of genes conserved in 
photosynthetic stramenopiles. To establish this ‘Stramenopile-
PhotoCut’ of photosynthetic genes, orthologues common to N. 
gaditana and four photosynthetic stramenopiles (E. siliculosus, 
A. anophage!erens, T. pseudonana and P. tricornutum), but not 
present in non-photosynthetic stramenopiles (Phytophtora sojae, 
Phytophtora ramorum, Phytophtora infestans, Albugo laibachii or 
Blastocystis hominis), were selected, resulting in a list of 363 genes. 
(Fig. 3a and Supplementary Data 1). !e majority of these genes 
have orthologues in the green and red algal lineages and 115 are 
found in the ‘GreenCut2’41. However, 39 genes with homologues 
only found in photosynthetic stramenopiles are present in the 
genome (Supplementary Data 1). Similar to many genes found 
in the ‘GreenCut’, some of the 39 stramenopile-speci"c ‘Stra-
menopilePhotoCut’ genes are of completely unknown function, 
but several of the genes have known domains, including several 
peptidases/proteases, DNA-binding proteins/transcription factors, 
and transport proteins, as well as genes that are thought to directly 
interact with the photosystems (Fig. 3b). Because of the high 
photoautotrophic growth rates exhibited by N. gaditana, we also 
characterized the complete pathways for synthesis of chlorophyll 
and accessory pigments (Supplementary Table S4). All expected 
genes could be identi"ed except for those encoding the mevalonate 
(MVA) pathway for isopentenyl-pyrophosphate biosynthesis (see 
the analysis of bioenergy metabolic pathways).
Bioenergy metabolic pathways. To investigate metabolic path-
ways of interest for biofuel production, functional annotations were 
assigned to N. gaditana gene models. Gene ontology terms (GO-
terms) were assigned to 3,838 gene models, from which 2,766 genes 
were identi"ed as performing enzyme-catalysed reactions repre-
senting 700 unique EC numbers that were in turn used to popu-
late metabolic pathway maps (Fig. 4). Some of the most frequent 
GO-terms, aside from housekeeping functions, are terms involved 
in auxin biosynthesis, photosynthesis, and lipid biosynthesis 
(Supplementary Fig. S5). Because of the exemplary lipid produc-
tion by N. gaditana cultures, we focused on characterizing lipid 
metabolic pathway genes, including those involved in fatty acid 
biosynthesis, TAG assembly and lipid activation/degradation 
(Supplementary Table S5). BLASTp was used to identify homo-
logues of the N. gaditana lipid metabolic genes in red/green/brown 
algae and diatoms. Comparison of the number of genes in each step 
of the lipid metabolic pathways suggests that N. gaditana has an 
expanded repertoire of genes involved in both TAG assembly and 
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Figure 2 | Phylogenetic analysis of the N. gaditana genome. (a) Schematic phylogenetic tree of stramenopiles and photosynthetic algae. The tree is 
adapted from Eisenreich et al.,43 and Tyler et al.60 Filled green circles on the right indicate photosynthetic species. (b) The tree indicates the relationship 
between different strains of Nannochloropsis based on 18S ribosomal RNA gene sequences. (c) Venn diagram representation of shared/unique genes of  
N. gaditana in comparison with brown algae, diatoms, red algae and green algae. (d) N. gaditana gene models were compared with all previously 
sequenced genomes in the non-redundant protein database using BLASTp. The number of times an organism was the top BLASTp hits (E-value less  
than 1E-3) of a N. gaditana gene model is indicated.
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Figure 2 | Phylogenetic analysis of the N. gaditana genome. (a) Schematic phylogenetic tree of stramenopiles and photosynthetic algae. The tree is 
adapted from Eisenreich et al.,43 and Tyler et al.60 Filled green circles on the right indicate photosynthetic species. (b) The tree indicates the relationship 
between different strains of Nannochloropsis based on 18S ribosomal RNA gene sequences. (c) Venn diagram representation of shared/unique genes of  
N. gaditana in comparison with brown algae, diatoms, red algae and green algae. (d) N. gaditana gene models were compared with all previously 
sequenced genomes in the non-redundant protein database using BLASTp. The number of times an organism was the top BLASTp hits (E-value less  
than 1E-3) of a N. gaditana gene model is indicated.
a b
Figure 2. Phylogenetic analysis of the N. gaditana genome from Radakovits et al., 2012. (a) Schematic 
phylogenetic tr e of Stramenopiles and photosynthetic algae. The dashed red line shows hypotetical 
secondary endosymbiotic event, when red algal cell was taken up by eukaryotic phagotroph resulting in the 
stramenopile origin (Tyler et al., 2006). Filled green circles on the right indicate photosynthetic species. (b) 
The tree indicates th  r latio ship betwe n different strains of Nannochloropsis based on 18S ribosomal 
RNA gene sequences.
1.2.Lipids
The term «total lipids» is d fined as «the biochemical compounds not soluble in water, but 
soluble in organic solvents instead» from the Greenwell et al., 2010, P. 705. This is a very 
unspecified definition which includes molecul s with differ t size and, more importantly, 
chemical properties. Lipids are traditi nally divided into two classes: polar and neutral. 
Polar lipids re commonly represented by phosph lipids (e.g. phosphatidylinositol, 
phosphatidylcholine, phosphatidylethanolamine) and glycolipids, which are combinations 
of (oligo-)saccharides a d lipids (Figure 3). T  presence f phosphate molecules and 
carbohydrates provides polar property of this class, representatives of which are more 
abunda t in membra s. Neutral lipids are less polar du  to the absence of high polar 
molecules and r presented by the tri , di- an  monoglycerides, waxes and isopren id-type
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Figure 3.  Overview of the chemical structures of the most common representatives from 
two lipid classes. Neutral lipids: triacylglycerides (a) and carotenoids (c); polar: phospholipids (b) 
and glycolipids (d) (Greenwell et al., 2010).
The term «fat» is often applied to animal «solid» lipids. While the term «oil» is mostly used 
for plant and algal lipids. Algal lipids are liquid because of the high content of long chain 
fatty acids with high degree of unsaturation.
1.2.1.Long chain polyunsaturated fatty acids 
Long-chain polyunsaturated fatty acids (LC-PUFAs) have a chain length of 20 and 22 
carbons with two to six methylene-interrupted double bonds (not conjugated duble bonds, 
Δ3, Δ6, Δ9). In algae they perform energy-conserving function, stabilize membrane 
structure under stress conditions and protect against an overproduction of reactive oxygen 
species (Hoffmann et al., 2010). LC-PUFAs have some vital functions in humans being an 
important part of the membranes. Deficiency of LC-PUFAs can cause mental illness and 
even cardiac death (Khozin-Goldberg et al., 2011). PUFAs are subdivided in the two 
lipids in microalgae are threefold: analytical, chemical
and biochemical. Inconsistencies in the reported
alytical methodology for lipid an lysis make it diffi-
cult to compare species and select one species over
another. The challenge is to deal with the large vari-
ation in chemical composition of the lipids extracted
and the lack of information on how these complex
lipids behave in a catalytic upgrading process to bio-
diesel. An associated biochemical challenge concerns
the environmental and developmental influence (e.g.
nutrient stress) on lipid content and composition. The
impact of the biochemical variation leads to the ques-
tion as to the exact biomass harvesting conditions.
We do not aim to give a comprehensive review of the lit-
erature on lipid production and yields in algae, as this
has been extensively discussed elsewhere (Hu et al.
2008b). Instead, in this section, we will discuss algal
lipid composition and characterization and the bio-
chemical and metabolic aspects of the lipid
biosynthesis pathways.
2.1. Lipid definition
The definition of the term ‘lipids’ is a surprisingly vague
concept. Traditionally lipids were defined as the bio-
chemical compounds not soluble in water but soluble
in organic solvents instead. This definition has been
the basis for the quantification of the ‘total lipid’ frac-
tion of algae, as the total quantity of compounds
soluble in a chloroform : methanol solvent mixture
(based on an original method described by Bligh &
Dyer (1959)). It is clear from the diversity of the pub-
lished lipid contents of microalgae and inconsistencies
in reported methodology that this loose definition
needs to be addressed. Different research groups have
reported considerably different lipid contents, after
using different organic solvent mixtures. For example,
Guckert et al. (1988) have shown that lipid classes are
selectively extracted with variations in experimental
conditions and polarity of the solvents used. This
aspect of lipid research is important and has largely
been overlooked. As the reported total lipid contents
have served as a basis on which a large number of
techno-economic models for algal biofuels have been
built, current and future algal researchers will need to
take the varying lipid contents into consideration and
address the need for a more robust and generally
applicable lipid quantification methodology.
2.2. Algal lipids
Microalgae have long been known to be rich in lipids;
depending on the species, they produce many different
kinds of lipids, tri- and diglycerides, phospho- and gly-
colipids, hydrocarbons and others (Chisti 2007; Hu
et al. 2008a,b), as illustrated in figure 2. Historically,
much research has focused on the lipid (specifically
the fatty acid) composition from either a taxonomic
or a nutritional perspective. Cultured microalgae are
commonly used as feed for aquaculture applications
because of the desirable fatty acid content of the
algae, in particular servicing the need for essential poly-
unsaturated fatty acids as dietary supplements. An
alternative motivation for microalgal culture was the
production of high-value by-products such as pigments
(e.g. the food colourant and antioxidant astaxanthin
from Haematococcus pluvialis). The renewed interest
in the use of algal lipid-derived biofuels, biodiesel in
particular, has refocused research on algal lipids and
lipid metabolism.
The physico-chemical properties of biodiesel, defined
as the alkyl esters of fatty acid constituents of lipids, are
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lipids in microalgae re thre fold: analytical, chemical
and biochemical. Inconsistencies in the reported
analytical methodology for lipid analysis make it diffi-
cult to compare species and select one species over
another. The challenge is to deal with the large vari-
ation in chemical composition of the lipids extracted
and the lack of information on how these complex
lipids behave in a catalytic upgrading process to bio-
diesel. A associated biochemical c allenge concerns
the envir nmen al and dev lopmental i fluence ( .g.
nutrient stress) on lipid content and composition. The
impact of the biochemical variation leads to the ques-
tion as to the exact biomass harvesting conditions.
We do not aim to give a comprehensive review of the lit-
erature on lipid production and yields in algae, as this
has been extensively discussed elsewhere (Hu et al.
2008b). Instead, in this section, we will discuss algal
lipid composition and characterization and the bio-
chemical and metabolic aspects of the lipid
biosynthesis pathways.
2.1. Lipid definition
The definition of the term ‘lipids’ is a surprisingly vague
concept. Traditionally lipids were defined as the bio-
chemical compounds not soluble in water but soluble
in organic solvents instead. This definition has been
the basis for the quantification of the ‘total lipid’ frac-
tion of algae, as the total quantity of compounds
soluble in a chloroform : methanol solvent mixture
(based on an original method described by Bligh &
Dyer (1959)). It is clear from the diversity of the pub-
lished lipid contents of microalgae and inconsistencies
in reported methodology that this loose definition
needs to be addressed. Different research groups have
reported considerably different lipid contents, after
using different organic solvent mixtures. For example,
Guckert et al. (1988) have shown that lipid classes are
selectively extracted with variations in experimental
conditions and polarity of the solvents used. This
aspect of lipid research is important and has largely
been overlooked. As the reported total lipid contents
have served as a b sis on which a large number of
techno-economic models for algal biofuels have been
built, current and future algal researchers will need to
take the varyi g li id contents into consideration and
address the need for a more robust a generally
applicable lipid quantification methodology.
2.2. Algal lipids
Microalgae have long been known to be rich in lipids;
depending on the species, they produce many different
kinds of lipids, tri- and diglycerides, phospho- and gly-
colipids, hydrocarbons and others (Chisti 2007; Hu
et al. 2008a,b), as illustrated in figure 2. Historically,
much research has focused on the lipid (specifically
the fatty acid) composition from either a taxonomic
or a nutritional perspective. Cultured microalgae are
commonly used as feed for aquaculture applications
because of the desirable fatty acid content of the
algae, in particular servicing the need for essential poly-
unsaturated fatty acids as dietary supplements. An
alternative motivation for microalgal culture was the
production of high-value by-products such as pigments
(e.g. the food colourant and antioxidant astaxanthin
from Haematococcus pluvialis). The renewed interest
in the use of algal lipid-derived biofuels, biodiesel in
particular, has refocused research on algal lipids and
lipid metabolism.
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as the alkyl esters of fatty acid constituents of lipids, are
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lipids in microalgae are threefold: analytical, chemical
and biochemical. Inconsistencies in the reported
analytical methodology for lipid analysis make it diffi-
cult to compare species and select one species over
another. The challenge is to deal with the large vari-
ation in chemical composition of the lipids extracted
and the lack of information on how these complex
lipids behave in a catalytic upgrading process to bio-
diesel. An associated biochemical challenge concerns
the environmental and developmental influence (e.g.
nutrient stress) on lipid content and composition. The
impact of the biochemical variation leads to the ques-
tion as to the exact biomass harvesting conditions.
We do not aim to give a comprehensive review of the lit-
erature on lipid production and yields in algae, as this
has been extensively discussed elsewhere (Hu et al.
2008b). Instead, in this section, we will discuss algal
lipid composition and characterization and the bio-
chemical and metabolic aspects of the lipid
biosynthesis pathways.
2.1. Lipid definition
The definition of the term ‘lipids’ is a surprisingly vague
concept. Traditionally lipids were defined as the bio-
chemical compounds not soluble in water but soluble
in organic solvents instead. This definition has been
the basis for the quantification of the ‘total lipid’ frac-
tion of algae, as the total quantity of compounds
soluble in a chloroform : methanol solvent mixture
(based on an original method described by Bligh &
Dyer (1959)). It is clear from the diversity of the pub-
lished lipid contents of microalgae and inconsistencies
in reported methodology that this loose definition
needs to be addressed. Different research groups have
reported considerably different lipid contents, after
using different organic solvent mixtures. For example,
Guckert et al. (1988) have shown that lipid classes are
selectively extracted with variations in experimental
conditions and polarity of the solvents used. This
aspect of lipid esearch is import nt and ha largely
been overlooked. As the reported total lipid contents
have served as a basis on which a large number of
techno-economic models for algal biofuels have been
built, current and future algal researchers will need to
take the varying lipid contents into consideration and
address the need for a ore robust and generally
applicable lipid quantification me hodology.
2.2. Algal lipids
Micro lgae have long been known to be rich in lipids;
depending on the species, they produce many diff rent
kinds of lipids, tri- a d diglycer des, phospho- and gly-
colipi s, hydrocarb ns and others (Chisti 2007; Hu
et al. 2008a,b), as illustr ted in figure 2. Historically,
much research has f cused on the lipi (specifically
the fatty acid) comp sition from either a taxonomic
or a nutritional perspective. Cultured microalgae are
commonly used as feed for aquaculture appl cations
because of the desirable fatty acid conte t of the
algae, in particular servicing the nee for essential poly-
unsaturated fatty acids as dietary supplements. An
alternat ve motivation for microalgal culture was
production of high-value by-products su h as pigments
(e.g. the food colourant and antioxidant astaxanthin
from Haematococcus pluvialis). The renewed interest
in the use of algal lipid-derived biofuels, biodiesel in
particular, has refocused research on algal lipids and
lipid metabolism.
The physico-chemical properties of bio iesel, defined
as the alkyl esters of fatty acid constituents of lipids, are
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lipids in microalgae are threefold: analytical, chemical
and biochemical. Inconsistencies in the reported
analytical methodology for lipid analysis make it diffi-
cult to compare species and select one species over
another. The challenge is to deal with the large vari-
ation in chemical composition of the lipids extracted
and the lack of information on how these complex
lipi s behave i a catalytic upgrading process to bio-
diesel. An associated biochemical challenge concerns
the environmental and developmental influence (e.g.
nutrient stress) on lipid content and composition. The
impact of the biochemical variation leads to the ques-
tion as to the exact biomass harvesting conditions.
We do not aim to give a comprehensive review of the lit-
erature on lipid production and yields in algae, as this
has been extensively discussed elsewhere (Hu et al.
2008b). Instead, in this section, we will discuss algal
lipid composition and characterization and the bio-
chemical and metabolic aspects of the lipid
biosynthesis pathways.
2.1. Lipid definition
The definition of the term ‘lipids’ is a surprisingly vague
concept. Traditionally lipids were defined as the bio-
chemical compounds not soluble in water but soluble
in organic solvents instead. This definition has been
the basis for the quantification of the ‘total lipid’ frac-
tion of algae, as the total quantity of compounds
soluble in a chloroform : methanol solvent mixture
(based on an original method described by Bligh &
Dyer (1959)). It is clear from the diversity of the pub-
lished lipid contents of microalgae and inconsistencies
in reported methodology that this loose definition
needs to be addressed. Different research groups have
reported considerably different lipid contents, after
using different organic solvent mixtures. For example,
Guckert et al. (1988) have shown that lipid classes are
selectiv ly extracted with ariations in experimental
conditions and polarity of the solvents sed. This
aspect of lipid research is important and has largely
been overlooked. As the reported total lipid contents
have served as a basis on which a large number of
techno-economic models for algal biofuels have been
built, current and future algal researchers will need to
take the varying lipid contents into consideration and
address the need for a more robust and generally
applicable lipid quantification methodology.
2.2. Alg l lipids
Microalgae have long been known to be rich in lipids;
depending on the species, they produce many different
kinds of lipids, tri- and diglycerides, phospho- and gly-
colipids, hydrocarbons and others (Chisti 2007; Hu
et al. 2008a,b), as illustrated in figure 2. Historically,
much research has focused on the lipid (specifically
the fatty acid) composition from either a taxonomic
or a nutritional perspective. Cultured microalgae are
commonly used as feed for aquaculture applications
because of the desirable fatty acid content of the
algae, in particular servicing the need for essential poly-
unsaturated fatty acids as dietary supplements. An
alternative motivation for microalgal culture was the
production of high-value by-products such as pigments
(e.g. the food colourant and antioxidant astaxanthin
from Haematococcus pluvialis). The renewed interest
in the use of algal lipid-derived biofuels, biodiesel in
particular, has refocused research on algal lipids and
lipid metabolism.
The physico-chemical properties of biodiesel, defined
as the alkyl esters of fatty acid constituents of lipids, are
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groups by the number of carbons between the last double bond from the methyl end (ω) of 
the acyl chain: ω-3 and ω-6. 
The capability  of PUFA synthesis in animals is very limited. Some FA have to be ingested 
by the body with food. They are called essential PUFA. By contrast, plants and especially 
microorganisms (including algae) can often synthesis them.
The plant-derived human-essential PUFA linoleic acid (LA, 18:2 ω-6, this means 18 carbon 
fatty  acids with two double bonds, the last double bond is located six carbons from the ω 
end of the carbon chain) and α-linolenic acid (ALA, 18:3 ω-3), are precursors for the LC-
PUFA of the ω-6 group  arachidonic acid (ARA, 20:4 ω-6) and of the ω-3 group 
eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA, 20:5 ω-3) and docosahexaenoic acid (DHA, 22:6 ω-3). ARA, 
EPA, DHA are not strictly essential, but the capability of human organism to their synthesis 
is very low and is not sufficient to provide necessary amount of these LC-PUFA for mental 
and cardiovascular health (Khozin-Goldberg et al., 2011).
The overall consumption of LC-PUFAs continuously increases both for aquaculture and for 
human food supplementation. The traditional methods of LC-PUFA enrichment such as 
extraction from fish and higher plants cannot provide efficient amounts of these fatty acids, 
which motivate the producers to find alternative sources of LC-PUFA production. One of 
the most promising candidates for the oil production is the microalga Nannochloropsis. It 
can accumulate high amount of lipids and produce very important EPA in high 
concentration. What is even better, the biosynthesis of EPA is accompanied by relatively 
high TAG biosynthesis, especially during stress conditions (Hoffmann et al., 2010). The 
EPA concentration can reach 35% of total fatty acids which concentration can reach 
60-70% of dry weight of the cell (Khozin-Goldberg et al., 2011). It was shown that the DHA 
and EPA dissolved in TAG is a desirable form of dietary intake and digestion for human 
organism.
10
Figure  4. ω-3 Fatty  Acids. From the top to bottom: α-linolenic acid (ALA) - the essential precursor 
of LC-PUFA, eicosapentaenoic (EPA) in the middle and docosahexaenoic (DHA) at the bottom, 
which are necessary  for the normal functionality  of human brain and cardiovascular system. 
Structures from www.LipidMAPS.org
The biosynthesis of fatty acids and particularly that of DHA from EPA involves the 
formation of polyunsaturated C24 intermediates, followed by a β-oxidation steps in the 
peroxisomes (Sprecher, 2000) Figure 5.
 Figure 5. The intracellular movement of PUFA and their metabolism in the cell. The diagram 
shows that when PUFA are made in the endoplasmic reticulum, they  may  be used directly  as 
substrates for phospholipid biosynthesis. The substrate and products of PUFA biosynthesis are the 
acyl-CoA derivatives, which can move directly  to another subcellular compartment or be 
hydrolyzed to free acids by  cytosolic acyl-CoA hydrolases. Biosynthesis of the highly  unsaturated 
FA such as DHA from EPA in mammals involves the formation of polyunsaturated C24 
intermediates by sequential elongation and desaturation, followed by  a β-oxidation step of 24:6ω-3 
to 22:6ω-3 in the peroxisomes (Sprecher, 2000; Khozin-Goldberg et al., 2011).
The peroxisomes enzymes play an important role in lipid biosynthesis and catabolism in 
multicellular eukaryotes, such as higher plants and mammals. However much work has to 
be done aimed at the analysis of the processes involved in peroxisomal part of the lipid 
metabolism in the most promising oil-producing organisms - microalgae.
1.3.Peroxisomes
Peroxisomes are very small (0.5 - 1 µm), ubiquitous eukaryotic organelles. They play 
some important roles in lipid metabolism, photorespiration and response to both abiotic 
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and biotic stresses in plants. The increasingly long list of all known metabolic pathways 
and functions consist of 14 members: ROS metabolism, fatty  acids β-oxidation, 
photorespiration, purine catabolism, branched AA catabolism, jasmonic acid biosynthesis, 
auxin biosynthesis (IBA-to-IAA conversion), sulfur metabolism, polyamine catabolism, 
protein modification, pathogen defense, Co-factor metabolism, methylglyoxal 
detoxification, phylloquinone biosynthesis and pseudouridine catabolism (Reumann, 
2011). 
Figure 6. The most  abundant  way of transporting soluble proteins into peroxisomes is the PTS1 
pathway. The peroxisomal targeting signal type 1 (PTS1) of the prototype SKL> is located at extreme 
C-terminal end of the protein. Generally, a combination of amino acids [S/A/C]-[K/R/H]-[L/M] fit this 
concept, but by  far not completely  (Reumann et al., 2007; Lanyon-Hogg et al., 2010). Another known 
targeting signal is the cleavable PTS2 nonapeptide of the prototype RLx5HL generally  located in the 
40 amino acid N-terminal domain. The following combination of amino acids was also considered as 
PTS2: [R/K]-[L/V/I]-x5-[H/Q]-[L/A] (where x denotes any  amino acid) (Reumann et al., 2007; Lanyon-
Hogg et al., 2010). This amino acid combination (not that of the PTS2, which is in progress, Lingner 
2011 deals only  with PTS1 prediction) represent a relatively  constant composition and can be predicted 
by bioinformatical prediction algorithms with high accuracy (Lingner et al., 2011).
The most abundant way of transporting soluble proteins into peroxisomes is the PTS1 
pathway. The peroxisomal targeting signal type 1 (PTS1) of the prototype SKL> is located 
IMP I IMP IIPTS2 Alt.signals Piggy-baggingPTS1
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at extreme C-terminal end of the protein. Generally, a combination of amino acids [S/A/C]-
[K/R/H]-[L/M] fit this concept, but by far not completely (Reumann et al., 2007; Lanyon-
Hogg et al., 2010). Another known targeting signal is the cleavable PTS2 nonapeptide  of 
the prototype RLx5HL generally  located in the 40 amino acid N-terminal domain. The 
following combination of amino acids was also considered as PTS2: [R/K]-[L/V/I]-x5-[H/Q]-
[L/A] (where x denotes any  amino acid) (Reumann et al., 2007; Lanyon-Hogg et al., 2010). 
These amino acid combinations (PTS1 and PTS1) represent a relatively constant 
composition and can be predicted by bioinformatical prediction algorithms with high 
accuracy (Lingner et al., 2011). PTS1 prediction algorithms are already available, while 
PTS2 prediction alagorithms are in the progress.
In this study the proteins involved in biosynthesis of lipids in Nannochloropsis peroxisomes 
were investigated together with establishing basic growth techniques for microalgal 
cultivation. The control for cell proliferation and lipid accumulation are only two of them. 
Some of theoretical findings are presented in further sections. 
1.4. Direct and indirect methods to determine microalgal cell concentrations
Microorganisms can be counted by several methods (Black, 2012):
❖ Turbidity measurements;
❖ Dry weight measurements;
❖ Microscopic counts using counting chambers;
❖ Measurements of fluorescence using a flow cytometer (Hyka et al., 2013).
Media with or without microorganisms differ in their turbidity  or optical density, which can 
be detected by spectrophotometry. This method is very fast and technically  simple, but  the 
results can be affected by composition of pigments in cells, interaction of turbid culture 
with matter (scattering), etc. The method can only  be used to indirectly determine cell 
numbers if a linear correlation between concentration of cells and optical density exists.
Dry weight measurements based on weighting of dehydrated cell biomass and calculation 
number of cells if the average weight of single dried cell is known. This method is quite 
time consuming and the results depend on cell size. The major advantage is that it can be 
used when dried algal biomass is needed for further chemical composition analysis or 
extraction of compounds.
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Counting of cells using a counting chamber and a light microscope is a direct counting 
method. It means that in this method cells are counted directly, one by one in a defined 
volume. After making a calibration curve which reflects correlation between cell 
concentration and, for example, optical density, it is possible to calculate cell 
concentrations from optical density of a cell culture. The major disadvantage of this 
method is that it needs relatively  long time to count the cells with sufficient accuracy (See 
Chapter 2.4).
Measuring number of cells using flow cytometry is probably the most accurate cells 
counting method. In the flow cytometer fluorescence of each single cell in culture can be 
detected. Using such instrument, the number of the cells can be investigated «in one 
click». The major disadvantages are very high prices for the flow cytometers and that 
natural or artificial fluorescent markers have to be present in the cell (Hyka et al., 2013).
1.1.Fluorescence spectroscopy
In order to look at the lipid composition of the cells a method to mark and visualize only  the 
desired compounds is needed. There are some methods which can give an information 
about qualitative and quantitative composition of the cells. Some of them are based on the 
destruction of the cell and analysis of their composition: high-performance liquid 
chromatography (HPLC), thin-layer chromatography (TLC), gas chromatography (GC), etc. 
However cells die during these analysis, that is why these methods should be used when 
complete characterization is necessary  (Brennan et al., 2012).  Localization of compounds 
can be also inspected by fractionation of cells organelles or membranes and analyzing 
them separately. However it is time- and material-consuming technique. More advanced 
methods investigate localization of chemical compounds keeping cells alive. 
A method that was used for lipid cell content analysis is fluorescence microscopy. 
Fluorescence is defined by  emission of light by a certain molecule after absorption of light. 
The emitting light usually has longer wavelength than the exciting light due to energy loss. 
Fluorescence light microscopy uses different techniques compared to common light 
transmission microscopy. In the first case, the detected light is emitted by the desired 
object, which was excited by light having different wavelength, thus invisible for the 
detector.  The specimen forms a very good contrasted image on the dark background 
(Lichtman et al., 2005). It is very different from common light microscopy, where the image 
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and its contrast appear as a result of interaction between visible light and the specimen 
matter.
Molecules which can excite fluorescent light are called fluorophores. Many organic 
molecules such as chlorophyll or other molecules which have conjugated π-orbitals in the 
complexes with conjugated double bonds. Nowadays, many fluorescent molecules are 
specifically designed to be used in fluorescence microscopy. They have different excitation 
and emission spectra, for instance, Green Fluorescence Protein (GFP) or Yellow 
Fluorescence Protein (YFP). These proteins can be fused to proteinaceous compounds of 
interest and emit light exactly  from the place where they are located, thereby showing 
localization of analyzing compound (Shaner et al., 2005).
1.2.Lipids
Analysis of lipids in cells is usually performed by spectrophotometric or chromatographic 
methods. As was cited before, spectrophotometric methods are more rapid and can be 
done on living cells. Some specific molecules are used for this purpose.
Two fluorophores are nowadays used in algae lipid fluorescence microscopy - Nile Red 
and BODIPY 505/515. Both molecules are lipophilic and can penetrate cell structures 
stucking in lipids. They are not toxic and have linear correlation between concentration of 
die and total amount of lipids in algal cells (Cooper et al., 2010).
Microalgae typically  have thick cell walls. To increase the penetration ability, microalgal 
cultures are treated with organic solvents: DMSO, glycerol or acetone.  However high 
concentration of such compounds can be lethal for algae cells. BODIPY 505/515 
penetrates Nannochloropsis cell walls easily, hence does not need high concentrated 
organic solvents in the final sample (Brennan et al., 2012). 
Absorption and emission spectrums are very important, to precisely  measure fluorescence 
of the dyes only. Nile Red can binds to phospholipids with resulting fluorescence maximum 
at 590 nm which is close to chlorophyll fluorescence 670 nm. BODIPY 505/515 does not 
have any fluorescence at 670 nm. These theoretical features demonstrate that BODIPY 
505/515 is perfectly suitable for staining neutral lipids in the microalgae.
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1.3.Bioinformatics
Informatics in biology helps to store, handle massive biological data (genomes, 
proteomes) and to visualize results. Bioinformatics cannot only handle biological data, but 
predict some process or phenomena. In the present study diverse bioinformatic tools were 
applied mostly  to predict protein localization, validate protein orthology  and improve gene 
and cDNA predictions (more detailed in Chapter 2.8)
For PTS1 predictions the PredPlantPTS1 peroxisomal prediction server was used 
(available at http://ppp.gobics.de/)(Lingner et al., 2011; Reumann et al., 2012). It represent 
results as position specific weight matrices (PWM) score which illustrate an information 
how last 14 amino acid at C-terminus end are correlated with know PTS1 peptides. The 
algorithm analyzes the 14 C-terminal amino acids and gives them a score according to 
their position and type based on collection of sequences of verified PTS1 peptides. It also 
considers the possible dependencies between amino acid residues. Such complex 
analysis of 14 amino acids at C-terminus end allows this prediction server to predict 
previously unidentified peroxisomal tripeptids. Final PWM score equal 1.000 should be 
considered as 100% probability to be peroxisomal, equal 0 - 0% probability to be 
peroxisomal with a threshold 0.412. Therefore, by using this prediction server we can 
quickly check proposed localization of any peptide. 
In this project the actual protein structure from the corresponding nucleotide sequences 
will be analyzed and the prediction of the exon number will be made (See Chapter 
2.8.2.1).  For eukaryotic genes it is usual to have noncoding segments of nucleic acid that 
lie between coding regions and are called intervening sequences or introns. The introns 
are very important for self-splicing, alternative splicing mechanisms and gene shuffling. 
Exons are the coding parts of genes eventually  expressed, usually  by being translated into 
amino acid sequences (Campbell et al., 2008). If a gene has several exons, after 
transcription they are spliced together, without introns, forming mRNA that finally passes 
into the cytoplasm and can be translated (Black, 2012) (Figure 7).
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Figure  7. Forming the  protein-coding structure of mRNA. Exons (E) and Introns (I), the mRNA 
which corresponded to the protein structure (C). Both exons and introns are transcribed into RNA, 
after that the introns are removed, while exons spliced together (Black, 2012).
1.4.Genetic transformation of the algal cells
Transformation is a change in an organism’s characteristics because of the transfer of 
genetic information (Black, 2012). It is a common way to introduce some parts of genome 
of one organism to another. It is mostly established for bacterial cells such as the «lab 
rabbit Escherichia coli», but can be applied to unicellular algae as well. Transformation is 
usually done by inserting the vector - a self-replicating gene carrier, for example a plasmid 
(Black, 2012). It can carry several genes such as antibiotic resistance genes, replicons, 
promoters, which help in the replication of the vector and effective gene translation. The 
target cell has to be able to uptake the vector. For this reason cells to be transformed have 
to be permeabilized, for instance by treatment with the electric power, low temperatures or 
chemicals which make their cell membranes porous or transparent for the vectors 
(Hanahan, 1983). Treated cells are called competent cells. The major techniques used in 
bacterial transformation is a cell bombardment by gold particles coated in vector DNA, a 
heat shock transformation and a electroporation (Dower et al., 1988).
Some protocols for efficient transformation of microalgae have been published recently: 
transformation of diatom P. tricornutum by microparticle bombardment (Apt et al., 1996) 
and the papers describing high efficiency transformation of N. gaditana (Radakovits et al., 
2012) and N. oceanica (Vieler et al., 2012) and N. sp (Kilian et al., 2011) by 
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FIGURE 7.5  4HE TRANSCRIPTION OF 2.! FROM TEMPLATE $.!.  The PPP represents a triphosphate, and PP represents 
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electroporation. Based on the analysis of these scientific papers electroporation method 
was chosen for transformation of the available Nannochloropsis species. 
1.5.Thesis goals
In 2012 the research group by Prof. S. Reumann started a new research project on 
microalgae. The previous major research interest and expertise of the group  was in 
peroxisome biogenesis and metabolism, applying different methodology including cell 
biology, protein chemistry including proteomics, plant molecular biology  and bioinformatics. 
The new research project was intended to comprise both basic research and 
biotechnology and to focus on investigating of the role of peroxisomes in lipid metabolism 
in the lipid-rich microalgae, Phaeodactylum and Nannochloropsis, The long-term objective 
was to optimize their productivity in synthesizing omega-3 fatty acids for Norwegian 
aquaculture by genetic engineering and technology-assisted breeding. Both biosynthetic 
and catabolic fatty acid and lipid metabolic pathway have been linked to peroxisomes but 
any molecular details are hardly  reported to date. The departure point of the present 
research was to establish the fundamental microalgal methodology in the Reumann group 
and to obtain important preliminary research data on peroxisome biology and fatty acid 
metabolism in order to establish the research group  in this field and potentially  qualify for 
the research funding from the new BIOTEK 2021 programme of the Norwegian Research 
Council.
The objectives of this M. Sc. study were the following: 
1.The establishment of basic culturing techniques and analytical methodology in 
the Reumann research group:
a)Robust and reproducible culturing conditions and the methodology to monitor cell growth 
and proliferation in Nannochloropsis under standard growth conditions and nutrient 
starvation,
b)Fluorescence microscopy to monitor lipid accumulation in Nannochloropsis by 
fluorescent staining and microscopy,
c)Comparative analysis of microalgal growth and lipid productivity  among different 
Nannochloropsis species, and
d)Investigation of bacterial, fungal and protozoan contamination analysis in non-axenic 
algal cultures and possibly partial purification;
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2.Prediction of the peroxisomal proteome of soluble matrix proteins for 
Nannochloropsis gaditana:
a)Analysis of approx. 80 predicted PTS1 proteins of N. gaditana for PTS1 protein 
conservation in Stramenopiles and Arabidopsis thaliana by orthology and PTS1 protein 
analysis,
b)Manual verification and correction of published gene models of N. gaditana for predicted 
PTS1 proteins of highest interest,
c)Analysis of PTS1 protein conservation in N. oceanica taking advantage of publicly 
available contigs, and
d)Completion of the PTS1/2 proteome of N. gaditana by analysis of all known PTS1 and 
PTS2 proteins in A. thaliana for putative orthologs in N. gaditana and N. oceanica 
combined with PTS1 and PTS2 prediction analysis, and
e)Identification of approx. 10 PTS1 proteins in N. gaditana for experimental analyses. 
These proteins should be (i) predicted to be peroxisomal with high probability, (ii) be 
species- or genus-specific or conserved in higher plants and (iii) be known to be located in 
A. thaliana peroxisomes and orthologous to proteins reported to be involved in metabolism 
of unsaturated fatty acids or be of unknown intriguing and important predicted function.
3.Cloning of full-length cDNAs or C-terminal exons of predicted PTS1 proteins in N. 
gaditana for subsequent subcellular localization and functional studies:
a)Design of suitable pairs of cloning primers,
b)Isolation of genomic DNA and cloning of selected full-length cDNAs (of single exon 
genes) and C-terminal exons (of multiple exon genes) from genomic DNA into the transient 
storage vector pJET (Fermentas),
c)Sequence analysis of cloned DNA fragments
d)If time permits, subcloning of selected full-length cDNAs and C-terminal exons into the 
plant expression vector pCAT in the back of the reporter protein EYFP for experimental 
validation of predicted peroxisome targeting in a plant expression system.
In addition, the establishment of nuclear transformation of N. oceanica by pSELECT100 
plasmid should been done.
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2.Materials and methods
2.1.Organisms
Five Nannochloropsis species were used as axenic cultures: N. gaditana CCMP 526, N. 
oculata CCMP 525, N. oceanica CCMP 1779, N. salina CCMP 537, N. granulata CCMP 
529. All these strains were purchased/obtained from the National Center for Marine Algae 
and Microbiota (NCMA, Bigelow, USA, www.ncma.bigelow.org/).
For contamination analysis non-axenic cultures of N. gaditana CCAP 849/5 were used . 
They were obtained from the Culture Collection of Algae and Protozoa (CCAP, Scotland, 
United Kingdom); N. salina NIVA-2/01, N. oceanica NIVA-2/03, N. oculata NIVA-3/04, P. 
tricornutum NIVA-BAC 2 was obtained from the Norwegian Institute for Water Research 
(NIVA), Oslo, Norway, (www.niva.no/).
2.2.Vectors
2.2.1.pCAT
The pCAT is a plant expression vector. Which is extensively used for subcellular 
localization experiments in the Reumann lab  (Lingner et al., 2011). That one which was 
used in this study had inserted EYFP sequence without stop-codon inserted after the 
CamV 35S promoter. The known A. thaliana PTS1 protein DECR was located after the 
EYFP-coding gene. Such construct pCAT-EYFP-DECR express EYFP-DECR fused 
protein which will be targeted to the peroxisomes. In this study  several putative 
peroxisomal proteins of N. gaditana will be 
inserted in to the vector in the place of DECR.
2.2.2.Blunt cloning vector pJET 1.2
The pJET1.2/blunt cloning vector was 
developed to be used in the CloneJET PCR 
Cloning Ki t , Thermo Scient ific , USA 
(www.thermoscientificbio.com/molecular-
cloning/clonejet-pcr-cloning-kit/) (Figure 8). 
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 Figure 8. pJET1.2/blunt  cloning vector. bla - 
(ApR)-ampicillin resistance gene, Plac-promoter, 
eco47IR-lethal gene with blunt ended multiple 
cloning site, rep-replicon from the pMBIp plasmid 
(www.thermoscientificbio.com/molecular-cloning/
clonejet-pcr-cloning-kit/)
It is 2974 base pairs long and have the following elements: β-lactamase gene conferring 
resistance to ampicillin - bla (ApR), lethal gene eco47IR and its promoter Plac which are 
used for positive selection of recombinant plasmid, multiple cloning site with blunt DNA 
ends for ligation with insert and T7 RNA polymerase promoter for transcription of the 
cloned insert. Replication of insert occurs with the help  of replicon (rep) from the pMBI 
plasmid. 
If DNA construct has TA blunt terminal ends, it can be inserted into the pJET vector. Proof-
reading DNA polymerases are well suitable for making blunt ends during PCR 
amplification of the construct. If the vector has linearized by itself without insert, the 
transformed cells die because the delineralization activates the lethal gene eco47IR. 
2.2.3.Selection vector pSELECT100
pSelect100 is a vector designed for transformation of N. oceanica (Vieler et al., 2012). The 
vector was made based on the construct used for transformation of C. reinhardtii, pHyg3. It 
has two antibiotic resistance genes (Ampicillin and Hygromycin B), the original promoter of 
pHyg3 was replaced by LDSP promoter from N. oceanica CCMP1779 genomic DNA. In 
this project the vector was used to transform the N. oceanica and N. gaditana cells (See 
Chapter 2.9).
Figure 9. Gene map of selective vector pSELECT100 used for N. oceanica CCMP1779 
genomic transformation (Vieler et al., 2012). The vector is 4013 base pairs long and contain 
native promoter LDSP, Amp and HygB resistance genes.
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2.3.Basic growth conditions
The algae were grown in 250 ml Erlenmeyer flasks, using 100 ml of liquid culture in each. 
The flasks were closed by cotton plugs and covered by aluminum foil. Such construction 
helped to keep algae cultures sterile, but allowed air to go inside. Flasks with added 
medium, closed by cotton plugs and covered by aluminum foil were autoclaved and were 
stored in shelf board. Algae cultures were added into flasks inside of sterile box, to avoid 
contamination.
2.3.1.Medium
During study process growth conditions were changed according to optimization of growth 
rate, economy thoughts or other reasons. If not stated otherwise the standard growth 
medium was F/2 medium (Guillard et al., 1962; Guillard, 1975). The sea water stemmed 
from the North Sea and was collected near Hundvåg/Stavanger (Norway). The water had 
salinity  25,5 ‰, measured by  portable salinity  meter VWR CO310. Sea water was filter 
sterilized by 0.22 µm pore size filter using a vacuum pump to accelerate the process. The 
F/2 medium was prepared from a commercial 50x stock solution dissolved in sea water, or 
assembled from stock solutions.
According to a published protocol from the Culture Collection of Algae and Protozoa 
(CCAP) (http://www.ccap.ac.uk/media/recipes/F2.htm) with minor changes four stock 
solutions were made:
1. Stock solution «Trace elements (chelated), x1000», (1L):                gram per liter
 Na2EDTA.............................................................................................4.16
 FeCl3⋅6H2O.........................................................................................3.15
 CuSO4⋅5H2O.......................................................................................0.01
 ZnSO4⋅7H2O.....................................................................................0.022
 CoCl2⋅6H2O.........................................................................................0.01
 MnCl2⋅4H2O........................................................................................0.18
 Na2MoO4⋅2H2O.................................................................................0.006
2. Stock solution «Vitamin mix, x1000», (1L):
 Cyanocobalamin (Vitamin B12)........................................................0.0005
 Thiamine HCl (Vitamin B1)....................................................................0.1
 Biotin (Vitamin B7).............................................................................0.005
3. Stock solution «Nitrogen source, x1000», (1L):
 NaNO3...................................................................................................75
4. Stock solution «Phosphate source x1000)», (1L):
 NaH2PO4⋅2H2O...................................................................................5.65
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To make 1 liter of F/2 medium, 1 ml of each solution were mixed and supplemented with 
natural sea water up  to 1 liter. The pH was adjusted to 8.0 with 1 M NaOH or HCl. In order 
to make F/2 medium with silicate component, for example for diatoms, a stock solution of 
xx mM sodium metasilicate Na2SiO3⋅9H2O (30 g should be dissolved in 1 liter) and 1 mL 
was added along with the others stock solutions during media preparation (from http://
www.ccap.ac.uk/media/recipes/F2_Si.htm). 
Ready medium was distributed over 10 Erlenmeyer flasks, using 100 ml in each. 
Sterilization was made by autoclaving. Sterile, closed flasks were stored in the lab shelfs 
together with other medium at the room temperature.  Some sedimentation with slightly 
brown or white pellet was detected. Such sedimentation did not influence algae growth.
2.3.2.Temperature and light conditions
Two facilities were available at the Center of Organelle Research (CORE) at University of 
Stavanger in the period when this work was being performed. 
On the one hand, a plant room with constant temperature of 23°C, day/night light cycle 
18/6 hours respectively. Algae were grown in 250 ml Erlenmeyer flasks standing on an 
orbital shaker (1.2 speed setting) in a way that the light from the luminescent bulbs 
reached the cultures from the top.
Second facility, was introduced later, is plant growth chamber (Panasonic MLR-351). This 
chamber has precise programmable temperature and light control independently from 
surrounding conditions. The same 250 ml flasks on the shaker were transferred inside. 
Temperature were adjusted to 23°C, illuminance was about 13000 lux during 24 hours per 
day. 
2.4.Algal growth analysis by cells counting
Microorganisms can be counted by several methods (Black, 2012), including direct 
(microscopic cell counts using counting chambers, flow cytometry) and indirect (turbidity 
and dry weight measurements).
Taking into account the available equipment, cell counting was done using counting 
chambers as a direct counting method and measuring  optical density of cultures using the 
spectrophotometer as an indirect method.
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2.4.1.Counting equipment
Cell counting was performed using a Bürker counting chamber. It has a design typical for 
counting chambers. 
Counting chambers differ in marking of counting plates. Bürker variant has one large 
square, which is sometimes called counting grid (side length 3 mm) and several smaller 
squares represented at Figure 10. This counting grid has 9 squares, each side is 
surrounded by triple lines which have a length of 1 mm from the middle line of one triple 
set to the next middle line, area 1 mm2. Each 1 mm2 large square is subdivided into 16 
small squares of identical size which are separated from each other by double lines, 
except those which share triple lines with large squares.  Each side of small squares has a 
side length of 0.2 mm (area 0.04 mm2).
Figure 10. Construction of the Bürker counting chamber and counting grid. A depth of the 
counting chambers is 0.1 mm. The whole counting chamber is rounded by a red circle and a 
large 1 mm2 square is marked by green and red colors. Based on images of Experimental 
Biosciences Resources (www.ruf.rice.edu/~bioslabs/methods/microscopy/cellcounting.html) and 
Marienfeld Counting Chamber brochure (www.marienfeld-superior.com/index.php/counting-
chambers.html).
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2.4.2.Counting procedure
The method of determining cell concentration by cell counting is very simple and does not 
require expensive instruments or special working conditions. Though in order to get 
reliable results some rules need to be followed.  
The total sample volume of a Bürker counting chamber is about 14 µL. This volume should 
be distributed equally between the two counting chambers with grids. 
Figure  11. Regions in the large 1 mm2 square. Red and green dots represent cells. Those cells 
which touch one of the right and bottom triple lines must not be counted and are marked by  red 
color. Those ones which touch one of the left and upper triple lines have to be counted and are 
marked by green color.
All cells inside of large 1 mm2 square have to be counted in such a way that none of them 
is missed or counted twice. Those cells which are located on one of the triple lines of the 
left and upper sides of large squares have to be counted, while those ones located on the 
right and down sides have to be skipped from counting (Figure 11). Thereby, exactly the 
number of cells in the 1 mm x 1 mm square is determined.
Figure 12. The proper way of counting inside of large square. Counting starts from upper left 
small square 1 and finishes at upper right square 4.
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It is recommended to start counting from the left upper small square and then to move 
towards right upper corner, to write down number of counted cells, and to start the next 
series from the square which is located below the previous one (Figure 12). The direction 
has to be changed towards the left side of the large square. All cells that are located on 
the upper and left borders (double lines) of small squares should be added to the number 
of cells within double lines. Using this method one can avoid counting cells twice.
For cell counting two different samples were prepared, each sample was loaded into the 
counting chamber twice. Two large 1 mm2 squares were counted for each loading. One 
from the top  counting chamber and another one from the bottom counting chamber. To get 
the distribution of cells within chambers which is the closest to the real one, the location of 
counted squares was chosen in such a way, that the first counted square was at the top of 
the left corner (green region at Figure 10) of top  counting chamber and the second 
counted square was in the middle position of the bottom counting chamber (red region at 
the Figure 10).
Thus, for each Bürker counting chamber two algal cell counts within the large 1 mm2 
squares were made. Since two algal aliquots of two Bürker cell loading replicates were 
made, eighth cell counts were done in total for each culture.
One large 1 mm2 square has the following volume:
 1 mm * 1 mm * 0.1 mm = 0.1 mm3 = 0.1 µl = 0.0001 ml
Hence, the concentration of cells in one large square is:
Number of cells in one large square / 0.0001 ml, or №cells per ml * 10000 
If the sample was diluted the cell concentration has to be multiplied by the dilution factor:
№cells in the large 1 mm2 square * 10000 * dilution factor
Total cell concentration per mL calculates as the average of cell concentrations of all 
counted large squares for the culture.
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2.5.Algal growth analysis by spectroscopic measurements
Direct microscopic cells counting take much time. However, if a correlation between cell 
number in a culture and optical properties of the same culture is known, it is much easier 
to measure optical density and calculate cell concentration from that. 
To measure optical density every wavelength of visible light can be selected. Possible 
scattering of solvent and variation in pigments of algae should be considered. Three 
different wavelengths stated in the literature: 540 nm (Rocha et al., 2003), 625 nm (Hsueh 
et al., 2007), 680 nm (Gu et al., 2012) were chosen for measuring optical density  of 
Nannochloropsis culture.
A generally  accepted wavelength for measurements of Nannochloropsis optical density 
could not be found in the literature, so it was decided to get values for all of these 
wavelengths. Another reason for using only three different wavelengths was that the 
spectrophotometer which was available could measure exactly  this amount of wavelengths 
as a maximum. To find a relation between cell concentration and optical density  of culture 
measurements of these variables, the measurements were synchronized in time, i.e. they 
were performed within the same day. First the spectrophotometer SmartSpec Plus 
(BioRad, USA) had to be turned on, the optical density mode (button «OD») had to be 
chosen. Then, a number of wavelengths which would be measured (1-3) should have 
been typed on the keyboard.
To calibrate the instrument, 1 ml PS cuvette was filled with 1 ml F/2 media without algae, 
and placed into the cuvette holder. The lid was closed the button «Read blank» was 
pressed to start calibration, then the button «Continue» was pressed in order to jump to 
sample OD measurements.
1 ml of algae culture was transferred into each of three 1.5 Eppendorf tubes in the sterile 
conditions. The sample from the Eppendorf tube was transferred into the 1ml PS cuvette, 
and mixed by pipetting. The cuvette was placed into the cuvette holder, the lid was closed 
and button «Read sample» was pressed. The given values were notated. If the OD values 
were higher than 0.6, the sample was diluted with F/2 media. The procedure was repeated 
for two other samples.
The average OD value was calculated for each wavelength. For those samples which 
were diluted, the OD values were multiplied by the dilution factor and resulting value was 
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used to calculate the average. For each wavelength standard deviation was also 
calculated. 
If it is necessary to make a calibration curve, then a new table should be created as shown 
in Table A in Appendix 1. 
In a first row put results of cells counting, in the other put the results of OD measurements 
for the same samples (the time points can be added as well). A plot of such values as 
represented should be made as shown in a Figure 20.
2.6.Contamination analysis
A contamination can be removed by several methods: dilution, centrifugation, using 
antibiotics or detergents, plating, etc. Several methods were chosen and applied for 
Nannochloropsis algal cultures.
All procedures were done in the sterile conditions and using sterile instruments. For results 
see Chapter 3.1.3, Figure 21.
2.6.1.Centrifugation
Another method separates algae cells from bacterial ones using a combination of 
centrifugation and washing steps (Stein, 1980). This method cannot give an axenic culture, 
but can be used for the purification of the algal cultures.
The method was used for the purification of the Nannochloropsis cultures during 
harvesting and is described in Chapter 2.8.
2.6.2.Dilution method
1 ml of algal culture at mid-Log phase was transferred to the 1.5 Eppendorf tube, 2 µl of 
the culture were transferred into the 200 µl PCR tube, then 20 µl of sterile F/2 media were 
added to the tube and mixed by  pipetting. The 2 µl of mixture were transferred into the 
new 200 µl PCR tube and the previous step was repeated. In total 4 dilutions were made, 
the sample was diluted in 10000 times. 10 µl of the final solution were put on the F/2 agar 
plate and distributed by using disposable loop or spatula.
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2.6.3.Antibiotics
Treating a sample with antibiotics is used to slow down the growth rate of contaminators 
and/or kill them completely. Based on the literature (Jones et al., 1973; Bradley  et al., 
1988) the method of using antibiotic disks was chosen for this study. The following 
antibiotic disks were obtained from the MAST Group, UK: Amphotericin B 20 µg per disk, 
Imipenem 10 µg per disk, Neomycin 10 µg per disk, Nystatin 100 units per disk, Penicillin 
G 10 units per disk.
1. Using of the antibiotic disks on plated algal cultures. The 10 µl of algal culture were 
transferred to the F/2 agar plate and spread using spatula. Then, antibiotic disks were 
transferred to the agar surface and distributed equally. The colonies were analyzed after 
2-3 weeks by microscopy.
2.  10 µl of liquid algal culture of each specie were placed into 2.0 ml Eppendorf tube 
together with 1 or two antibiotic disks, the solution was mixed and placed in the plant 
growing chamber for two weeks. After two weeks the solution was analyzed on the 
presence of contamination by microscopy.
3. The 2 µl of liquid culture from each of 2.0 ml Eppendorf tubes used in previous 
experiment were transferred into the first left hand well of the 96 well-plate. 200 µl of F/2 
medium were added to the first well and mixed by pipetting. After that the 2 µl of the 
solution were transferred to the next well, 200 µl of F/2 media were added. The dilution 
was repeated eight times. The cultures were left for growing for 3 weeks and then 
analyzed by microscopy.
2.7.Neutral lipid staining by fluorescent dyes
Analysis of lipids in cells was performed by spectrophotometric method (Sea Chapter 3.2, 
Figure 22). The analysis of literature revealed that BODIPY 505/515 is better suitable for 
staining neutral lipids in the microalgae. 
The fluorescence was analyzed using NIKON TE-2000U inverted fluorescence microscope 
equipped with Exfo X-cite 120 illumination system and followed filters for YFP (exciter 
HQ500/20, emitter S535/30), CFP (exciter S436/10, emitter S470/30) and for dSRed 
(exciter HQ560/40, emitter D630/60). The images were taking with Hamamatsu Orca ER 
1394 cooled CCD camera connected with a PC.
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For BODIPY 505/515 stained cells the settings used for YFP detection were chosen. For 
detection of autofluorescence of Chl a molecules, the RFP filters were used.
Table 2. Characteristics of major staining fluorescence dies for neutral lipids applying to 
algae. The table based on Invitrogen product information for the Nile Red (http://
products.invitrogen.com/ivgn/product/N1142) and for the BODIPY 505/515 (http://
products.invitrogen.com/ivgn/product/D3921). 
Nile Red BODIPY 505/515
Molecular 
weight
Penetration of 
algal cell 
membranes
Influence on 
living organism
Excitation wave 
length
Emission wave 
length
Chlorophyll 
interference @ 
670 nm
Absorption/
Emission
Spectra
318.369 g/mol 248.08 g/mol
Good penetration ability when 
treated with relatively high 
temperatures or concentrations 
of DMSO, glycerol, acetone.
Easily at non toxic concentrations 
of glycerol or DMSO
Does not affect on organism, but high concentrations of treatment 
agents can be lethal for algal cells
552 ± 3 nm 502 ± 3 nm
Neutral lipids - Yellow-gold
636 ± 4 nm
Phospholipids - Red
about 590 nm
Neutral lipids - Green
max @ 510 ± 4 nm
Yes, for phospholipids No
2.7.1.Neutral lipid staining with BODIPY 505/515
(4,4-difluoro-1,3,5,7-tetramethyl-4-bora-3a,4a-diaza-s-indacene)
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Stock and working solutions were made according to procedure which was first described 
by  (Cooper et al., 2010) and improved by (Brennan et al., 2012). 
 First step: making 5 mM BODIPY in 100% DMSO solution.
1 ml of DMSO was added to the bottle containing 10 mg of BODIPY and mixed until all the 
crystals were dissolved. Then, the mixture was transferred into 10 ml measuring cylinder 
and 7 ml DMSO (100%) were added ( to get 8 ml of DMSO in total). The cylinder was 
covered with parafilm and properly mixed. The solution was aliquoted in 15 1.5 ml 
Eppendorf tubes with 0.5 ml in each. Second step: making 0.5 mM BODIPY in 100% 
DMSO.
0.5 ml 5 mM BODIPY in 100 % DMSO was added to 4.5 ml 100% DMSO, the resulting 
solution was mixed and aliquoted in 9 Eppendorf tubes with 0.5 ml in each.
 Third step: making 24 µM BODIPY in 100% DMSO.
48 µL of 0.5 mM BODIPY in 100% DMSO were added to 950 µL 100% DMSO in the new 
1.5 ml Eppendorf tube, the mixture was aliquoted in 5 Eppendorf tubes with 0.2 ml in each.
In order to get working solution with a final concentration of 0.12 µg/mL BODIPY and 2% 
DMSO, 2 µL of 24 µM BODIPY in 100% DMSO were dissolved in 98 ml of algae culture. 
Microscopic observations can be started after 2 minutes of dye adding.
2.7.2.Nile Red staining dye for triacylglycerols
Composition and concentration of final solution for Nannochloropsis lipid staining were 
taken from (Doan et al., 2010). Because an acetone was used as a solvent for Nile Red, 
some precautions were made: glows were used, each new pipet tip was first dipped in 
acetone and afterwards used for the pipetting.
First, a stock solution of 2.5 mg/ml Nile Red in acetone was prepared.
1 ml of acetone was added to 25 mg of Nile Red, mixed until all the crystals were 
dissolved, the solution was transferred into 10 ml measuring cylinder. The previous step 
was repeated to transfer Nile Red completely. Then, 100% acetone was added to get 2.5 
mg/mL solution (10 ml acetone in total), the cylinder was covered with parafilm and 
properly mixed. The solution was aliquotation in 10 Eppendorf tubes with 1 ml in each, 1 of 
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those tubes was aliquoted into 10 tubes - 100 µL in each, resulting in concentration 2.5 
mg/mL Nile Red in 100% acetone in each tube.
Second step: 0.03 mg/mL Nile Red in 100% acetone (Working solution)
900 µL of 100% acetone were added into each tube from the previous step  to get the 
concentration of 0.25 mg/mL Nile Red in 100% acetone. Then, 1 Eppendorf tube with 0.25 
mg/ml Nile Red in 100% acetone was aliquoted into 10 tubes - 100 µL in each. Additional 
733 µL of 100% acetone was added into each tube to get 0.833 µL of 0.03 mg/mL Nile 
Red in 100% acetone.
In total the following solutions were made: 9 tubes with 1 mL of 2.5 mg/mL concentration, 9 
tubes with 1 mL of 0.25 mg/mL and 10 tubes with 0.833 µL of 0.03 mg/mL Nile Red in 
100% acetone.
Working solution of Nile Red can be used directly for sample preparation. 0.5 mg/mL stock 
solution of glycerol is also needed for better penetration of the Nile Red through cell wall of 
Nannochloropsis (Doan et al., 2010). 
 Making stock solution 0.5 mg/mL glycerol in water:
5 g of glycerol were added into 10 ml measuring cylinder, the distilled water was added up 
to 10 ml. The solution was mixed (the cylinder was preliminary covered with parafilm). The 
mixture was distributed into 10 Eppendorf tubes - 1 ml 0.5 mg/ml glycerol in each.
According to the article (Doan et al., 2010) final concentration of Nile Red: 0.3 µg/ml, 
glycerol: 0.1 g/mL. To reach these concentrations 0.8 mL of algae culture were taken, 0.2 
ml aqueous glycerol (with concentration - 0.5 g/mL) was added together with 10 µl Nile 
Red (concentration - 0.03 mg/mL in 100% acetone). Then, the solution was vortexed  for 
about 1 minute and stored for minimum 4 minutes in the dark before it could be used.
2.8.Bioinformatics methods
Two species of microalgae were in the center of interest: Nannochloropsis gaditana strain 
CCMP527 and Nannochloropsis oceanica strain CCMP1779 . These species were chosen 
because their genomes were sequenced and published by Radakovits et al. (2012) and by 
Vieler et al. (2012) for N. gaditana and N. oceanica respectively.  They had become 
available prior to the start of this thesis at GenBank of the National Center for 
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Biotechnology Information (NCBI) http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/11691 and http://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/13215 for N. gaditana and N. oceanica respectively. 
Gene and protein predictions are available for N. gaditana. They were retrieved and 
processed by Dr. T. Lingner (Institute of Microbiology and Genetics, University of 
Göttingen, Germany). Dr. T. Lingner created several lists with proteins («Plant», 
«Metazoa», «Combined») of N. gaditana which were predicted to be peroxisomal (For the 
full list of predicted proteins see Table B in Appendix 2). The proteomic data was taken 
from the Nannochloropsis Genome Project Solutions (NGPS) group  which sequenced the 
N. gaditana genome (available at http://nannochloropsis.genomeprojectsolutions-
databases.com/).  
2.8.1.Orthology analysis
78 proteins with peroxisomal posterior probabilities above 0.500 (which corresponds to 
0.412 of PWM score) were predicted using «Plant» prediction model. The underlying 
strategy was based on the idea that phylogenetically related organisms often contain 
orthologous genes, which are derived from a single ancestor gene as a result of speciation 
(Trachana et al., 2011). They usually encode proteins with similar function, structure and 
subcellular localization. Orthologous genes from related species have minor differences in 
nucleotide structure because of speciation, but mostly  have similar or even identical parts 
of sequences which code major motifs or regions (high sequence similarity at the amino 
acid level, conserved folding, etc.). These parts determine the function ability of gene and 
have been usually inherited from a common ancestor. Therefore, genes which have similar 
structure elements might be homologues (orthologs) and encode proteins with almost 
identical functions and probably localization. 
This was done by using BLAST search at http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi. Creators 
describe (Wheeler D, 2007) this powerful instrument as «The Basic Local Alignment 
Search Tool (BLAST) which finds regions of local similarity between sequences. The 
program compares nucleotide or protein sequences to sequence databases and 
calculates the statistical significance of matches». This tool allows scientists to compare 
nucleotide or amino acid sequence of interest to all sequences that have previously been 
deposited in GenBank, the world’s largest sequence database.  It is also possible to get 
information concerning function or allocation for protein. Restriction to the search 
parameters can be easily applied, for example, a search for similarities in genetic code can 
be applied only among defined group of organisms.
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Figure 13. Print  screen of protein blast  search used orthology analysis with major elements. 
1 - blast method, here blastp  look for similarities in protein database using a protein query, 2 - 
Submission window for query  sequence, suitable for pasting amino acid sequences or accession 
codes, here protein Nga03053, 3 - Chose of database, here «Non-redundant protein sequences 
(nr)» and restriction for search among submitted organisms, here Stramenopiles and A. thaliana.
The protein BLAST search was done for every amino acid sequence represented in the 
table provided by Dr. T. Lingner. Results were restricted to Stramenopiles and Arabidopsis 
thaliana Figure 4. Stramenopiles is a group of organisms having the closest organism 
similarity  and origin with Nannochloropsis among algae. The Arabidopsis was chosen 
because of the most well-known plant organism (See section 1.1.1, Figure 2).  Usually  4-5 
proteins of high sequence identity  (at least 30% at the amino acid level, E value from 
1e-50 (the lowest similarity) to 1e-150 (the highest similarity)) from different species were 
picked up  for comparison, such as, brown algae Ectocarpus siliculosus (Cock et al., 2010), 
three diatoms Phaeodactylum tricornutum (genome was published by Bowler, et al., in 
2008) Thalassiosira pseudonana (Armbrust et al., 2004), Thalassiosira oceanica (Lommer 
et al., 2012) and well-known model plant Arabidopsis thaliana which genome was 
completed in 2000 by the Arabidopsis Genome Initiative. Every protein or gene 
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represented in the database has its own annotation page, where all known information 
about this sequence can be found, for example, length, location in genome (for genes), 
localization in the cell (for proteins), etc. This information was uploaded by the authorized 
users of the NCBI database, reviewed and revised periodically.
PredPlantPTS1 peroxisomal prediction server is available at http://ppp.gobics.de/ (Lingner 
et al., 2011; Reumann et al., 2012). It gives results as position specific weight matrices 
(PWM) score which gives an information on how last 14 amino acid at C-terminus end are 
correlated with know PTS1 peptides. The algorithm analyzes the 14 C-terminal amino 
acids and gives them a score according to their position and type based on the collection 
of sequences of verified PTS1 peptides. It also considers the possible decencies between 
amino acid residues. Such complex analysis of 14 amino acids at C-terminus end allows 
this prediction service to predict previously unidentified peroxisomal tripeptids. Final score 
of above 0.500 should be considered as probably peroxisomal, below - probably non-
peroxisomal. The higher is the score, the better is the probability. Therefore using this 
prediction server it proposed localization of any peptide can be quickly checked. 
There were three types of conclusions that could be made: high, moderate and low 
probability  to be true peroxisomal protein (for the N. gaditana protein of interest). High 
probability  was given to peptides which orthologs were mostly peroxisomal, moderate - to 
peptides which have some PTS1 proteins among orthologs, low probability  was given to 
proteins which were very  short, had annotations pointing to other compartment localization 
or which orthologs were not predicted/known as peroxisomal. 
Even if not all the proteins were predicted to by peroxisomal based on orthology analysis, 
some of those which got a bad score can still be targeted to the peroxisomes. That is why 
all of them were further processed in the next step.
2.8.2.Orthology analysis verification by gene structure analysis
Genomes are represented by large collections of nucleotide sequences. Using 
bioinformatic algorithms it is possible to find among them the parts which encode genes. 
Programs analyze nucleotide sequence trying to recognize combination of nucleotides 
which encode transcription start signal (ATG), stop  signal (TGA, TAA, TAG), borders of 
introns and splicing sites. These prediction algorithms (Augustus: http://bioinf.uni-
greifswald.de/augustus/, GeneMark: http://exon.gatech.edu/) were tried to predict gene 
structures on another organisms - ascomycete - Neurospora crassa and oomycete - 
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Pythium ultimum. After the trial they were applied to the N. gaditana genome. The trials on 
the fungal model organisms can be the reason for the mistakes in gene predictions 
(Radakovits et al., 2012).
The verification of the protein structure predictions includes identification of the original 
nucleotide regions which were used for prediction and their actual borders. Investigation of 
actual structure of the proteins includes investigation of the number of exons in the gene. 
Therefore these two methods will be described together.
2.8.2.1.Investigation exons and introns in N. gaditana genes together with verifying 
the presence of PTS1
Most of the eukaryotic genes have exons and introns. The gene structure analysis was 
done using tBLASTn tool from NCBI. It was restricted to N. gaditana and whole genome 
contigs as a source of genomic data. (See Figure 13, where in the first section tblastn was 
used, in second section protein sequence was inserted and in the third section the whole 
genome contigs of N. gaditana genome were chosen). From the results of the search the 
most identical sequence was chosen for analysis. Because the prediction of structure of 
query protein was made based on the gene structure prediction, only the regions encoded 
exons are present in the resulted alignment and their identity  have to be 100%. If the 
number of exons is more than one, it can be observed by the analysis of the alignment. If 
the first hit contains two matches in the same contig (Sequence ID) as shown in the Figure 
14, (for the Nga00060) and these matches cover together 100% of the query  sequence, it 
can be assumed that this protein contains two exons. 
The PTS1 located at the extreme C-teminus, so the presence of stop  codon immediately 
after the PTS1 tripeptide is important to identify. To check that two separated exons are 
really  present in nucleotide sequence and that PTS1 is followed by the stop codon, the link 
«GeneBank» corresponding to the most interesting match had to be made active. 
Thereafter the new window corresponding to the selected region of the contig was 
automatically opened. The FASTA view mode was chosen, the selected region was 
extended by  subtracting 500 bp from the start-point position and adding 500 bp  to the end-
point position in the «Change region shown» window. The shown sequence was translated 
using the ExPASy translation tool: (http://web.expasy.org/translate/). «Compact» output 
format was chosen in the translation options. The translation was done for three forward 
ORFs and three reverse ORFs. Our sequence was found in the first reverse ORF (blue 
frame in the Figure 15) by the copying the 14 amino acid terminal part of the aligned 
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sequence (position 65897 - 65911 in the Figure 15) and pasting into the search window of 
the internet browser (press Ctrl+F for Windows/Cmd+F for MacOs). The identical region 
was marked with yellow frame in Figure 15. These 14 amino acids were followed by the 
stop codon, therefore PTS1 prediction was correct. If the stop codon was not present 
directly after the PTS1, then the 14 amino acid terminated by the next following stop-codon 
were copied and verified in PredPlantPTS1.
Figure 14. Print-screen of the tblatn search results of the predicted N. gaditana protein 
Nga00060 against  whole genome contigs of Nannochloropsis species. Two alignment 
matches with different ORF in one contig cover 100% of the query  protein. It was predicted that the 
corresponding gene has two exons.
The N-terminal region of the protein is not important for the PTS1 prediction, however for 
the successful peroxisomal localization results in vivo the complete sequence of at least 
one PTS1-carrying exon has to be estimated. For the single exon proteins Start codon 
sequence has to be verified. For two-exon protein Nga00060 the second exon was 
present in the same ORF (3’5’ Frame 1»), however the first exon was translated using 
another ORF «3’5’ Frame 2». The correct position of Start (M) and Stop  (-) codons was 
checked by copy-pasting extreme N- and C-terminal regions from the protein alignment 
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represented in Figure 14. One exon gene cannot be translated by two different ORF, in 
such a way the hypothesis that the protein is coded by two-exon gene was verified.
 F igure  15 . The resul t  o f 
translation of C-terminal exon 
using ExPASy translation tool. 
The ORF is marked by  the blue 
frame. The last 14 amino acids of 
the C-terminal exon containing 
PTS1 marked by the yellow frame.
2.8.3.Prediction of PTS2 proteins in N. gaditana and N. oceanica
Proteins can be targeted to the peroxisomes by  carrying C-terminal PTS1 tripeptide or by 
cleavable nonapeptide PTS2 which is located closer to the N-terminus. These are most 
abundant (but not the single) ways for soluble proteins to reach peroxisomes (see Chapter 
1.3).  
At the moment several peroxisomal protein databases are available. AraPerox 1.2 (http://
www3.uis.no/araperoxv1/) was used in this study. It contains all known, experimentally 
verified proteins of A. thaliana with PTS2 represented (Reumann et al., 2004). 
The proteins with verified PTS2 signals were blasted against nucleotide collection of 
Nannochloropsis genome to find homologs. BLAST parameters: tblastn, whole genome 
contigs, restriction to Nannochloropsis. The methodology is similar to verifying the 
presence of PTS1 during gene structure analysis described above (Chapter 2.8.2.1). 
However, for PTS2 prediction first exon had to be selected for the analysis and the region 
of the nucleotide sequence corresponding to this exon had to be extended by at least 
1000 bp in the «Change region shown» window. Then, this nucleotide sequence was 
translated in ExPASy and the interested corresponding amino acid sequence was found in 
the one of six ORFs by  «copy-pasting» as described above. The putative first exon length 
should be from the first start codon to the stop codon. The PTS2 nonapeptide should be 
located in the 40 amino acid region from the start codon and consist of represented amino 
acid combination [R/K]-[L/V/I]-x5-[H/Q]-[L/A]. 
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2.9.Molecular biology methods
Bioinformatical methods have to be proven by laboratory methods, because they have a 
lot of variabilities which can affect the result. One of such proving techniques is cloning of 
interesting genes, investigation of their sequences, with further subcloning and targeting 
analysis in a living cell. It is a very short description, the whole procedure is represented in 
Figure 16: 
Peroxisomal protein prediction by bioinformatics
Designing primers for 10 interesting genes
Algal DNA isolation
Analytical PCR (to verify correction of the primers for the 10 chosen genes and to find the 
best suitable Ta and elongation time)
Analytical agarose gel electrophoresis (to check fragment size and PCR specificity)
Analytical PCR (to verify correction of the primers for the 3 most interesting genes and to 
find the best suitable Ta and elongation time)
Analytical agarose gel electrophoresis (to check fragment size and PCR specificity)
Preparative PCR (to amplify 3 most interesting genes)
Analytical agarose gel electrophoresis (to verify successful genes amplification)
Preparative PCR (to isolate preparative PCR fragment)
PCR fragment subcloning into pJET vector (TA cloning)
E.coli transformation and pJET vector isolation
Analytical PCR (to verify correction of the inserts for the 3 constructs and to find their 
orientation in the vector)
Analytical agarose gel electrophoresis (to verify correct insert size and determine the DNA 
concentration)
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Analytical double restriction digestion
Analytical agarose gel electrophoresis (to verify correct insert size and determine the DNA 
concentration)
Preparative double restriction digestion
Preparative agarose gel electrophoresis (to isolate double restriction digestion fragment)
Preparation of the destination pCAT-EYFP vector
Insert subcloning into the pCAT-EYFP vector
E.coli transformation and colony PCR
Sequencing of insert
DNA precipitation onto gold particles and onion epidermal cell bombardment
Subcellular localization analysis by fluorescence microscopy
Figure 16. Summary of subcloning steps of PTS1 protein candidates in the back of EYFP 
using intermediate subcloning into pJET cloning vector. Three last steps were not performed 
due to the absence of transformed E. coli cells containing the designed constructs (See Chapter 
3.4.5).
2.9.1.Algal cell harvesting
The protocol for harvesting the algal cell with intermediate partial purification was 
established for this project.
The algal culture was grown to reach maximum concentration, then it was distributed into 
the 50 ml Falcone tubes (for 100 ml of culture two tubes were used), the tubes were 
centrifuged in the Sorvall RC 5C Plus centrifuge using HS-4 rotor, 3500-4000 rcf 10-15 min 
at 4°C to get solid pellet. Then the supernatant was discarded and 50 ml of distilled water 
were added to the same tubes. The algal pellet was resuspended. The washing was 
repeated twice in order to get clear supernatant. After the last centrifugation the 
supernatant was removed and around 1 ml of water was added, the pelet was 
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Sequencing
resuspended and transferred into 1.5 ml (or 2.0 ml) Eppendorf tube. The tubes were 
stored in the freezer at -20°C.
A new protocol was established in order to get harvested cells ready for DNA extraction 
using DNA isolation kit (DNeasy Plant Mini Kit from Qiagen, Germany). 200 mg is a 
maximum recommended loading weight for the used kit, so it is necessary to make 
aliquots containing 200 mg wet weight of cells.
Preparation of harvested algal cells for the DNA extraction
The Eppendorf tubes containing algal cultures were taken out from the freezer and thawed 
on ice. Then the cultures were centrifuged at 10000 rcf for 5 min, the supernatant was 
removed, pellet was resuspended in about 200 µl of the nanopure water. The suspension 
was transferred into new 1.5 ml tube with known weight. Several suspensions were 
combined in this tube with known weight to get about 1.5 ml of total volume. When the 
tube was filled up, it was closed and centrifuged at 10000 rcf for 5 min. Supernatant was 
removed and the tube with algal paste was weighted and the weight of algal paste was 
calculated by  subtracting tube weight from total weight. A small volume of nanopure water 
was added in order to dissolve the algae. The suspension was aliquoted between several 
new 1.5 ml tubes in such a way that  200 mg of algae in each tube were got. The tubes 
with algal suspensions were stored in the freezer at -20°C ready for the DNA extraction.
2.9.2.Extraction of algal DNA
The method of disruption of the frozen algae mass by mortar and pestle followed by 
additional disruption using manual homogenizer was adapted for algal DNA extraction.
Frozen harvested cells have to be thawed on ice. If the cells culture is dense, it has to be 
diluted, to be able to transfer all the algae mass. Liquid nitrogen from the storage tank has 
to be transferred into the special small container (the gloves and googles were used). The 
sterile pestle and mortar have to be cooled down by transferring some amount of liquid 
nitrogen to the mortar. When the nitrogen evaporated completely and pestle cooled down, 
algae solution using 200 µl pipetman should be very carefully  transferred drop by drop. 
The drops immediately  stick to the cold surface of the mortar and freeze. Then, the drops 
have to be squashed by applying powerful circular movements by the pestle (use gloves). 
To prevent movement of the mortar it has to be put onto stable pedestal. When all the 
drops are crushed in paste, it has to be transferred into special microcetrifuge tube with 
thick walls and mixed for some minutes using manual homogenizer with sterile tip. 
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When all the above steps were made, the disrupted cells were loaded into 1.5 ml tubes 
and DNeasy Plant Mini Kit from Qiagen (Germany) was used, where they melted down 
and handled according to the isolation kit instructions.
400 μl of Buffer AP1 and 4 μl of RNase A were added. The solution was vortexed and 
incubated for 10 min at 65°C. The tubes should be inverted 2–3 times during incubation. 
Then, 130 μl Buffer P3 were added, mixed and incubated for 5 min on ice. After that the 
lysate was centrifuged for 5 min at the top  speed. The lysate was pipetted into a 
QIAshredder spin column and placed in a 2 ml collection tube. Next centrifugation was 
done at 20,000 x g for 2 min. The flow-through was transferred into a new tube without 
disturbing the pellet if present and 1.5 volumes of Buffer AW1 were added. The solution 
was mixed by pipetting.
650 μl of the mixture were transferred into a DNeasy Mini spin column placed in a 2 ml 
collection tube. Centrifugation was done at ≥ 6000 x g (≥ 8000 rpm) for 1 minute. The flow-
through was discarded. The last step was repeated with the remaining sample. The spin 
column was placed into a new 2 ml collection tube. 500 μl Buffer AW2 were added, and 
centrifugation was performed at ≥6000 x g for 1 minute. The flow-through was discarded. 
After that, another 500 μl Buffer AW2 were added and the mixture was centrifuged at 
20,000 x g for 2 min. The spin column should be carefully  removed from the collection 
tube, so that the column does not meet the flow-through. 
In the last step, the spin column was placed to a new 1.5 ml or 2 ml tube, 50 μl nanopure 
water was added for elution. After the incubation for 5 min at room temperature (15–25°C), 
the solution was centrifuged for 1 min at ≥6000 x g. The elution could be done twice into 
the same tube or to a new one. The DNA concentration was measured at Nanodrop 
spectrometer.  
2.9.3.Determination of DNA concentration in solution
The Nanodrop  2000 spectrometer (Thermo scientific, USA) was used for determination of 
genomic or plasmid DNA  concentration in microliters of solvent.
Before the use of instrument the lenses must be cleaned by adding 2 µl of nanopure water 
on them and wiping them using special lens tissue. To calibrate the instrument 1 µl of 
nanopure water was placed on the instrument and measurements were done by clicking 
corresponding button in the computer interface. When the calibration was done, 1 µl of the 
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sample was pipetted on the lens, the sample was given a name in the corresponding 
window of the computer program and the measurements were performed. After each 
measurement the lenses of the spectrometer have to be wiped using lens tissue. The 
concentration values were printed using connected printer.
2.9.4.Polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
PCR is a very powerful and useful technique nowadays. In this technique nucleic acid 
regions can be amplified in vitro by a thermostable DNA polymerase. As a result one gets 
high amount of copies of the region of interest. They can be used in the gel 
electrophoresis or directly in a transformation of a vector (Campbell et al., 2008).
PCR, as all other methods in natural science, has two types of analysis - two modes of 
working process: analytical mode and preparative one. Typical aim of choosing analytical 
mode is to get evidence of something or to test working parameters. It is different for the 
preparative mode, which is used when the high quality/quantity results are needed. Hence, 
it is wise to use more material (more time and money) for the second mode if one`s aim is 
to use the results in subsequent steps. If the results of experiment are not supposed to be 
used as a material for the next experiments, the analytical PCR should be chosen. The 
master mix for analytic PCR can be found in Table 3.
Table 3.Typical analytical PCR master mix:
Component Volume (µL) Final concentration
Sterile nanopure water 13.5
10x Taq buffer 2 1x
25 mM MgCl2 2 2,5 mM
10 mM dNTPs  0.5 0,25 mM
10 µM forward primer 0.5 0,25 µM
10 µM reverse primer 0.5 0,25 µM
Template DNA 0.5
Taq polymerase (1U/µl) 0.5
Total volume 20
Composition of PCR mix used in preparative PCR is the same as in analytical PCR, with 
the only exception that 0,5 µL more water is used, based on the assumption that the 
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volume of the sample is close to zero. The master mix for preparative PCR can be found in 
Table 4.
Table 4. Typical preparative PCR master mix. 
Component Volume (µL) Final concentration
Sterile nanopure water 34.5
10x Taq buffer 5 1x
25 mM MgCl2 5 2,5 mM
10 mM dNTPs  1 0,25 mM
10 µM forward primer 1 0,25 µM
10 µM reverse primer 1 0,25 µM
Template DNA 1
Taq polymerase 0.5
Total volume 50
For analytical PCR a homemade Taq DNA polymerase was used. It is relatively cheap and 
therefore can be effectively used in large scale qualitative analysis. For preparative PCR 
more advanced, effective and expensive Phusion High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase (Thermo 
Scientific, USA) was used. PCR elongation time is adapted according to the  expected 
length of the PCR product, about 1 minute per 1 kb. The annealing temperature (Ta) for 
each primer was calculated by the formula:
Tm = 69.3°C + 41%GC - 650/n,
Ta =  - 3°C,
Where Tm is melting temperature, %GC is a ration of the bases guanine (G) and cytosine 
(C) to the total number of bases (n) of the primer. If the primers had different Tm, the 
lowest value, was taking for calculation of Ta. The two types of annealing temperatures 
were used for the PCR programme: for cycles from the first to the tenth lower Ta was 
used, than for cycles from the eleventh to the thirty-fifth. It gave more unspecific products 
at the first stage which were further amplified during the next one. This technique is usually 
used for «difficult» amplicons. The typical programs for analytical and preparative PCR 
can be found in Table 5.
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 Table 5. Typical PCR programs
Step Cycle
Preparative PCR Analytical PCR
Temp. (C) Time Temp. (C) Time
Initial denaturation 1 96 2 min 96 5min
Denaturation 1-10 96 30 sec 96 45 sec
Annealing 1-10 Ta 30 sec Ta 45 sec
Elongation 1-10 72 30 sec - 4 min 72 30 sec - 4 min
Denaturation 11-35 96 30 sec 96 45 sec
Annealing 11-35 Ta 30 sec Ta 45 sec
Elongation 11-35 72 30 sec - 4 min 72 30 sec - 4 min
Final elongation 36 72 10 min 72 10 min
Cooling 36 12 12
Colony PCR was used to identify transformants that contain the desired plasmid. It is 
usually done by growing distinct clones of transformants on agar LB medium. A portion of 
a colony was touched with fine pipette tip  in order to get a small bit of cells culture and, 
then added to the master mix and used in PCR solution. 
2.9.5.Gel electrophoresis
Agarose gel electrophoresis was used to separate DNA fragments according to their 
mobility  under electric field in the gel. It was used to separate DNA sequences from 380 bp 
to the vectors which are more than 4000 bp  in size. The preparative and analytical 
methods are also used in this technique. The difference between them was in amount of 
loading sample. The analytical agarose gel electrophoresis was used to check fragment 
size, PCR specificity and parameters of PCR program. Preparative agarose gel 
electrophoresis was used to separate preparative PCR products and double restriction 
digestion fragments.
An agarose powder dissolved in 1x TAE buffer was used for the preparation of the 
common 1% agarose gel. Lower concentration of agarose was used for separation of large 
DNA fragments to increase separation speed. The agaroze dissolved in 1xTAE buffer was 
heated up in microwave oven and heated up  to about 60°C  before pouring into the gel 
casting apparatus with a comb in it. After solidifying the comb was removed and the gel 
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plate together with the gel was transferred in to a gel running apparatus containing 1xTAE 
buffer. The level of the buffer should be several mm higher, than the gel to cover it.
To make a 1000 ml of 50xTAE buffer 242 g of 2Mtris-base was added to the 100 ml of 0.5 
M EDTA (pH 8.0), than 57.1 ml of acetic acid (pH 8.3) was added and the sterile 
nanonpure water was added to get the total volume 1000 ml. The 50x TAE buffer was 
diluted to get working concentration 1x.
To make 1% (w/v) agarose gel, powdered agarose 1% (w/v) was melted in 1x TAE buffer 
(e.g. 0.5 g/50 ml) and then casted into a plate with the comb(s) for well-making.
Into a first well a mixture of DNA size marker (1 kb  Gene Ruler, 0.5 ng/µl) and GelRed was 
loaded to compare. The size marker was used to compare the intensity and position of the 
sample bands. In the next wells the sample mixture was loaded. The sample mixture 
consists of the sample (1-3 μl), GelRed fluorescent dye (1 μl), 6x DNA loading dye (2 μl). 
The GelRed binds to the DNA and was used to visualize the position of the DNA in the gel 
under UV light. The loading dye was used to see the form of the moving DNA. The speed 
of moving of the DNA in the gel depends on the amount of the DNA loaded into the well 
(directly proportional). The gel was electrophoresed at 60 - 90V for 40 - 90 minutes 
respectively. The pictures of the gel were done under UV light.
2.9.6.Purification of DNA from the agarose gel electrophoresis and PCR reactions
The purification of DNA from agarose gel electrophoresis and PCR reactions was done 
using PCR Purification kit and Gel Extraction purification kit respectively. Both kits were 
obtained from Fermentas, Germany. 
To extract DNA from the agarose gel the band corresponding to the interesting fragment 
was cut out and placed into the 1.5 ml tube with known weight, the total weight was 
measured and a weight of the gel slice was calculated. The Binding buffer was added in a 
proportion 1:1 (volume of buffer:weight of gel) and then mixed and incubated in water bath 
at 55°C for 10 min. 
To purify the PCR mixture the Binding buffer in proportion of 1:1 (v:v) was added to the 
PCR mixture. 
After adding the Binding buffer to the DNA mixture from PCR and gel the procedure is the 
same for both kits and is represented below.
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The solution was transferred into the GenJET purification column and centrifuged at 12000 
rpm for one minute. The flow-through was discarded and 700 μl of Wash buffer were 
added into the column. The mixture was centrifuged at 12000 rpm for one minute, the flow 
through was discarded,the empty column was centrifuged in order to remove the rest of 
Wash buffer. The column was placed into a new collection 1.5 ml tube and 35 μl of sterile 
nanopure water was added. After the centrifuging at 12000 rpm for one minute, the flow 
through containing DNA was collected. The concentration was measured using the method 
described before (Chapter 2.8.3). The DNA was stored at -20°C.
2.9.7.Restriction digestion
The restriction digestion was done both in analytical and preparative ways. The analytical 
one was performed to check the probability of digestion, while preparative one was used 
for subcloning. The mixture for double digest was made according to Table 6, where Buffer 
is the most suitable buffer for the pair of restriction nucleases (first RE and second RE) 
from Table 7. The mixture was incubated at 37°C for 3 h (analytical) or overnight 
(preparative).
Table 6.Components of analytical restriction double digest
Component Amount/Volume (µL) Final concentration
Sterile nanopure water up to 10 µl
plasmid DNA 1 µg 0.1 g/l
10x Buffer 1 µl 1x
10 U/µl first RE 0.5 µl 5 U
10 U/µl second RE 0.5 µl 5 U
The Single digest by BamHI was done for the linearization of pSelect100 plasmid used for 
the Nannochloropsis transformation. For the double digest of N. gaditana proteins 
Nga00060 and Nga00170 SacII and NotI were used in G buffer; to cut Nga05502 NotI and 
XbaI were used in O buffer. The amount of RE used was correlated with their activity  in a 
chosen buffer according to the table 7. For example, for combination NotI and XbaI in G 
buffer, the NotI used in 2-3 times more concentrated than XbaI. All the enzymes used 
produce sticky ends.
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Table 7. Restriction enzymes and their activity in different buffers
DNA sequence
Nga00060
Nga00170
Nga05502
pSelect100
RE Recommended buffer
Restriction enzyme activity, %
B G O R Tango1X Tango2X 
SacII B 100 50-100 (0-20) (0-20) 50-100 (0-20)
NotI O (0-20) 20-50 100 20-50 (0-20) 20-50
SacII B 101 50-100 (0-20) (0-20) 50-101 (0-20)
NotI O (0-20) 20-50 101 20-51 (0-20) 20-51
NotI O (0-20) 20-50 100 20-50 (0-20) 20-50
XbaI Tango 50-100 50-100 20-50 (0-20) 100 50-100
BamHI Unique 20-50 100 20-50 50-100 100 50-100
2.9.7.1.Ligation of inserts into pJET vector
Two different types of ligations were used.  TA-ligation of the constructs into the pJET blunt 
cloning vector (See Chapter 2.2.2) and ligations of constructs into the pCAT-EYFP plant 
expression vector (See Chapter 2.2.1). In both cases the T4 DNA Ligase enzyme was 
used to ligate ends of insert to the ends of the vector. In cloning to the pJET vector the 
blunt end DNA strands were used (no overhang), while for the cloning into pCAT vector the 
DNA strands of the vector and insert had small overhangs which are identical if the same 
RE were used for cleavage. The amount of the insert added to the reaction mixture was 
calculated using the followed formula:
ng of insert = 3 * ng of vector * size of insert / by size of the vector
The insert in the TA-ligation was a PCR product containing TA blunt ends generated by 
proofreading DNA polymerase. The linearized pJET cloning vector contained similar TA 
blunt ends. The components represented in Table 7 were added in to 1.5 ml tube. The 
mixture was vortexed and incubated for 5 minutes at room temperature. After that it was 
used for the transformation of E. coli cells (Chapter 2.8.8).
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Table 8.Components used for the cloning blunt-end PCR products into pJET vector
2.9.7.2.Ligation of inserts into pCAT-EYFP vector
For the ligation of the inserts into the pCAT-EYFP the construct pCAT-EYFP-DECR was 
used. The cDNAs released from the pJET cloning vector by restriction endonuclease 
cleavage (See Chapter 2.9.7) were inserted in the back of EYFP instead of DECR which 
was cleaved by the same restriction nucleases as ones used to cut cDNAs from the pJET 
vector. The mixture was made in the 0.2 ml tube which was placed into the incubator at 
16°C overnight.
Table 9. Components used for the cloning of sticky end PCR products into pCAT vector
Component Amount/Volume (µL)
Sterile nanopure water up to 10 µl
pCAT vector 100 ng
cDNA insert calculated
10x T4 DNA ligase buffer 1 µl
T4 DNA ligase 1 µl
2.9.8.Transformation of E. coli JM109
The 1.5 ml tube containing competent cell E. coli JM109 was taken from the freezer and 
thawed on ice. The 1μl - 10 μl containing 1 - 10 ng DNA for transformation was added to 
the competent cells and mixed carefully by pipetting. Then, the tube was incubated for 30 
minutes on ice. After that the hit-shock was applied to the cells by transferring the tube into 
the water bath with the temperature of 42°C for 75 seconds. After that the tube was 
immediately placed back on ice for two minutes. Then, 600 μl of LB media were added to 
5 
 
CLONING PROTOCOLS 
Blunt-End Cloning Protocol 
x For cloning blunt-end PCR products generated by proofreading DNA polymerases,  
such as Pfu DNA polymerase. (If the DNA end structure of the PCR products is not 
specified by the supplier of the DNA polymerase, follow the Sticky-End Cloning Protocol on 
page 6).  
x For cloning of blunt-end DNA fragments generated by restriction enzyme digestion.  
Gel-purify the DNA fragment prior to ligation and use in a 3:1 molar ratio with pJET1.2/blunt 
(see Table 1). 
 
1. Set up the ligation reaction on ice: 
Component Volume 
2X Reaction Buffer 10 µ l 
Non-purified PCR product  
or 
purified PCR product/other blunt-end DNA fragment 
1 µ l  
 
0.15 pmol ends 
pJET1.2/blunt Cloning Vector (50 ng/µ l) 1 µ l (0.05 pmol ends) 
Water, nuclease-free up to 19 µ l 
T4 DNA Ligase 1 µ l 
Total volume 20 µ l 
Vortex briefly and centrifuge for 3-5 s.  
2. Incubate the ligation mixture at room temperature (22°C) for 5 min.  
Note. For PCR products >3 kb, ligation can be prolonged to 30 min. Ligation times longer than 30 min are 
not recommended and may decrease cloning efficiency. 
3. Use the ligation mixture directly for transformation (see page 7 for Transformation).  
Note. Keep the ligation mixture at -20°C if transformation is postponed. Thaw on ice and mix carefully 
before transformation. 
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the cell mixture and the tube was place into the incubator with shaking for one hour at 
37°C. Later, the cells were plated on 1% ampicillin-containing LB agar plates. The plates 
were incubated at 37°C overnight.
2.9.9.Plasmid DNA isolation
GeneJet plasmid miniprep kit (from Fermetas, Germany) was used to isolate plasmid DNA 
from E. coli. Single bacteria colony was transferred from the LB ampicillin containing plate 
to the 10 ml (15 ml for low copy plasmid) of liquid LB ampicillin by sterile wooden stick. 
The culture was incubated overnight at 37°C with shaking. The cells were pelleted by 
centrifugation at 6000 rpm for 2 minutes. The supernatant was removed and the bacterial 
pellet was resuspended by adding 250 μl of the resuspension solution and vortexing. 
Then, 250 μl of Lysis solution were added. The tube was inverted four-six times. After that 
350 μl of Neutralization solution were added and mixed by inverting the tube four-six 
times. The tube was centrifuged at the maximum speed (20000 rpm) for 5 minutes. The 
supernatant was transferred into a GeneJET spin column which was placed in a collection 
tube and centrifuged at maximum speed for one minute. The flow-through was discarded 
and the 500 μl of Wash solution were added. The mixture was centrifuged at the maximum 
speed for one minute. The flow-through was discarded and the washing step  repeated with 
500 μl of Wash solution. To completely remove the Wash solution from the column the 
sample was centrifuged at the maximum speed for one minute. Then the spin column was 
transferred into a new sterile Eppendorf tube and 35 μl of the nanopure water was added. 
After two minutes of incubation at room temperature the tube with a column was 
centrifuged at the maximum speed for one minute. The flow-through containing plasmid 
DNA was collected and a concentration was measured using the Nanodrop 2000 (for 
details see Chapter 2.8.3). The isolated plasmid DNA was stored at -20°C.
2.10.Genetic transformation of the Nannochloropsis algae by electroporation
The transformation is a transfer of genetic information of one organism into another one 
with the following change of properties of target organism.
The genetic transformation of Nannochloropsis by electroporation has been recently 
established and published (Kilian et al., 2011; Radakovits et al., 2012; Vieler et al., 2012). 
The pSelects100 vector was designed for the transformation of N. oceanica and obtained 
from C. Benning, Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, Michigan State 
University, USA. The availability of the vector and of the transformation protocol 
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determined the decision to establish genetic transformation primary  for the N. oceanica by 
electroporation.
For the transformation the following species were chosen: N. oceanica CCMP 1779 and N. 
gaditana CCMP 526. The vector is pSELECT100.
In the transformation of Nannochloropsis oceanic ccmp1779 the following materials were 
used:
•pSELECT100 selection vector linearized by BamHI restriction enzyme (Chapter 2.9.7).
•Salmon Sperm DNA (must be heat denatured at 95°C for 1 min)
•375 mM Sorbitol (Mw 182.17 g/l), filter sterilized (0.24 µm) and cooled down on ice;
•Recovery tubes (1 per sample): sterile and prelabeled 15 ml Falcon tubes with 5 ml ½ 
salinity f/2 autoclaved medium;
•Selection Plates (1 per sample): 150x10 mm ½ salinity f/2 agar plates containing 50 µg/ml 
Hygromycin B;
•Sterile electroporation cuvettes with 2 mm gap for the MicroPulser Electroporator, 
BioRad, USA (www.bio-rad.com/) (Figure 17);
•Early log phase Nannochloropsis cells (1.0x108 cells per transformation reaction);
•Top Agar: ½ salinity f/2 culture medium with 1% microbiological agar.
The cells were grown in normal f/2 media, the cell concentration was estimated by optical 
density measurements at the 540 nm wavelength. The cells have to be at the early stage 
of logarithmic growth phase when their cell walls are not very thick. The cell cultures were 
transferred into the Falcon tubes (5 ml in each) which were put inside of rubber adapters 
for the centrifuge rotor and centrifuged for 15 minutes at 4000g and 4°C. The supernatant 
was removed and the cells were resuspended in 15 ml of 375mM Sorbitol to remove salts. 
The washing was done two-three times. Finally, the pellet was resuspended in 0.2 ml 375 
mM Sorbitol for each tube. 
3-5 µg of linearized vector pSELECT100 (Chapter 2.9.7) were added together with 40 µg 
of Salmon Sperm DNA. The mixture was incubated on ice for 10 min. The volume of the 
vector DNA used per reaction depends on the volume of DNA that is added to the cells 
and should not exceed 10% of the total volume. After 10 minutes the cultures were 
transferred into the 2 mm cuvettes.
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The electroporation was performed on the MicroPulser with the following parameters: 
Voltage: 2.2 kV, time of pulse - 10 sec, Maximum capacitance 10 µF. Actual volts and time 
constant can be read after each electroporation. If the sample has a low resistance, the 
arc can occur. It means that no significant electric flow went through the sample. The arc 
occurs in the medium containing relatively  high salt concentration, that is why the volume 
of the added vector solution should be less than 10% of the total volume. In order to avoid 
the arc production, the sample has to be twice diluted with Sorbitol or the voltage has to be 
decreased (down to 1.6kV). 
Immediately  after the electroporation, the cells were transferred from the cuvette to the 
prepared culture tube with 5 mL sterile 1/2 salinity F/2 media, then these Falcone tubes 
were transferred to the plant growing chamber (Panasonic MLR-351), and cells were left to 
recover for 48 hours at slow shaking (1.2 speed setting) and light 13000lux, temperature 
22°C.
After 48 hours the top agar was prepared (melted in microwave and kept at 42°C in a 
preheated water bath) and only after that 5 ml of agar were transferred into each culture 
tube containing 5 ml cell suspension. The solution was mixed by pipetting up  and down 
several times (or inverting the tube 3-4 times) and poured on 150 mm diameter selection 
plates containing 50mg/ml Hygromycin B. The plates were stored in the same plant growth 
chamber and sealed with parafilm only after 5 days of storing.
After two weeks single colonies should become visible. For screening the colonies have to 
be picked, resuspended in 200 µl of water, spread on a new selection plate to get single 
colony. The colonies should grow for a few days to became visible and then screened on 
presence of insert using PCR, 
Western Blot, etc.
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Figure 17. MicroPulser electroporation 
apparatus and a cuvette from BioRad, 
USA (www.bio-rad.com/).
3.Results
The present project was focused on the establishment of microalgal research. Several 
basic culturing techniques for Nannochloropsis were established, such as, cell counting 
and spectroscopic measurements, harvesting and genomic DNA isolation. The analysis of 
growth curve of three microalgal species was done.
The experiments for purification of contaminated cultures, such as, sample dilution, 
antibiotic treatment and plating, were performed.
The methodology of neutral lipid staining by fluorescence microscopy was established and 
four Nannochloropsis species were analyzed by this technique.
The prediction and analysis of PTS1/2 proteome of soluble matrix proteins for N. gaditana 
were made.  Two full-length cDNAs and one C-terminal exons of predicted PTS1 proteins 
of N. gaditana were cloned into pJET vector. In addition the successful transformation of 
N. oceanica was performed. The transformation of N. gaditana was unsuccessful.
3.1.Comparative growth analysis of different Nannochloropsis species
Monitoring growth and proliferation of microalgae is fundamental to all attempts in studying 
and optimizing growth rates and lipid productivity. Several methods for quantify microalgal 
growth have been reported in the literature, and the most important ones have been 
established in the Reumann group  in the present M.Sc. thesis to monitor growth and 
proliferation of microalgae (see above, Chapter 2.4, 2.5, 2.6).
3.1.1.Choice of the optimum wavelength for spectroscopic measurements
Several methods for cell counting are available. They can be classified into two categories: 
those that are based on the direct cell counting (based on using microscopy and based on 
using flow cytometry) and indirect methods. Indirect methods of investigation of the 
amount of cells are based on the correlation between some properties of cells culture and 
cell number such as dry weight and optical density measurements.
The optical density  of algal cultures was initially measured at three different wavelengths, 
namely 540, 625 and 680 nm. These three wavelengths were chosen because their 
application had been previously reported for Nannochloropsis given (Rocha et al., 2003; 
Hsueh et al., 2007; Gu et al., 2012). If the absorbance values were higher than 0.6, the 
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samples were diluted in order to avoid scattering in oversaturated media. The comparative 
OD measurements were done for three representative species, namely available N. salina 
(strain NIVA-2/01), N. oceanica (strain NIVA-2/03) and P. tricornutum (NIVA-BAC 2). The 
experiment was carried out over 36 days with periodic OD measurements every 2-3 days 
(Fig. 18, 19). A 100-ml culture (containing nitrogen source - NaNO3) was inoculated with a 
few ml of a logarithmic algal culture and grown under standard conditions (18/6 of light/
dark cycle, shaking at 1.2 speed, Chapter 2.3.2). 
For all measured microalgal cultures it was revealed that the OD at 540 nm is higher than 
both at 625 and 680 nm which have very similar values. The increase in OD over culturing 
time was very close to linear for all the wavelengths. Figure 18 represents a plot of 
absorption values of N. salina versus culturing days when measurements were performed 
from the moment of culturing up  to day 36 at three different wavelengths. This figure is 
representative for the data obtained for the different microalgae.
Interestingly, in this long-term culturing experiment, a change in pigmentation was 
observed in the Nannochloropsis cultures. In the early growth phase, i.e., up to an OD 
(540 nm) of approx. OD = 1 the cultures were green, indicating a high chlorophyll content. 
Later, the cultures became yellowish, and after one month of subculturing the cultures 
were totally  yellow. These observations correlate with the facts found in literature that the 
carotenoids/chlorophyll ration should increase during propagation of Nannochloropsis 
species (Solovchenko et al., 2011) Similar changes were observed for P. tricornutum, 
except for the fact that this culture was initially brown.
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Figure 18. Observation of optical density at  540, 625 and 680 nm of N. salina NIVA-2/01 
cultures in F/2 medium during 36 days. The measurements were performed three times for 
every time point. When OD values overgrew 0.6 the samples were diluted in proportion 1:2 and 
measured values were multiplied by  the dilution factor 2. The absorption at 540 nm was the 
highest, while absorption values at 625 and 680 nm were slightly  lower. Such difference can be 
explained by pigment composition of the cells.
It was concluded from these data that OD (540 nm) measurements are a quick and 
relatively reliable methods to monitor growth and proliferation of the microalgae of interest 
and that the chosen wavelength influenced the OD measurements only marginally. 
Nevertheless, OD at 540 nm measurements might be affected by parameters such as 
changes in pigmentation and cell size and do not give very accurate data under varying 
culturing conditions and in comparison between microalgae.
Figure 19 illustrates the changes in optical density of the three above-mentioned algal 
cultures, as shown representatively for the wavelength of 540 nm. The choice of using 
preferably 540 nm wavelength was made to avoid influence of probable chlorophyl a 
degradation during culturing, which can effect on the absorption at 625/680 nm.
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Figure 19. Comparative growth analysis of three microalgae (N. salina, N. oceanica and P. 
tricornutum) in F/2 medium over 36 days by measurement  of the optical density at 540 nm. The 
measurements were performed in triplicates for each time point (See Chapter 2.4.3). When 
OD(540)>0.6, the samples were diluted to OD<0.6 and measured values were multiplied by the dilution 
factor. The culture of N. salina had the highest absorption from the third day. The OD values of P. 
tricornutum were smaller relative to the other microalgae, resulting in the lowest slope. The OD values 
for N. oceanica lied in the middle range between those of N. salina and P. tricornutum.
All cultures had similar and very low OD values in the first five days after subculturing. 
Later and until the end of measurements the N. oceanica culture showed the highest 
values and the steepest slope, indicating the highest growth rate. N. gaditana showed 
similar OD (540 nm) values as P. tricornutum up to the thirteenth day and then the OD 
values were in the middle range between N. salina and P. tricornutum (Figure 19). The OD 
values for P. tricornutum values after the thirteenth day were the lowest in comparison to 
the other cultures. 
The standard deviation of the three algal aliquots of the same culture was calculated for all 
measurements and was very  low (approx. 1.5% for undiluted samples and around 2.5% 
for diluted algae samples, see Fig. 19). A  correlation between standard deviation values 
and wavelength were not found, indicating that the accuracy of the measurements made 
at all the wavelengths was equal.
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3.1.2.Cell counting
As was written above direct and indirect methods of estimation of cell concentration are 
available (Chapter 3.1.1). Direct methods are more accurate, but time consuming, while 
indirect ones are generally fast, but susceptible to the different factors, such as, scattering 
of the turbid medium or presence of bacterial contaminators. 
The indirect methods for microalgal growth analysis, appropriate calibration curves have to 
be made. Considering the availability of instruments, direct counting using the counting 
chambers (Chapter 2.4.2) and indirect cell growth analysis by OD measurement (Chapter 
2.4.3) were chosen as our working methods. The objective of this thesis was to establish 
both a highly accurate and a «quick and easy» method to monitor the growth and 
proliferation of microalgae.
The methodology of direct cell number analysis is provided in the Material and Methods 
(Chapter 2.4.2). Where the cells loaded into the Bürker counting chamber were counted 
using microscopic observation. The number of algal cells counted in 0.1 µl was multiplied 
by x10000 and the dilution factor in order to obtain the cell concentration per ml of culture. 
The direct cell counting of microalgal cultures was done periodically with time intervals of 
three to seven days during the long-term growth experiment of 36 days int total started 
from the day of subculturing. The algae species used for this analysis were the same as 
used for the spectroscopic analysis of growth: N. oceanica, N. salina and P. tricornutum 
(Chapter 3.1.1 and Figures 18 and 19). For each culture two samples were collected and 
four repeats of counting were performed for each sample (one repeat was equal to 
counting of one 0.1 mm2 square, thus eight counts per algal culture). The counts were 
averaged, and the standard deviation indicated the accuracy of the measurements. 
Following measurements were done every 2-4 days (Figure 20). 
For Nannochloropsis species the cell concentrations were around 1.2x105±2.0x104 cells/ml 
and 4.2x105±6.0x104 cells/ml for the second and third day, respectively. For P. tricornutum 
the first measurment was made on the third day, cell number was 820000±24000 
(0,82*106 )per ml. Next measurement was made on the tenth day. By direct cell counting, 
the highest cell concentrations were detected for N. oceanica (e.g. 3.1x107±2.4x106 cell/ml 
of day 19, Fig. 20), moderate concentrations for N. salina (1.8x107±2.4x106 cells/ml of day 
19, Fig. 20) and the lowest concentrations for P. tricornutum (8.96x106±1.65x106 cells/ml of 
day 19, Fig. 20). Considering very similar inocula used for all three cultures, the data 
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indicated that N. oceanica grew best, followed by N. salina and P. tricornutum. During 
culturing time N. oceanica continuously had the highest cell concentration with maximum 
3.1x107±2.4x106 cell/ml detected on the twenty-first day. A few measurements (at the 
thirteenth and nineteenth days) showed an unexpected decrease in cell growth which 
might have been caused by  a technical error, but these results do not have sufficient level 
of significance and should not be considered as totally correct.
Figure 20. Direct determination of cell concentrations of three  microalgal cultures. Number 
of cells of N. salina, N. oceanica, P. tricornutum were counted using the Bürker counting chamber 
during 36 days of culturing. On the Y-axis the cell concentrations are expressed in millions per ml. 
Time intervals between counts vary  from 3 to 7 days.  The error bars show  standard deviation 
values.
Considering the measurements before thirteenth day of culturing N. oceanica had the 
steepest growth slope, N. salina had moderate steepness of the slope and P. tricornutum 
had the most gentle one.
N. salina grew most rapidly  and reached intermediate maximum on the 23rd day  with 
concentration 1.8x107±2.4x106 then, cell number became lower and grew with lower 
intensity than before reaching the highest value on the last day of experiment - 36th. At 
that moment a cell number was 2.4x107±2.7x106 cells in 1 ml. 
P. tricornutum started to grow with the highest initial cell number 820000±24000 of cells 
per ml on the third day, after that it increased gently and reached its maximum on the 
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twenty-sixth day with the number of cells of 8.96x106±1.65x106 in 1 ml. In the period from 
day 26 to 36 the cell concentration slightly decreased. The last measurements showed 
7.1x106±7.6x105 cells/ml. Standard deviation values were the lowest for P. tricornutum 
cultures and equally higher for both Nannochloropsis cultures. While relative standard 
deviation was almost equal for Nannochloropsis species (12.6%), it was higher for 
Phaeodactylum (16.4%).
3.1.3.Contamination analysis and purification of cultures
After obtaining Nannochloropsis and Phaeodactylum cultures from the NIVA, Norway (See 
Chapter 2.1) it was found by microscopy that the cultures had contaminators. Later the 
originally axenic cultures from CCMP were also contaminated during the growth. It was 
decided to find a method to remove the contamination.
Contamination is a very serious problem in microbiology and culturing of untransformed 
microorganisms in particular. Unwanted microorganisms often grow more rapidly than a 
major strain and can affect the accuracy of measurements or growth of the strain. In order 
to get more precise results, it is recommended to work with axenic cultures.  Dougherty in 
1959 wrote that «Axenic cultures, usually referred to as “pure cultures”...» and «axenic 
cultivation is the rearing of one or more individuals of a single species on a nonliving 
medium».  In some cases, like DNA sequencing or physiological experiments this is 
necessary to obtain the axenic cultures.
A contamination can be removed by plenty of methods:
The use of detergents can remove bacteria sticking to algal cell membranes (McDaniel et 
al., 1962) or a combination of using detergents and centrifugation can give better results 
(Stein, 1980). Water samples can be diluted multiple times to get uni-cellular cultures. The 
dilution method works when the targeted species predominate in the sample. The method 
of plating works only with algae which grow on agar, from where the single colonies can be 
isolated. However, according to previous studies (Sensen et al., 1993), (Jones et al., 
1973), a combination of several methods should be used in order to get appropriate 
results. Another method, such as treating a sample with antibiotics in order to slow down 
the growth rate of contaminators and/or kill them completely, is probably the most 
effective.
That is why several methods were tested (See Chapter 2.6).
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The centrifugation as a purifying step was not used as a single method of getting axenic 
cultures, however it was used during cell harvesting and between the subculturing of old 
cultures into new media (See Chapter 2.9.1).
The multiple dilution method using PCR 0.2 ml tubes in combination with plating was not 
efficient. In both groups of plates where the cultures were spread by using the disposable 
loop or the spatula, the evidence of contamination was found (the pale halo around the 
algae colonies) (See Figure 21.4). However it was found that the use of spatula can be 
better applied for the less concentrated samples, because a few colonies were better 
separated. While the use of the disposable loop can effectively separate the concentrated 
sample distributing the colonies on the whole surface of agar plate. The single colonies 
were separated in both cases, however the microscopy  analysis using x100-150 
magnification showed the presence of non-algal cells (See Figure 21.5 and 21.6).
Based on the literature, concerning antibiotic treatment of algae (Jones et al., 1973; 
Bradley et al., 1988), the rapid method of using antibiotic disks was chosen for this study. 
The following antibiotic disks were obtained from the MAST Group, UK: Amphotericin B 20 
µg per disk, Imipenem 10 µg per disk, Neomycin 10 µg per disk, Nystatin 100 units per 
disk, Penicillin G 10 units per disk. Amphotericin and Nystanin were used for removing 
probable fungal contaminators, Imipenem, Penicillin G were used for removing bacteria 
and Neomicin was used against broad range of contaminators.
The antibiotic disks were placed on the surface of agar plates with growing algal colonies. 
It was supposed that a region free of contamination should appear around antibiotics 
disks. However, even after 1 month of growing, the colonies of contaminators were found 
alongside with algal colonies. The only exception was relatively low density of algal and 
contaminators colonies around the disk of Amphotericin B (AMB in Figure 21.2), but such 
situation was unique and has not been observed later. At the same time the presence of 
the antibiotic disks increased the lag-time, before the colonies were observed and slightly 
decreased their growth, without visible effect on the algal colonies, which grew even on the 
disk surface.
The next experiment involved subculturing of algae in the liquid media containing antibiotic 
disk. The algal cultures grew in the 1.5 ml Eppendorf tubes, each tube contained dipped 
antibiotic disk. After two weeks the cultures were checked on the presence of 
contamination by microscopy. The autofluorescence of Chlorophyll was also detected in 
order to control its possible degradation under antibiotic stress. The best result was shown 
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in the tube containing the Imipenem disk. Only a few contaminants were observed, while 
the pure culture and the other tubes contained a lot of contaminants. The chlorophyll 
degradation has not been observed. The next check was done after the month of culturing, 
it showed that the tube with Imipenem disk had lower number of contaminants, while tubes 
with Nystatine and Neomycin showed larger contamination than the control. The last check 
was done at the forty-fifth day  of subculturing, and showed that the concentration of 
contaminants became higher and was equal among all the tubes. The degradation of 
Chlorophyll was detected in the tube contained imipenem disk.
At the same time another experiment was started. After one month of culturing in liquid 
media with antibiotic disks, the cells were placed into the wells of 96 well-plate and diluted 
(See Chapter 2.6.3).
The microscopic measurements after one month of subculturing showed that a very few 
number of contaminants was found in the last wells with diluted Neomicin, Nystatine and 
Imipenem cultures, while the control was saturated by contaminants. No changes in 
chlorophyll concentration were found.
The most promising antibiotics were Imipenem, Nystatin, Neomycin and Amphotericin B. 
However, the concentration of antibiotics was not enough to remove all contaminators. The 
disks decreased the growth rate of contaminators. Higher concentration has to be used in 
combination with dilution and plating methods for the efficient purification of 
Nannochloropsis cultures.
The nature of contaminators has not been investigated in this study. According to the 
positive results of the use of antibiotics against bacteria and fungi, it can be concluded that 
both groups were present.
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Figure 21. The results of contamination analysis and appliance of different purification 
methods for N. gaditana cultures. Figures 21.1 - 21.4 show results of plating the algal sample on 
F/2 agar plates. The cells were spread on the agar surface using spatula (21.1 and 21.2) or the 
disposable loop (21.3 and 21.4). The well separated colonies represented in the figure 21.1, were 
contaminated which was detected by  microscopy. The Amphotericin B with probable 
contamination-free zone shown in the figure 21.2 (AMB). The colonies of contaminators growing 
together with algal one are shown in the figure 21.4. The figures 21.5 and 21.6 represented bright-
field microscopic images made at x150 (figure 21.5) and x100 (figure 21.6) magnification, where A 
- algae cells, C - moving (bacterial) contaminators, I - probably  inorganic contamination (dirt). If the 
objects like «C» (in figures 21.5 and 21.6) were present in a sample, it was considered as 
contaminated.
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3.2.Lipid content
3.2.1.Neutral lipid staining by BODIPY 505/515
To visualize the presence and location of neutral lipids in Nannochloropsis cells, the 
fluorescent staining dye BODIPY 505/515 was preferred over the more traditional dye Nile 
Red because the former had been recently reported to show improved performance in 
microalgal lipid analyses (for comparison of the BODIPY and NileRed see Chapter 2.7 and 
Table 2). For instance, BODIPY 505/515 penetrates algal cell walls easily upon cell 
pretreatment with DMSO and binds to neutral lipids inside of the cells (Brennan et al., 
2012). By fluorescence microscopy the molecule can be excited at one defined 
wavelength (for example at the maximum absorption 505 nm) and the emitted fluorescent 
light is detected at longer wavelength (max emission at 515 nm). The location and intensity 
of the source of the fluorescent light gives the information about the location and the 
amount of neutral lipids in algal cells. 
For staining of neutral lipids 2 µL of BODIPY 505/515 prepared in 100% DMSO were 
added to 98 ml of Nannochloropsis cell culture to get final concentration of 0.12 µg/mL of 
BODIPY 505/515 and 2% of DMSO (See Chapter 2.5.3). The detection of fluorescence 
was performed on Nikon TE2000U inverted fluorescence microscope. The cell at mid-Log 
phase were used for analysis grown under standard and nitrogen depletion conditions..
To detect fluorescence of BODIPY 505/515 settings for the YFP detection were used. To 
detect autofluorescence of Chl a molecules, the dSRed filters were used, (see Chapter 
2.7). The intensity  of excited light was unstable and relatively low and quickly declined. 
Therefore, the required exposure time was usually more than 10 sec and sometimes even 
up  to 30 sec to compensate the low light intensity. Hence, prerequisite of cell imaging at 
such long exposure times was that the microalgae did not move, which made imaging 
challenging. 
3.2.2.Lipid accumulation under normal and nitrogen depletion stress 
conditions
Under standard growth conditions Nannochloropsis species usually  contain up to 30-40% 
total lipids per dry biomass (Rodolfi et al., 2009; Gu et al., 2012). Applying stress 
conditions can increase lipid concentration up  to 60-70% of dry mass (Hoffmann et al., 
2010; Kilian et al., 2011). Stress factors like low nitrogen concentration in growing medium 
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or low light and temperature conditions trigger protective mechanisms in microalgae which 
enhance the production of lipids. Nannochloropsis algae produce mainly neutral lipids and 
store them in lipid bodies. It also produce very important EPA (omega-3 LC-PUFA) in high 
concentration (up to 35% of total fatty  acids), accompanied by  relatively high TAG 
biosynthesis (Khozin-Goldberg et al., 2011). The combination of this two components are 
recommended for human dietary intake (Hoffmann et al., 2010) (Capter 1.2.1). 
In the present thesis lipid production in Nannochloropsis cells was induced by subculturing 
equal volumes of the algae cultures in the mid-log growth phase in new media with and 
without nitrogen source (NaNO3) (For detailed medium composition see Chapter 2.3.1). 
After two days of growth under the identical environmental conditions 98 ml of each culture 
were subjected to BODIPY staining and microscopic analysis. The fluorescent structures 
were located close to the cells border, generally  low in number, i.e. of only one single 
structure (most likely lipid body, Figures 22B, 22D, 22F, 22I) or a pair (Figures 22A, 22C, 
22E) per algal cell.
After two days of microalgal grown under stress conditions the algae contained a 
significantly higher content of BODIPY-stained subcellular structures (lipids bodies), as 
indicated by both stronger fluorescence and larger structures, in relation to cell size, and 
these structures were more abundant among cell population compared to the cells grown 
under normal conditions. This result was obtained for species analyzed. The intensity of 
fluorescence from the N. salina cells grown in +N medium are shown in Figure (22D) was 
lower than for the cells of N. salina grown in -N medium (22E). Similar results were 
obtained for the cell of N. oceanica grown at standard conditions (+N) (see figure 22F), 
and nitrogen depleted medium (-N) in figure (22G). The fluorescence intensity detected 
from the N. oculata cells grown in normal medium was lower (figure 22H), than from the 
cells grown in absence of nitrogen source, one of which is represented in figure (22I). 
However, it remained difficult to conclude in which species the fluorescence of BODIPY 
505/515 was more intense or abundant, because time constraints did not permit in-depth 
semi-quantitative analyses.  However, preliminary data indicated that N. gaditana showed 
the maximum TAG accumulation in lipid bodies. As for the cells grown in nitrogen 
containing medium (+N) (figure 22A) and for the cells grown in the nitrogen depletion 
medium (-N) which are represented in figures (22B and 22C).
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Changes in cell size or shape were not detected between cultures grown in the standard 
and the nitrogen depletion conditions. The average size of the cells was 2 µm, and the cell 
shape varied from oval in N. salina to round in the other species.
Figure 22. Fluorescence microscopy images of Nannochloropsis cells stained by BODIPY 
505/515. The red color shows autofluorescence of chlorophyll a, the green color indicates 
fluorescence of BODIPY 505/515 and the bright field images were taken alongside with fluorescent 
ones. All pictures were taken by  a Nikon TE2000 fluorescence microscope with x100 
magnification, except, picture 22A, where the magnification was x150. The cells of N. gaditana 
which grew in medium with nitrogen source (+N) represented (22A) and without nitrogen 
containing compounds (-N) (22B and 22C). N. salina cells grew in +N and -N media are shown 
(22D and 22E), respectively. N. oceanica cells which were grown in +N and -N media are shown 
(22F and 22G), respectively, N. oculata cells grown in +N and -N media are represented at figures 
(22H, and 22I), respectively. The intensity  of the fluorescence was higher in the cells which were 
grown in nitrogen depletion media.
C: N. gaditana (-N) 
G: N. oceanica (-N) 
I: N. oculata (-N) 
D: N. salina (+N) E: N. salina (-N) 
F: N. oceanica (+N) 
H: N. oculata (+N) 
A: N. gaditana (+N) 
B: N. gaditana (-N) 
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3.3.Bioinformatic analyses of the predicted peroxisomal proteome of 
Nannochloropsis
Bioinformatics is a very  powerful integration of computer based algorithms of calculation 
and visualization of biological data. The time when biology and chemistry were only 
descriptive studies are over. Nowadays, biology as all other scientific studies is no longer 
«homogeneous», but consists of some other branches and has become highly 
interdisciplinary, which is advantageous and needed in order to get, process and represent 
important information (Krawetz et al., 2003; Baxevanis et al., 2004). For example, it is 
simply impossible to work on massive genetic data without informatics tools.
In the present study bioinformatics was used to analyze proteomic and genomic 
information of Nannochloropsis. At time point when performing the present research, only 
two genomes of Nannochloropsis species were freely and conveniently available at 
Genbank of NCBI. These were N. gaditana CCMP527 and N. oceanica CCMP1779. 
Unfortunately, information about predicted protein sequences was available only for N. 
gaditana CCMP527, and no literature concerning peroxisomal proteins was available for 
Nannochloropsis in general. The significance of investigations of the peroxisomal 
proteome for the understanding and optimization of lipid metabolism, several steps of 
which occur in the peroxisomes, has been outlined in the introduction (see 1.2.1, 1.3).
The complete work-flow summarizing all the steps of prediction and analyzing of PTS1/2 
proteome of N. gaditana is shown in Figure 23.
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Figure 23. Work-flow of the identification peroxisomal proteome of N. gaditana and N. 
oceanica. In the figure 2323 summarizes all major steps of the PTS1/2 proteins predictions. There 
three strategies were used (figure 23A). In a strategy  1 (23A and 23B) the predictions of Dr. T. 
Lingner were used and verified by  gene structure analysis, orthology  analysis among proteins of A. 
thaliana and Stramenopiles (Results in Chapters 3.3.3 and 3.3.4). Additional PTS1 and PTS2 
orthologues proteins were found by  direct blasting of known A. thaliana proteins (strategies 2 and 
3, figure 23A and 23C, results in Chapter 3.3.5). Nannochloropsis  is a genus of the Stramenopiles/
Heteroconta phylum (See Chapter 1.1.1). In total 42 putative PTS1 N. gaditana proteins were 
found, among them 30 conserved, 12 genus-specific. The presence of two PTS2 proteins 
orthologues to A. thaliana PTS2 proteins was predicted.
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3.3.1.Evaluation of three different PTS1 protein prediction models for 
Nannochloropsis gaditana
All predicted proteins of N. gaditana from the NGPS database (http://
nannochloropsis.genomeprojectsolutions-databases.com/) were subjected to PTS1 protein 
prediction to investigate whether they contained a predicted PTS1 in the C-terminal end. 
Each protein was given a PWM prediction score and a posterior probability ranging from 0 
to 1.000. They express the probability for protein to be targeted to peroxisomes. The 
posterior probabilities were ranged from 0 to 1.000, where 0 - 0% probability to have a 
PTS1, 1.000 means 100% probability to contain a PTS1, with 0.5 as a threshold (which is 
equal to 0.412 of PWM score) (Lingner et al., 2011). 
Predicted PTS1 proteins were arranged into a hierarchical list sorted by PTS1 posterior 
protein prediction probability in such a way that proteins with the highest score were 
located at the top  of the list and those with the lowest at the bottom. The lowest cutoff 
value was associated with the posterior prediction probability threshold equal to 0.5.
In total three lists of predicted proteins were made, depending on which prediction model 
was applied. The «Plant» PWM model is identical to that published previously (Lingner et 
al., 2011), while the «Metazoa» and the «Combined» model had not been published (T. 
Lingner and S. Reumann, unpubl. data). The «Plant» PTS1 model that had been 
developed first (Lingner et al., 2011) had been built by using the homology search of 
Arabidopsis PTS1 proteins in plant proteins and ESTs. The «Metazoa» model was based 
on a model that had been made analogously to the plant model using the homology 
search of human PTS1 proteins in ESTs and metazoan proteins, while the «Combined» 
model reflected a model that had been built using (positive and negative) sequences from 
animals, fungi and plants. The original model development and predictions to N. gaditana 
and organization of the results were made by Dr. T. Lingner (Institute of Microbiology and 
Genetics, University of Göttingen, Germany).
As a part of this thesis a strategy was developed to compare and combine the three PTS1 
protein prediction models («Plant», «Metazoa» and «Combined») for Nannochloropsis. 
First, the «Plant» PTS1 prediction model was used as a standard, based on the 
assumption that this model would give the largest number of PTS1 proteins and with 
highest prediction accuracy.  Next, each Nannochloropsis protein predicted to possess a 
PTS1 by the «Plant» model prediction was searched in the other lists e.g. «Metazoan» 
and «Combined», for similar PTS1 protein prediction. Finally, all proteins predicted 
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consistently  by in the «Plant» model and simultaneously one or both of the others were 
grouped together and their number determined (Figure 24).
Seventy-eight N. gaditana proteins were predicted as PTS1 proteins above the threshold 
for the «Plant» model. Thirty-one (out of 51) and 63 (out of 89) predicted PTS1 proteins 
from the «Metazoa» and the «Combined» model, respectively, overlapped with the «Plant» 
model (and thirty-one with all three models), thereby further increasing the probability  that 
these predicted PTS1 proteins are indeed true peroxisomal proteins in Nannochloropsis 
gaditana. It was concluded that «Metazoa» model is the least suitable for Nannochloropsis 
predictions and that the «Plant» model predicts many more PTS1 proteins (For the full list 
of proteins predicted by the different models see Table B in Appendix 2).
 
Figure 24. Number of peroxisomal proteins 
predicted by  the «Plant», and found in the 
«Metazoa» and the «Combined» models. 
Numbers inside of the figures represent amount 
of the proteins predicted by  «Plant» model and 
found in the «Combined» model  (63 of 89) and 
in the «Metazoa» model (31 of 51). The total 
number of predicted proteins using different 
models is 78, 89 and 51 for the «Plant», 
«Combined» and «Metazoa», respectively
3.3.2. Prediction and bioinformatic validation of the PTS1 proteome of 
Nannochloropsis
The prediction of PTS1 N. gaditana proteins by the «Plant» prediction model were verified 
by orthology analysis among proteins of several species of Stramenopiles and A. thaliana. 
The N. gaditana proteins were blasted against proteins of Stramenopiles and A. thaliana, 
the presence of PTS1 in the C-terminus end of the found proteins was predicted using 
PredPlantPTS1 server (for method See Chapter 2.5.2). Those proteins which had putative 
PTS1 orthologs among Stramenopiles and A. thaliana were considered as conserved 
among Stramenopiles and A. thaliana with high probability, those which had only  one 
PTS1 ortholog were annotated as conserved peroxisomal proteins among Stramenopiles 
and A. thaliana with moderate probability. The proteins without PTS1 orthologs among 
Stramenopiles and A. thaliana were described as peroxisomal proteins with low probability 
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31
«Plant» model (78)
«Combined» model (89)
«Metazoa» model (51)
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to be conserved among Stramenopiles and A. thaliana (detailed methodology used is 
shown in Figure 23).
Table 10 shows representative examples of three categories on the overall probability of 
Nannochloropsis gaditana proteins to be peroxisome-targeted by the PTS1 pathway 
based on the results of comparison of N. gaditana protein information with ortholog 
information. 
For instance, for the protein Nga03053 annotated as peroxisomal acyl coenzyme A 
oxidase 1/5 (ACX 1/5) and predicted to be peroxisome-targeted by the PTS1 tripeptide 
ARL, four putative orthologs were found for Stramenopiles and A. thaliana in the protein 
database (Genbank at NCBI) . All four proteins had similar annotations (which predict their 
functions), were of similar size (about 700±50 amino acid), and shared significant 
sequence identity  at the amino acid level ( ≥34%). These four putative orthologs were 
analyzed for the presence of PTS1 domains using the PredPlantPTS1 prediction servicer 
(http://ppp.gobics.de/) (Lingner et al., 2011; Reumann et al., 2012). All four putative 
orthologs were shown to contain predicted PTS1 domain, thereby increasing overall the 
probability  significantly that the N. gaditana protein Nga03053 was indeed correctly 
predicted as a PTS1 protein.
Another protein Nga30150 was annotated as «mitochondrial carrier domain containing 
protein» for which three putative orthologs were found, which were annotated with similar 
keywords such as «mitochondrial» and «carrier», had similar sizes (about 300±15 amino 
acid), varying degrees of sequence identity (31% for A. thaliana and more than 60% for 
Stramenopiles). However, none of these proteins contained a predicted PTS1 domain, as 
indicated by very negative PWM values. Therefore, it was overall concluded that the 
protein Nga30150 had overall a low probability to be peroxisomal (see Table 6). The 
proteins that had only one putative ortholog with predicted PTS1, were considered as 
proteins with moderate peroxisomal localization probability  (Table 10, protein L-
asparaginase Nga00060, SRL>). 
Table 10. Representative examples of orthology and PTS1 prediction analysis of putative N. 
gaditana PTS1 proteins. Blastp search was used to find orthologous proteins for the N. gaditana 
protein query. Sequence name, predicted GO-term and size of the N. gaditana protein are 
presented in the first three columns.	    Information about organism «Org.», in which homologs were 
found, their annotation, size, identity, presence of PTS1 predicted by PredPlantPTS1 with PWM 
score of prediction (values from 0 to 1, where 0 - not peroxisomal, 1 means 100% peroxisomal, 
treshold 0.412), C-terminal tripeptide. The conclusion about probability  of being peroxisomal for the 
N. gaditana proteins was done based on total similarity  information of ortholgs to the query  and is 
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shown in the last column. Organisms acronyms: Arabidopsis thaliana (At), Aureococcus 
anophagefferens (Aa), Phaeodatylum tricornutum (Pt), Ectocarpus siliculosus (Es), Thalassiosira 
pseudonana (Ts), Thalassiosira oceanica (To).
Seq.Name GO*term Size,aa Org. Annotations Size,aa ID*(%) C;trip. PTS1 PWM
At peroxisomal*acyl;CoA*oxidase* 664 36 AKL yes 0.80
Pt precursor*of*acyl;coa*oxidase 706 36 SRL yes 0.86
Tp acyl;coa*oxidase 685 35 DPL no ;0.55
To acyl;coenzyme*A*oxidase 761 34 SRL yes 0.64
Aa put.*Asparaginase 456 49 VRA> no ;0.57
Es Asparaginase 446 49 SKL> yes 0.84
Tp L;Asparaginase*I 355 48 HYY> no ;0.98
Pt (none) 332 48 PQE> no ;0.88
At no*put.*orthologs
Es Mitochondrial*carrier*protein 320 65 GVL no ;0.41
Tp Mitochondrial*carrier*protein 292 61 PKK no ;0.14
At S;adenosylmethionine*carrier 345 31 HNA no ;1.11
Nga30150
mitochondria
l>carrier>
protein
315 Low*probability*
of*being*a*true*
peroxisomal*
protein
Nga03053
peroxisomal>
acylA
coenzyme>a>
oxidase>1
751
High*probability*
of*being*a*true*
peroxisomal*
protein
Nannochloropsis>proteins Homologs>to>Nannochloropsis>protein>query Conclusion>>
Nga00060
LA
asparaginase>
366 Moderate*
probability*of*
being*a*true*
peroxisomal*
protein
Applying these orthology and PTS1 protein analyses systematically to the predicted PTS1 
protein of N. gaditana, out of 78 PTS1 predicted proteins by «Plant» prediction model 28 
proteins of N. gaditana were predicted to be peroxisomal with high (23 proteins) or 
moderate probability (5 proteins) based on the orthology analysis. Among these proteins 
with high overall PTS1 protein prediction probability, two proteins were new/unknown 
proteins of very intriguing predicted function: an alpha/beta-hydrolase domain-containing 
protein (Nga02873, SRL>) and an NAD+ kinase/Prenylcysteine methylesterase 
(Nga01349,SRL>). The proteins with moderate probability were the following: L-
asparaginase Nga00060, SRL>, peroxiredoxine Nga01942, SRL>, Nga03561, Glucose-6-
phosphate-1-dehydrogenase Nga00833, AKI>, Photosystem II oxigen-envolving protein 
Nga05405, PKL>, ATP phosphoribosyltransferase Nga03561, SRM> (see Table 13). 
The genome of N. oceanica was recently  been sequenced (Vieler et al., 2012) and whole 
genome contigs were available at GeneBank of NCBI. However, no gene or protein 
predictions were publicly available. Therefore, a manual method to find orthologs of N. 
gaditana predicted proteins in N. oceanica was established. Nannochloropsis oceanica 
CCMP 1779 whole genome contigs collection was blasted on presence of orthologs to N. 
gaditana proteins. In total 78 N. gaditana proteins from the results of «Plant» PTS1 
prediction model were blasted against N. oceanica CCMP 1779 whole genome contigs, 
using tblastn (NCBI). Last 14 amino acids were analyzed in PredPlantPTS1 on the 
presence of PTS1. 27 PTS1 proteins were conserved among Nannochloropsis, 
Stramenopiles and A. thaliana species (See Table 13).
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3.3.3.Verification of predictions
Verification of putative peroxisomal of N. gaditana proteins orthologous to the PTS1 
proteins of A. thaliana and conserved among Stramenopiles was supplemented by a gene 
structure analysis. Such analysis was made for all the predicted 28 PTS1 proteins which 
got positive results to be peroxisomal from the orthology  search. However, the remaining 
50 proteins were analyzed as well in order to avoid the possibility of losing probable 
organism-specific proteins, which did not have peroxisomal orthologs outside of the genus 
Nannochloropsis.
The methodology included blasting N. gaditana proteins as query  against the translated 
nucleotide collection (whole genome contigs) of N. gaditana and checking for the presence 
of a PTS1 at the C-terminal end of the manually  translated sequence. This was performed 
by tblastn search for each protein (see Chapter 2.8.2). 
All twenty-eight proteins orthologous to Stramenopiles and A. thaliana PTS1 proteins were 
verified to contain PTS1s using gene structure analysis. Twenty-six orthologs of these 
proteins were predicted to have a PTS1 in N. oceanica. The C-terminus of «protein 
#6» (PVQ>) was not found in the genomic data. Possibly the protein has a PTS1 tripeptide 
in the end, because the sequence identity with the N. gaditana homolog was very  good. N. 
oceanica’s «Protein #8»(RRL>) showed moderate identity with the N. gaditana homolog 
and did not carry  a PTS1 at the C-terminus. The length of the N. gaditana protein was 
quite short, perhaps the exon structure or length of this protein even in N. gaditana was 
wrongly predicted.
Analyzing 50 proteins from the group  with low probability to be peroxisomal among 
orthologs, twelve N. gaditana proteins (nine for putative N. oceanica orthologs) that were 
assigned prediction scores above threshold were verified to have PTS1. Four of them had 
only one exon (seven for N. oceanica). Two predicted N. gaditana proteins completely 
lacked any annotation (Nga00291, SRL> and Nga20149, CRM>).
Two additional proteins for both species of Nannochloropsis were identified. Protein 41 
(ARL>) by direct blasting the known PTS1 multifunctional protein AIM1 from A. thaliana 
against whole genome contigs of Nannochloropsis species. It was manually translated and 
PTS1 predicted using the PredPlantPTS1. The protein 42 (AHL>) of N. gaditana 
orthologous to the known A. thaliana PTS2 protein Aspartate aminotransferase (ASP3) 
was found during PTS2 protein prediction (see Chapter 3.3.4), and verification was done in 
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the same way as for the protein #41. In N. oceanica genome both proteins are present, but 
the protein #42 (PHL>) was not predicted to carry  PTS1 by PredPlantPTS1, while Protein 
41 has the same ARL tripeptide in the N-terminal end.
In total 40 proteins from N. gaditana were verified to have a PTS1 by the gene structure 
analysis method. This number constitutes 51% of the total proteins predicted by the 
«Plant» prediction model. 35 putative peroxisomal orthologs to N. gaditana PTS1 proteins 
were found in the N. oceanica genome. 
3.3.4.Investigation exons and introns in N. gaditana genes of interest for 
subsequent gene/C-terminal exon cloning
Most of the eukaryotic genes have exons and introns.
The final protein sequence does not have any introns and is functionally  active only when 
it is entirely complete. Using predicted protein sequence as a template in the collection of 
nucleotide sequences it was possible to find those parts of genes which were considered 
as exons and were present in protein. It can be investigated by looking at the results of 
blasting. If there are several parts of identity  present, and they have different open reading 
frames, it can already be assumed that this analyzed protein has several exons. 
Nucleotide sequence which corresponds to the parts of identity was looked at, taking all 
nucleotides which are between N- and C-terminus of corresponded protein plus roughly 
500 bp  at each side, was translated, using Internet-based translation tool: ExPASy (http://
web.expasy.org/translate/). In the results of translation different open reading frames (orf) 
were looked at and it was tried to find the regions identical to given protein sequence (See 
Chapter 2.8.2.1). 
13 predicted proteins of N. gaditana were encoded by single exon genes, which is 32% of 
total amount of predicted proteins. 14 predicted proteins of N. oceanica were encoded by 
single exon gene and they represent 40% of all the predicted proteins. Two species share 
nine orthologues proteins encoded by single exon genes. However, the structure of 61% of 
the peroxisomal proteins predicted by the «Plant» model was wrongly predicted. This is a 
reason why not all of the 78 proteins were verified to carry PTS1.
Possible correlations between the predicted protein sequence and the manually translated 
one from the related nucleotide sequence are represented in Figure 25. 
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Figure 25. Correlation between predicted protein sequences and manually translated nucleotide 
sequence. Blue boxes - predicted amino acid protein sequence, saturated orange boxes - nucleotide 
sequence of the gene related to the protein, pale orange - non coding regions of nucleotide 
sequence, Start  - start codon, M-methionine, M - any amino acid, PTS1 - peroxisomal targeting 
tripeptide type 1, Stop - stop codon.
Three possible cases represented in Figure 25 can be explained:
1. Predicted protein sequence is completely identical to manually translated nucleotide 
sequence in size.
2. Predicted protein sequence is mostly  identical to the manually translated nucleotide 
sequence in size, excepting that the stop  signal is located not directly after PTS1 
(protein is actually longer at C-terminus).
3. Predicted protein sequence is mostly  identical to the manually translated nucleotide 
sequence in size, excepting that the start signal of from the gene is not present in 
predicted protein sequence (protein is actually shorter at N-terminus).
3.3.5.PTS2 prediction
In total 14 known A. thaliana proteins from AraPerox v1.2 (http://www3.uis.no/araperoxv1/) 
were analyzed using the newly established method described in Chapter 2.8.3. According 
to it, the A. thaliana protein sequences were blasted against Nannochloropsis whole 
genome contigs, then putative N-terminal end was estimated and investigated on the 
presence of followed amino acid combination [R/K]-[L/V/I]-x5-[H/Q]-[L/A] (Lanyon-Hogg et 
al., 2010) of PTS2. In additional all proteins were analyzed on the presence of PTS1 in the 
C-terminal end as described in the Chapter 2.8.2.1.
For all analyzed A. thaliana proteins were found putative homologs (Table 11). However 
seven proteins of N. gaditana (six - for N. oceanica) lacked any PTS. Four homologs 
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lacked PTS2 in N. gaditana, but had PTS1. They are orthologs to ASP - protein family, 
ACX - protein family  and CSY - protein family and LACS6 protein. For N. oceanica three 
orthologs to the same A. thaliana proteins were found, except ASP3, the which ortolog did 
not contain predicted PTS1. 
Table 11. Comparison of known PTS2 proteins from A. thaliana with predicted peroxisomal 
proteins from N. gaditana and N. oceanica. The A. thaliana proteins were used as query 
sequences in tblastn search. There are tree types of accession codes for N. gaditana: Ngax5 - for 
predicted proteins from NgGP, AGNI/AEUMx8 - for whole genome contigs at GeneBank of NCBI. 
Presence of PTS1 for homologs predicted by  PredPlantPTS1, PTS2 by  manual search, both 
signals are shown in the table, if present.
acc.number Acronym acc.code Signal PTS1 PTS2 Acc.code Signal PTS1 PTS2
  AT5G65110 ACX2 ARL yes no ARL yes no
  AT1G06290.1 ACX3 ARL yes no ARL yes no
AT1G06310.1 ACX6 ARL yes no ARL yes no
AT3G58740.1 CSY1 ARL yes no ARL yes no
AT3G58750.1 CSY2 ARL yes no ARL yes no
AT2G42790.1 CSY3 ARL yes no ARL yes no
AT5G11520.1 ASP3 AGNI01000127.1 AHL yes no no no
AT3G05970.1 LACS6 Nga00919 ARL yes no AEUM01005249 SRL yes no
XP_002865685.1 KAT5/PKT1/2 no yes no yes
AT2G33150.1 PKT3 no yes no yes
AT1G04710.1 PKT4 no yes no yes
AT2G22780.1 PMDH1 no no no yes
AT5G09660 PMDH2 no no no yes
AT5G58220 TTL AGNI01005008 RL_X5_HL no yes AEUM01005008 RL_X5_HL no yes
AT1G50510.1 INDA no no no no
AT1G60550.1 ECHID no no no no
AT5G48545.1 histidine triad no no no no
AT3G56490.1 HIT3 no no no no
AT1G06460.1 ACD32.1 no no no no
A. thaliana N. gaditana N. oceanica
AEUM01001941
AEUM01002396
Nga01710, 
Nga06820 RL_X5_HL RL_X5_HL
Nga04370, 
Nga03053
AEUM01004300
RL_X5_HA
Nga05548
AEUM01003686
Three proteins of N. gaditana orthologues to two protein families were predicted to have 
PTS2: Nga01710, Nga06820 - similar to PKT/KAT-protein family (both had <RLx5HL>) and 
AGNI01005008 (<RLx5HL>) which is similar to the second domain of TTL-protein (acc. 
number AT5G58220). The proteins Nga01710, Nga06820 are paralogs of the same 
protein. In the same time thee proteins of N. oceanica orthologues to three protein families 
were predicted to have PTS2: AEUM01004300 (<RLx5HL>) - orthologues to PKT/KAT-
protein family, AEUM01005008 (<RLx5HL>) orthologues to the second domain of TTL-
protein (acc. number AT5G58220) and AEUM01003686 which is putative ortholog to the 
PMDH-protein family (PMDH1- AT2G22780 and PMDH2 - AT5G09660).
In total three conserved PTS2 proteins orthologues to the PKT/KAT protein family and 
TTL-protein from A. thaliana were found in Nannochloropsis genus. 
This data shows that PTS2 pathway is present in Nannochloropsis microalgae.
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These results were compared with the data available for red, green algae, higher plants, 
diatoms and yeast based on the study of A. Shinozaki et al. (2009). The data for 
Nannochloropsis genus represented in Table 12. was predicted in this study and was not 
verified by localization studies. The data for the other species was collected by the authors 
of the article. If the presence of the protein was verified, then the type of PTS together with 
the corresponding amino acid peptide was represented in the table. In case of not 
peroxisomal localization of homologues protein, the «-» was used to indicate this.
Table 12. Peroxisomal targeting signal in algae, plant, and yeast (based on (Shinozaki et al., 
2009)). Comparison of some known peroxisomal proteins from Green algae, Red algae, Diatoms, 
Plants, Yeast and predicted Nannochloropsis genus proteins. If protein is present, the signal and 
its type is present, if not  «-», if no data available - «no data» is written. Nannochloropsis proteins 
were predicted in this study. 
Green%algae Plant Nannochloropsis Red%algae Diatoms Yeast
Malate%synthase%(MS)% SRM%(PTS1;like)% SRL%(PTS1)%%% SRL%(PTS1) –% AKL%(PTS1;like)% SKL%(PTS1)%
Isocitrate%lyase%(ICL)% –% SRM%(PTS1) SRL%(PTS1) No%data –% –%
Hydroxypyruvate%reductase%(HPR)% –% SKL%(PTS1) –% SRL%(PTS1;like)% –% no%data%
Malate%dehydrogenase%(MDH)% RI_X5_HL%(PTS2;like)% RI_X5_HL%(PTS2)% RL_X5_HA%(PTS2) No%data –% SKL%(PTS1)
Citrate%synthase%(CS)%% – RL_X5_HL%(PTS2)%%%ARL%(PTS1) SRL%(PTS1;like)% – SKL%(PTS1)%%%
Thiolase%(THIO) – RQ_X5_HL%(PTS2) RL_X5_HL%(PTS2) –% – RL_X5_HL%(PTS2)
Glycolate%oxidase%(GO) CKL%(PTS;1like)% PRM%(PTS1) SRL,%SKI%(PTS1) SKL%(PTS;1like)% SRL%(PTS1;like)% no%data
Peroxisomal+enzymes
Organism
Malate dehydrogenase PMDH is present as PTS2 protein in Green algae, Higher plants 
and Nannochloropsis, The thiolase PKT/KAT is present as PTS2 only in Higher plants, 
yeast and Nannochloropsis. This data shows that the PTS2 pathway have the highest 
similarity  with the one in Higher plants. At the same time glycolate oxidase seams to be 
very conserved among these groups. 
Table 13 represents all predicted peroxisomal proteins for two species N. gaditana and N. 
oceanica. First group of proteins was taken from the results of prediction of orthologs to 
the A. thaliana PTS1 proteins (Chapter 3.3.3), next group of proteins was predicted by 
verification of gene structure predictions (Chapter 3.3.4) and two proteins are represented 
in in the third group. The protein 41 (AGNI010009, ARL>) was predicted by direct blasting 
of Arabidopsis AIM1 protein (At4g29010) sequence against Nannochloropsis whole 
genome contigs (tblastn). The peptide №42 was found during the PTS2 prediction 
(Chapter 3.3.4). N. gaditana proteins which protein sequences are available at NGPS 
(http://nannochloropsis.genomeprojectsolutions-databases.com/) have a name in format 
Ngax5, while the proteins which were predicted by gene structure analyzation have the 
names related to the accession code of the GeneBank at NCBI, where they can be found. 
The annotation was obtained from Dr. T. Lingner which made GO-term search among 
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othologs and was additionally verified and completed by the integration of annotations 
from the Stramenopiles orthologs.
The proteins in the table are sorted by  decreasing PTS1 probability predicted by 
PredPlantPTS1. The proteins marked with bold font were selected for the followed 
localization studies (See Chapter 3.4). N. gaditana proteins marked with italic font were 
probably wrongly  predicted or they represent species-specific proteins, because of 
insufficient annotation and moderate/low identity with N. oceanica homologs. 
Table 13. Predicted PTS1 proteins of N. gaditana and N. oceanica. Putative N. gaditana PTS1 
proteins were used as query  to identify orthologues genes in N. oceanica by  tBLASTn. The N- and 
C-terminal ends of the N. oceanica genes were estimated by manual translation and sequence 
computing by dual sequence alignment with N. gaditana ortholog. PTS1 prediction analysis was 
performed for the manually  predicted N. oceanica genes using PredPlantPTS1. For each protein of 
N. gaditana sequence name from NGP (http://nannochloropsis.genomeprojectsolutions-
databases.com/) are available, except, independently  found proteins №41 and №42. These 
proteins and N. oceanica proteins have only  accession code for the genomic contigs where they 
where found. Annotations were obtained from machine GO-term search, missing annotations were 
completed manually. Last 3 amino acid of the C-terminal end of predicted protein present as well. 
Proteins marked in with bold were selected for in vivo validation of predictions. Proteins marked in 
with italic probably  wrongly  predicted (see text for details) For decoding of abbreviations see 
Appendix Table D.
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Nannochloropsis gaditana CCMP 526 Nannochloropsis oceanica CCMP 1779
Seq. Name Last 3 aa Annotation acc.number Last 3 aaPeroxisomal
Proteins conserved among Stramenopiles and A. thaliana
1 Nga05502 SRL DECR/SDRb gb|AEUM01003195.1 SKL yes
2 Nga04682 AKL GR1 gb|AEUM01000955.1 AKL yes
3 Nga02873 SRL α/β-hydrolase domain-containing protein gb|AEUM01002165 ARL yes
4 Nga04370 ARL ACX1/5 gb|AEUM01004509.1, gb|AEUM01004509.1, gb|AEUM01001941.1ARL yes
5 Nga00060 SRL ASP gb|AEUM01002974 AKL yes
6 Nga06726 SRL MS gb|AEUM01001952 PVQ no*
7 Nga02565 SKL ECH2 gb|AEUM01003526 SKL yes
8 Nga01349 SRL NAD+ kinase/Prenylcysteine methylesterase gb|AEUM01002529 RRL no
9 Nga00919 ARL LACS7 gb|AEUM01005249 SRL yes
10 Nga01393 SRL GOX gb|AEUM01003813 SKL yes
11 Nga00886 SRL ICL gb|AEUM01004791 SRL yes
12 Nga01291 SRL IBR3 gb|AEUM01002061 SRL yes
13 Nga00224 ARL GGT1/2 gb|AEUM01002696 ARL yes
14 Nga02369 SKL DCI gb|AEUM01002521 SKL yes
15 Nga02787 ARL SCP2 gb|AEUM01001347 ARM yes
16 Nga03561 SRM ATP-PRT2 gb|AEUM01002601 SRM yes
17 Nga01942 SRL PRX5 gb|AEUM01000142 SRL yes
18 Nga01381 SKL NS gb|AEUM01004442 SRL yes
19 Nga05548 ARL CSY1/2/3 gb|AEUM01002396 ARL yes
20 Nga02546 SRL TTL gb|AEUM01003526 SRL yes
21 Nga00082 SKI GOX2 gb|AEUM01001952 SKI yes
22 Nga04020 PRL SDRa or NADH gb|AEUM01000477/gb|AEUM01003195.1SKL yes
23 Nga06551 AKL AAE5 gb|AEUM01002605 AKL yes
24 Nga06128 ARL PTER/DECR/SDRa gb|AEUM01004610 AKL yes
25 Nga02557 AKL BADH2 gb|AEUM01003526 AKL yes
26 Nga00833 AKI G6PD gb|AEUM01001967 AKI yes
27 Nga05405 PKL Photosystem ii oxygen evolving complex gb|AEUM01002967 PKL yes
28 Nga03053 ARL ACX1/5 gb|AEUM01001941 ARL yes
Nannochloropsis genus specific proteins
29 Nga01077 SKL carbohydrate esterase/prenylcysteine methylesterasegb|AEUM01004771 ARL yes
30 Nga00170 SKL peroxiredoxin-like PRX/TioTRX gb|AEUM01002948 SKL yes
31 Nga30059 SRL GLYI8 gb|AEUM01001580 SRL yes
32 Nga00291 SRL ---NA--- gb|AEUM01003836 SKL yes
33 Nga04192 ARL α/β-hydrolase domain-containing protein gb|AEUM01004824 AKL yes
34 Nga00077 PKL CM-PDT-PDH gb|AEUM01001952 PKL yes
35 Nga06021 SSL gamma-butyrobetaine dioxygenase gb|AEUM01002684 ASL yes
36 Nga03919 SKI YCII-related domain protein gb|AEUM01003173 SKL yes
37 Nga40012 SLL 50s ribosomal protein gb|AEUM01000225 SIL yes
38 Nga01170 ALL MtN3-like protein gb|AEUM01001403 ALL no
39 Nga05974 DRL serine carboxypeptidase like protein gb|AEUM01002908 GRL no
40 Nga20149 CRM ---NA--- gb|AEUM01002985 CRI no
Manually predicted conserved proteins
41 AGNI010009
13
ARL AIM1 gb|AEUM01004762.1 ARL yes
42 AGNI010001
27
AHL ASP gb|AEUM01004243 PHL no
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3.3.6.Metabolic pathways analysis of predicted peroxisomal Nannochloropsis 
proteins
It is well known that peroxisomes play a very important role in several metabolic 
processes, such as ROS metabolism, fatty acid beta-oxidation, etc. (Chapter 1.3).
45 peroxisomal proteins of N. gaditana were analyzed  during PTS1 and PTS2 predictions 
(the work flow is represented in figure 23, the results in Table 7 and 9). Based on the 
annotation of the orthologues A. thaliana proteins (more information present) the proteins 
were classified according to the metabolic pathway groups.
I. Lipid biosynthesis:
1. Fatty  acid oxidation: LACS (Nga00919, ARL>), ACX-family  (Nga04370, ARL>, Nga 
03053, ARL>), AIM1/EHHADH (Protein 41 «AGNI01009», ARL>), PKT/KAT (Nga01710 
Nga06820, RLx5HL), SCP2 (Nga02787, ARL);
2. Unsaturated fatty  acid biosynthesis: DECR (Nga05502, SRL>, Nga06128, ARL>), DCI 
(Nga02369, SKL>), ECH2 (Nga02565, SKL), IBR3 (Nga01291, SRL), SDRa/b 
(Nga06128, ARL>, Nga04020, PRL>), AAE5 (Nga06551, AKL>);
II. ROS metabolism: GR (Nga04682, AKL>), PRX (Nga01941, SRL>, Nga00170, SKL>)
III. Glyoxylate cycle: CS (Nga05548,ARL>), ICL (Nga00886, SRL>), MS (Nga06726, 
SRL>), MDH (Protein 42 N. oceanica «AEUM010003686», RLx5HA)
IV. Photorespiration: GOX (Nga01393, SRL>, Nga00082, SKI>), GGT (Nga00224, ARL>)
V. Hexose-monophosphate metabolism: G6PD (Nga00833, AKI>)
VI. Phylloquinone biosynthesis: NS (Nga01381)
VII.Polyamine metabolism: BADH (Nga02557, AKL>)
VIII.Urate metabolism: TTL (Nga02546, SRL>, «AGNI01005008», RLx5HL)
IX. Protein/aminoacid metabolism: ASP (Nga00060, SRL> and Protein 42 «AGNI010001», 
AHL>)
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For decoding of abbreviation see Table D in Appendix. The function of some proteins was 
not identified, however 14 proteins, which is almost half of the amount of proteins with 
identified functions and 17% of the total number of predicted proteins, were involved into 
lipid metabolism.
3.4.Cloning of the predicted peroxisomal Nannochloropsis gaditana proteins.
Work with algal cell differs from one with another organisms which were used by the 
Reumann group. Cell harvesting is not an exception. The new protocol was therefore 
developed (Chapter 2.8.1). Using this protocol Nannochloropsis cells were partially purified 
and harvested.
For the further genes amplification algal DNA was needed. The DNA isolation from 
Nannochloropsis microalgae had not been established in the Reumann lab before the 
present work was started. That is why some important experiments have been made. 
The established method of algal DNA extraction was based on the extraction of DNA from 
the plant cells, where plant tissues were disrupted in a mortar using pestle. Additional 
precursor steps: liquid nitrogen treatment and use of the mobile homogenizer improved 
DNA concentration (Chapter 2.8.2). The harvested and aliquoted Nannochloropsis cells 
were used in the genomic DNA isolation. However due to thick cell walls algae cells were 
disrupted before the use of isolation kits. Three strategies were used: 1) Disruption by 
manual homogenizer; 2) Disruption of frozen algae mass by mortar and pestle and 3) 
disruption of frozen algae mass by mortar and pestle followed by additional disruption 
using manual homogenizer. 
Experiments showed that the third option usually gives the best concentration, while the 
first one was the worst (data not shown). The second strategy gave the result close to the 
best one. Thus, using mortar and pestle we can efficiently disrupt frozen algae cells.
3.4.1.Amplification of cDNAs by PCR
To explore the presence of the 10 predicted proteins of N. gaditana analytical PCR was 
carried out using different annealing temperatures (Ta) and elongation times. The most 
complete results were obtained at Ta 55°C for the 1-10 repeats and 60°C for the 11-25 
repeats and the elongation time of 150 seconds. The genes were amplified using these 
parameters and were loaded in to the 1% agarose gel for the electrophoretic separation 
alongside with the 1 kb  of DNA ladder (See Materials and Methods in Chapter 2.9.4 and 
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2.9.5). Visualization of the separation results shows that most of the proteins were 
amplified Figure 26. At these parameters 9 out of 13 constructs were amplified correctly 
NgP1.1 (full length protein Nga00060, 1333bp), NgP1.2 (last exon of Nga00060, 349 bp), NgP3 
(Nga00082, 1152 bp), NgP4 (Nga000170, 402 bp), NgP6.1 (Nga01077, 1237 bp), NgP6.2 (last 
exon of Nga01077, 616 bp), NgP7 (Nga02369, 759 bp), NgP8 (Nga2873, 1482 bp), NgP10 
(Nga05502, 548 bp). Four constructs were not amplified: NgP2.1 (Nga00077, 2235 bp), NgP2.2 
(C-term. exon of Nga00077, 2030 bp), NgP5 (Nga00224, 1488 bp), NgP9 (Nga03053, 2289 bp) 
(The corresponding primers are represented in Table C in Appendix).
 Figure 26. Gel electrophoresis of analytical PCR products after amplification.
Gel electrophoresis was carried out in a 1% agarose gel.  1 kb GeneRuler DNA ladder (lane 1). 
NgP1.1 (lane 2), NgP1.2 (lane 3), NgP2.1 (lane 4), NgP2.2 (lane5), NgP3 (lane 6), NgP4 (lane 7), 
NgP5 (lane 8), NgP6.1 (lane 9), NgP6.2 (lane 10), NgP7 (lane 11), NgP8 (lane 12), NgP9 (lane 
13), NgP10 (lane 14). The Ta was 55°C-60°C, elongation time 150 seconds. 
Three of the most interesting constructs were chosen for further analysis: NgP1.2, NgP4 
and NgP10. The experiment aimed at finding precise parameters, most suitable for PCR of 
these constructs was made. The results of this experiment are represented in the Figure 
27: 3 different Ta: 50°C, Ta 55°C and Ta 50°C for the 1-10 cycles with Ta 55°C for the 
11-35 cycles (lanes 2-4, 5-7, and 8-10 respectively in the Figure 27), elongation time 90 
seconds. All the constructs were amplified with correct size at all three Ta programs. The 
Ta 55°C was chosen for preparative PCR analysis for the same constructs.
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Figure 27. Gel electrophoresis of three 
analytical PCR products at different Ta.
Gel electrophoresis was carried out in a 1% 
agarose gel.  1 kb  GeneRuler DNA ladder 
(lane1). NgP1.2 (lane2), NgP4 (lane3), 
NgP10 (lane4), Ta 50°C; NgP1.2 (lane5), 
NgP4 (lane6), NgP10 (lane7), Ta 55°C; 
NgP1.2 (lane8), NgP4 (lane9), NgP10 
(lane10), Ta 50°C-55°C. The PCR 
amplification products for the NgP1.2 was 
between 250 bp and 500 bp, NgP4 was 
closer to 500 bp  and NgP10 between 500 
bp and 750 bp. Which are very similar to 
the calculated size NgP1.2 - 349 bp, NgP4 
- 402 bp, NgP10 - 548 bp. The results 
shows that the amplification occurred at the 
correct regions in all three temperatures.
Preparative PCR was carried out using Phusion High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase at Ta 55°C. 
The result of preparative PCR showed similar PCR products of correct size without 
unspecific PCR products (Figure 28).
Figure 28. Gel electrophoresis of three  preparative PCR 
products.
Gel electrophoresis was carried out in a 1%  agarose gel.  1 
kb  GeneRuler DNA ladder (lane1). NgP1.2 (lane2), NgP4 
(lane3), NgP10 (lane4), Ta 55°C,elongation time 90 sec. The 
calculated size of products NgP1.2 - 349 bp, NgP4 - 402 bp, 
NgP10 - 548 bp is similar to the given results.
The PCR product was purified using PCR Purification kit (Fermentas). The concentration 
of purified DNA was measured on the spectrophotometer (NanoDrop  2000). The 
constructs were used for subcloning into the pJET cloning vector.
3.4.2.Cloning cDNAs into the pJET cloning vector
The constructs were cloned in to pJET 1.2 cloning vector using CloneJet kit (See Chapter). 
The constructs were inserted into the multiple cloning cite in the middle of the lethal gene 
eco47IR. The clones were checked on the presence of the vector by resistance to the 
ampicillin on the LB agar plates. In order to amplify the number of constructs inserted into 
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the pJet vector, the competent cell E. coli JM 109 was transformed by the plasmids. The 
colonies were subcultured in the liquid LB medium and plasmid DNA was extracted using 
GeneJet plasmid miniprep  kit from Fermentas, Germany. For the analysis of the correct 
insert and orientation of the constructs the analytical PCR was performed.  
3.4.3.Analysis of the insert
In order to find the orientation of the construct in the vector a pair of vector and gene 
specific primers were used. In Figure 29. The results of the PCR are represented. The 
lanes from 2 - 12 represent the constructs in reverse orientation, where NgP1.2 (lanes 2, 8 
and 10), NgP4c5 (lane 7); the lanes 13-19 represent the constructs in forward orientation, 
where NgP4c3 (lanes 15 and 18), NgP10 (lanes 13 and 19). So all the constructs of 
NgP1.2 taken from two different colonies (c2 and c5) and the vector taken from the colony 
№3 of NgP4 had the reverse orientation; all the constructs of NgP10 taken from two 
different colonies (c2 and c4) and the vector taken from the colony №5 of NgP4 had the 
forward orientation. The lanes 4, 9 and 14 did not have any vectors. The bonds around 2 
and 3 kbp were probably the vector DNA in supercoiled and nicked circular forms 
respectively. The position of bonds related to the constructs of NgP1.2, NgP4 and NgP10 
are slightly different (they covered less distance) from the results of native cDNA 
amplification (Figure 29) because PCR products, made with the use of one of the vector 
specific primers, make the constructs longer up to around 70 bp.
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Figure 29. Gel electrophoresis of the insert orientation analysis.
Gel electrophoresis was carried out in a 1% agarose gel.  1 kb GeneRuler DNA ladder (lane1). 
Proposed reverse orientation: NgP1.2 (lane 2), NgP4c3 (lane 3), NgP4c5 (lane 4), NgP10c4 (lane 
5), NgP10c2 (lane 6), NgP4c5 (lane  7), NgP1.2c2 (lane 8), NgP10c2 (lane 9), NgP1.2c5 (lane 10), 
NgP4c3 (lane 11), NgP10c4 (lane 12); proposed forward orientation: NgP10c4 (lane 13), NgP10c2 
(lane 14), NgP4c3 (lane 15), NgP10v2 (lane 16), NgP1.2c5 (lane 17), NgP4c3 (lane 18), NgP10c4 
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(lane 19). The lanes marked in bold showed positive results of orientation, the crossed lanes 
showed absence of vector DNA the others non marked lanes showed negative results of proposed 
orientation. The PCR amplification products for the NgP1.2 was around 500 bp, NgP4 was a bit 
higher than 500 bp and NgP10 was in between 500 bp and 750 bp. Which are very  similar to the 
calculated size NgP1.2 - 420 bp, NgP4 - 480 bp,  NgP10 - 520 bp.
Based on the results of analytical PCR, the constructs NgP1.2c2, NgP4c5 and NgP10c4 
were chosen for the preparative PCR. After the preparative PCR the chosen constructs 
were sent purified and were sent for sequencing. However the results of sequencing were 
not available 
3.4.4.Cloning cDNAs into the pCAT-EYFP vector
After the investigation of the orientation of N. gaditana protein constructs in the cloning 
vector pJET the following constructs were double digested to get sticky ends. For double 
digest of the constructs NgP1.2 and NgP4 SacII and NotI restriction endonucleases were 
used, for the NgP10 NotI and XbaI restriction endonucleases were used Figure 30. The 
cDNAs NgP1.2, NgP4 and NgP10 were cut out from pJET vector (lanes 2-3, 4-5 and 6-7 
respectively). The destination vector pCAT-EYFP-DECR was also double digested with the 
same pairs of restriction nucleases. In Figure lanes 8-11 corresponding to the double 
digest made by SacII and NotI, while 12-13 were made with NotI and XbaI. The digested 
pCAT vector released DECR insert (1000 bp). The length of the other inserts is hard to 
define accurately, because the ladder proteins covered longer distance than the other 
samples. However, the NgP1.2 (350 bp) and NgP10 (550 bp) and DECR (1000 bp) can be 
assumed to be digested correctly. At the same time the product of pJET-NgP4 looked like 
incorrectly  digested. The experiment was repeated and the correct product of pJET-NgP4 
(400 bp) digestion was obtained (data not shown).
The correct products of digestion should have been purified from the gel and used for the 
ligation into the opened vectors with corresponding sticky ends, however the extraction of 
the DNA from the gels using two different kits did not give useful concentrations (< 10 ng/
µl). The ligation was done with this low concentration, following by transformation of E.coli 
cells, but the living colonies were not obtained. The repeating experiments were not 
performed due to the time constrains.
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Figure 30. Gel electrophoresis of the double digest products.
Gel electrophoresis was carried out in a 1% agarose gel. 1 kb GeneRuler DNA ladder (lane 1). 
Product of digest NgP1.2 by  SacII and NotI (lanes 2, 3); Product of digest NgP4 by  SacII and NotI 
(lanes 4, 5); Product of digest NgP10 by SacI and XbaI (lanes 6, 7); Product of digest pCAT-EYFP-
DECR by  SacII and NotI (lanes 8 - 11); Product of digest pCAT-EYFP-DECR by  SacI and XbaI 
(lanes 12, 13). The lower bonds corresponds to the inserts, the upper bonds corresponds to the 
double digested vectors. Calculated NgP1.2 insert size - 350 bp, NgP4 - 400 bp,  NgP10 - 550 bp, 
pJET - 3 kbp, pCAT-EYFP - 3.8 kbp.  The products were correct, except the NgP4, which size did 
not correspond to the one predicted.
3.5.Genomic transformation of the Nannochloropsis algae by electroporation
The genomic transformation of Nannochloropsis oceanica by electroporation has been 
recently established and published (Vieler et al., 2012). The pSelects100 vector and the 
transformation protocol were designed for the N. oceanica and obtained from C. Benning, 
Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, Michigan State University, USA. 
The transformation was done for N. oceanica CCMP 1779 and N. gaditana CCMP 526. 
The pSELECT100 plasmid was dissolved, dropped and dried on the sheet of Watman 
paper and sent to us by the C. Benning. The region corresponding to the droplet was cut 
out and placed in to the 1.5 Eppendorf tube and filled by 0.5 ml 0.5 M Tris-HCl buffer, 
mixed and stored in the refrigerator at -20°C. The E. coli competent cells JM 109 were 
transformed by this vector, positive colonies were selected by resistance to Ampicillin 
(Chapter 2.9.8). The positive colonies were subcultured in liquid media (10 ml in each 
tube) and the plasmid was extracted using GeneJet plasmid miniprep kit. The DNA 
concentration was measured on the NanoDrop2000 spectrometer. A common 
concentration for 10 ml of liquid culture was 150 ng/µl. The vector was linearized overnight 
by BamHI restriction enzyme in the specific buffer (Chapter 2.9.7). The analytical gel 
electrophoresis was done to check the restriction product (Figure 31). A half of total 
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amount of the linearized vector was purified using PCR Purification kit (Fermentas). The 
other part was used unpurified to avoid lost of DNA during purification).
Figure 31. The results of restriction digest of 
pSELECT100 by BamHI restriction enzyme. 
1kb DNA ladder (lane 1),1 µl of the native 
pSELECT100 (lanes 2 and 5), 1 µl of the 
digested pSELECT100 vector by BamHI (lanes 
3 and 4). The native pSELECT100 plasmid 
exists in two forms: nicked circular and 
supercoiled; the digested vector is represented 
only by linearized form which electrophoretic 
mobility is lower than supercoiled and higher 
than nicked circular.
It was not possible to apply  recommended 2.2 kV to the samples, containing vector DNA 
(See Chapter ). Even if the linearized vector was purified, the salts were still present in the 
final mixture making the resistance of the sample lower than the working value 500-600 
Ohms. In the samples with low resistance the «arc» message on the display  often lighted 
up  meaning that the arc prevention system and quenching system have been made activ 
and the pulse has been terminated. Unfortunately  the MicroPulser does not have a 
function of measuring resistance of the sample before the pulse. The pulse has to be done 
to see the actual parameters of the electric flow. In case the sample had a lower resistance 
it was diluted twice by non-polar solvent Sorbitol with the concentration of 0.375M. Such 
addition diluted a sample and the dissolved salts, it increased resistance and in some 
cases helped to get a pulse at 2.2kV. However in the majority of the cases it was not 
effective and the only solution which helped was decreasing the voltage setting, generally 
up  to 1.6 kV (which is 28% lower than recommended). On the other hand this change in 
settings decreased the time of the pulse as well, down to 1.6 seconds (which is 60% lower 
than maximum value 4.0 sec. and only 6.5% of recommended value - 25 sec).
The number of pulses which were done was different from one proposed in the original 
protocol to cover five fold difference in capacitance ability  between our instrument and 
one described by the authors of the transformation protocol. (Vieler et al., 2012). Pulse 
number varied from 5 to 10 for N. oceanica at 1.6 kV and 1.6 sec. pulse duration. For N. 
gaditana 7 pulses were made with the same characteristics and 4 pulses with 1.5 kV 
during 3.6 sec. were made for N. gaditana negative control.
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One week after the transformation the top  agar contained plenty of very small and pale-
green colonies both in samples and negative controls. However after two weeks these 
colonies almost disappeared and only  few dark-green colonies larger in size (about 1-2 
mm in diameter) left on the top agar surface (See Figure 32). All 4 plates of N. oceanica 
containing vector DNA got colonies and one of the two negative controls got a few as well. 
N. gaditana plates do not contain any dark green colonies both in a sample and negative 
control. The colour of the top agar containing small pale initial colonies is yellow. Probably 
the cells were not transformed and died because of Hygromycin B sensitivity. There can 
be several explanations of the presence of the growing colonies in the control plates that 
will be further discussed in the Chapter 4.5. 
At the moment of writing of this thesis the colonies are still growing on the plates and 
further screening by PCR, Wester Blotting, etc., has to be done to confirm the presence of 
the inserted DNA inside of the algal cells.
The positive results, stated above, confirm that the efficient genetic transformation of 
promising oil-producing microalgae N. oceanica was successfully established.
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Figure 32. The results of the transformation of N. oceanica CCMP 1779 and N. gaditana 
CCMP 526 by electroporation using pSELECT100 selection vector. N. oceanica colonies of 
positive transformants (32.1 and 32.2); N. oceanica negative controls - no DNA inserted (32.3 and 
32.4), where N. oceanica colonies are present in the figure 32.4; negative results of transformation 
N. gaditana both in the samples with (left plate) or without - negative control (right plate) DNA.
1 2
3 4
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4.Discussion
4.1.Growth analysis
4.1.1.Choice of optimum wave length for spectroscopic measurements
The optical density of algal cultures (N. salina (strain NIVA-2/01), N. oceanica (strain 
NIVA-2/03) and P. tricornutum (NIVA-BAC 2)) was initially measured at three different 
wavelengths, namely 540, 625 and 680 nm based on published data for Nannochloropsis 
(Rocha et al., 2003; Hsueh et al., 2007; Gu et al., 2012). The experiment was done in 36 
days with periodic OD measurements every 2-3 days (Fig. 18, 19). 
The highest OD (540 nm) values compared to OD (625 nm) and OD (680 nm) (Fig. 18) 
can be explained by the hypothesis that in such species the amount of carotenoids was 
higher than the amount of chlorophyll a (Chl a), which is the only  chlorophyll molecule 
present in these microalgae. Chl a has the maximum absorption at 670 nm (Wellburn, 
1994). The OD (625 nm) and OD (680 nm) values were very similar and close to the 
absorption maximum of Chl a. Compared to colorless microorganisms such as E. coli and 
S. cerevisiae, whose OD routinely measured at 600 and 650 nm, respectively (Chen et al., 
1998; Sezonov et al., 2007), the OD values of microalgae are increased due to chl a and 
carotenoid absorption, depending on the chosen wavelength and the absorption maxima 
of the pigments (Wellburn, 1994).
The change of the color of Nannochloropsis algae cultures during long time experiments 
(more tan 1 month) can be explained by the destruction of chlorophyll a molecules in the 
cell. Decreasing level of chlorophyll a makes red-yellow colored pigments - carotenoids 
more visible. The cells become yellowish. The reason for this phenomenon is unknown, 
but probably it happened because of the increasing number of dying cell during the long 
growing time. The most probable explanation of such massive death is that the algal cell 
cultures reached their maximum density and used up some vital compounds from the 
medium. We could suppose that such critical compound is the nitrogen. In the experiments 
of growing microalgae in the medium without nitrogen the algae become yellowish much 
faster (during one week). This hypothesis is supported by Solovchenko et al. (2011), who 
wrote about the increasing proportion of carotenoids/chlorophyll in Nannochloropsis algae 
during culturing time in stress conditions. 
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The analysis of standard deviation values shows that all the results of measurements at 
these wavelengths are very similar (1.5% of measurements values for undiluted samples 
and around 2.5% for the 1:2 diluted) and it is hard to find the best wavelength by  this 
comparison. The higher deviation in the diluted samples can be explained by the loss of 
some sample volume during the transportation to the cuvette, irregularity of dilution and 
insufficient mixing.
No experiments aimed at analyzing such correlation have been undertaken, but the results 
of measurements of algae optical density show that the proportion of carotenoids 
increases with aging of the algal culture.
Measuring optical density of the culture with known cell concentration by 
spectrophotometer requires additional knowledge in spectroscopy. Spectroscopes are very 
precise instruments, that is why the results are affected by the quality of samples. Major 
factors in this respect are: 1) Homogeneity of sample concentration. The same as for 
sample preparation for direct microscopic measurements using counting chambers. 2) 
Optical density of the sample. Too diluted sample can give a value equal to statistical error, 
too dense samples scatter and reflect light from the source, resulting in higher than actual 
cell concentration. 2) Constant environment. Calibration curve made by plotting optical 
density of the culture versus cell concentration can be applied only  for the investigation of 
cell concentration of the same organism which was grown up in the same conditions. 
Otherwise, the quality of cell number prediction can be low.
4.1.2.Cell counting
The direct cell counting using microscopic observation of cells on the counting chambers 
was chosen as primary method of investigation of cell concentration of Nannochloropsis 
algae.  The counting was done for the same species as stated in the Chapter 4.1.2 during 
the same time interval. The results are represented in Figure 20. The highest cell 
concentrations were detected for N. oceanica (e.g. 3.1x107±2.4x106 cell/ml), moderate 
concentrations for N. salina (1.8x107±2.4x106 cells/ml) and the lowest concentrations for P. 
tricornutum (8.96x106±1.65x106 cells/ml). The relative standard deviation was similar for 
Nannochloropsis species (12.6%), it was higher for Phaeodactylum (16.4%). Probable 
explanation of higher relative standard deviation values for Phaeodactylum, than for 
Nannochloropsis species can be that this algae can have different shapes of the cells from 
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circular shape to star-like one, while needle-like shape of the cell is the more abundant. 
Probably some circular cells were not counted. 
The normal logaripmic growth was expected for all the cultures, however at the middle of 
the experiment the decrease of growth was found for the Nannochloropsis species (Figure 
20). It can be explained by error in counting or by  influence of some unknown stress-
factors which were the reason of the cell death. 
A quality of cell counting using counting chambers is influenced by several factors: 
1)Homogeneity of sample concentration. The difference in concentration between samples 
should be as low as possible (a culture should be mixed properly). 2) The volume counted. 
The larger is the sample, the lower is the error. 3) Concentration of cells. The number of 
cells in the large square should be in a range of 50-400, larger cell concentration becomes 
more advantageous, lower concentration increases the error. 4) Loaded volume. 
Recommended volume of Bürker counting chamber is 14 µl. Lower volume affects cell 
distribution, large - increases sample thickness and some cells are out of focal plane as a 
result. 4) Human factor. This is probably the most important factor. Omitting cell by mistake 
or counting undesired objects (bacterials, dirt) can affect the results. It seems that the most 
important in this respect is to follow the counting rules, to have excellent knowledge in the 
microscopy and to be accurate when performing the counting.
4.1.3.Contamination analysis and culture purification
There are several methods of purifying the samples and obtaining axenic cultures 
available, such as centrifugation, sonication, using detergents, antibiotics, dilution (Stein, 
1980). However it is very difficult to get axenic culture using only one method. It happens 
because of inhomogeneity of microalgae population, where every strain has its own 
antibiotic resistance. Another reason is that bacteria can make a symbiotic relationship 
with algae. Moreover, contaminators heterogeneity can be a problem - antibiotics generally 
kill bacteria but not eukaryotic contaminators or kill only  specific groups of bacteria (e.g. 
ampicillin). It was reported in the literature that many algal species are sensitive to 
antibiotics against fungi. At the same time some algae are resistant to some groups of 
antibiotics and it is possible that the methods of removing bacterials do not work for fungi 
(Jones et al., 1973). That is why the combination of the methods has to be applied (Stein, 
1980; Sensen et al., 1993).
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The experiment from which the best results were obtained consisted of a combination of 
two techniques: using antibiotics for the liquid cultures with followed multiple dilution on 96 
well plate (See Chapter 3.1.3). The addition of the purification step  (centrifugation) before 
subculturing into the media with antibiotic and plating the multiple diluted cultures on the 
agar plates can strongly  increase the probability of getting axenic cultures. However, this is 
a very time consuming combination of methods.
Probably, the method of plating the algae on agar containing antibiotic can be sufficient as 
well. Therefore further studies aimed at determining the antibiotic resistivity  and ability of 
Nannochloropsis algal species to grow on agar have to be undertaken.  
4.2. Lipid content
4.2.1.Neutral lipid staining by BODIPY 505/515
The lipid staining of oil producing microalgae Nannochloropsis was performed using 
BODIPY 505/515 neutral lipid staining dye dissolved in DMSO according to the previously 
described method (Cooper et al., 2010; Brennan et al., 2012). The fluorescence emitted by 
this dye was observed on Nikon TE2000U epifluorescent microscope. The excitation was 
performed at 440-480 nm wavelength, emission was detected at 535-550 nm which is 
similar to the setting used for GPF-observation. BODIPY 505/515 fluorescence was 
detected inside of the cells in compact spots, probably lipid bodies. 
Because of the irregular light intensity  from the light source and the use of setting, which is 
not totally compatible with the use of staining dye, either excitation or emission maximum, 
the quality of images was generally  low. In order to improve the quality, exposure time was 
increased up to 10-30 seconds, resulting in impossibility of taking pictures of moving cells. 
Chlorophyll autofluorescence was detected only for the N. gaditana cells in the first 
experiment. Probably, due to the fact that at that time the light source was better. This fail 
was the reason for the  impossibility to make semiquantitative analysis of the lipid content.
Several suggestions to improve lipid content analysis by the BODIPY 505/515 can be 
named. First, increased stability and quality of light source is necessary for the detection of 
fluorescence. Second, using the wavelengths closer to maximum for the dye (excitation at 
505 nm, emission at 515 nm) seams to improve the detection of the emitting light. 
Probably, confocal light microscope equipped with different lasers and filters could be 
more suitable instrument for such analysis. Third, fixation of algal cells by adding into a 
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sample some substances which can increase its viscosity without affecting microscopic 
measurements, for example glycerol, may solve the problem of moving cells.
The conclusion that can be drawn is that the improvements of technical properties of the 
microscope have to be done in order to increase the quality  of images. The quality of 
staining can be considered as sufficient and the staining procedure can be used without 
modifications in future experiments.
4.2.2.Lipid accumulation at normal and nitrogen depletion stress conditions
Numerous studies show that microalgae accumulate lipid under stress conditions (Rodolfi 
et al., 2009; Hoffmann et al., 2010; Solovchenko et al., 2011). Nitrogen depletion, low or 
high temperatures, extreme light conditions can induce protection mechanisms in algae 
cells, however these mechanisms are not well known in microalgae research because of 
the large diversity between species which causes problems for the application of the 
methods of analysis used for known model organisms to the other ones.
It was shown that microalgae genius Nannochloropsis produce in high amounts mostly 
neutral lipids in the form of triacylglicerols TGA and store them in the lipid bodies in 
cytoplasm. Nitrogen limited conditions push algal cell to produce lipids, which level can 
reach 60-70% of dry weight (Rodolfi et al., 2009). At the same time growth rate and protein 
content decreases, which can be explained in the following way: the fact that algal cells 
inhibit their processes leads to growth and division and makes a storage of energy reach 
compounds - lipids. Another reason for the activation of biosynthesis of fatty acids in the 
algal cells that could be named is the protection of photosynthetic apparatus, which can 
generate excessive amount of electrons under nitrate limitation. Such electrons could 
produce undesirable and harmful reactive oxygen species (ROS). Fatty acid biosynthesis 
requires relatively high number of electrons which leads to the decreasing level of «free» 
electrons in electron transport chain and lower production of ROS (Greenwell et al., 2010; 
Hoffmann et al., 2010).
Probably this is the reason why some parts of lipid biosynthesis occur in peroxisomes - 
organelles with well known important role in ROS metabolism.
In these study four different species of oil producing microalgae Nannochloropsis were 
used for the visualization of neutral lipids by fluorescence dye BODOPY 505/515 growing 
in normal and nitrogen depleted conditions. In Figure 22 (Capter 3.2.2) brightfield and 
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fluorescent images made for all these species (see annotation) are represented. It can be 
assumed that in all the represented algae lipid content increased, especially  in the cells of 
N. gaditana, but  at the same time the culture became yellow which can be explained by 
degradation of ch a and/or by cell death. (Chapter 4.1.1) However it is hard to say anything 
accurately  due to the impossibility  of the quantitative comparison of the given results. At 
the same time it should be mentioned that the method of staining was successfully 
established, first positive results are obtained and the way for future studies is open. 
4.3.Bioinformatic analyses of Nannochloropsis proteins
Nannochloropsis gaditana and N. oceanica genomes have been recently sequenced. For 
N. gaditana gene and protein predictions were made.  Dr. T. Lingner made the predictions 
of peroxisomal localization for all the available proteins using the prediction servicer 
PredPlantPTS1. The result of this prediction was the list of 78 proteins with posterior 
probability to have PTS1 above 0.5. 
4.3.1. Prediction and bioinformatic validation of the PTS1 proteome of 
Nannochloropsis
The first step  of validation of the T. Lingner predictions included orthology analysis of all 78 
predicted proteins. The orthologs for predicted proteins were searched among 
stramenopiles and A. thaliana proteins. If at least one of the homologues proteins had 
peroxisomal targeting, this protein was considered as probably correctly  predicted. 
Peroxisomal targeting of the proteins was identified by the examination of its annotation 
and manual prediction using PredPlantPTS1. 
It can be concluded that this method was efficient for the validation of the peroxisomal 
targeting only for the proteins which have orthologs among analyzed organisms. This 
group of proteins has probably conserved function and localization which reflect their 
importance. However the rest 50 proteins were not considered as non-peroxisomal. Some 
proteins can change its structure during evolution. That is why it was decided to check 
those 50 proteins for carrying the PTS1 tripeptide manually. It was done by blasting amino 
acid sequence of N. gaditana protein against the whole genome contigs of the same 
organism.
The results showed that the predicted amino acid sequence is not always 100% identical 
to the related nucleotide sequence. In some cases protein aa sequence didn’t start from 
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the methionine (which is the first aa of all the proteins), in the others predicted C terminus 
didn’t have the stop  codon in related nucleotide sequence. In another words the borders of 
aa sequence differ from the border of the nucleotide sequence from which this protein 
sequence was predicted. 
Such situation cannot be explained by alternative splicing, because, firstly, it was detected 
even in single exon genes, secondly, the missing parts of nucleotide sequence were 
located in the same exons as the closest correctly translated aa regions of the protein.
The probable explanation could be that the authors of protein prediction used not totally 
corrected prediction algorithms. Possible reason could be that they  didn’t use the 
phylogenetically closest organism as a model for predictions. Differences in gene structure 
and low number of regions of similarity interrupted correct identification of terminal regions.
After the investigation of actual C-terminal ends of the proteins and prediction of presence 
of the PTS1 tripeptide there, only 12 proteins remained in the list of predicted peroxisomal 
proteins. Considering that these proteins didn’t have orthologs among sequenced 
genomes of stramenopiles and A.thaliana, they were labeled «organism specific». They 
are probably unique and are present only in Nannochloropsis. It means that they have 
previously unknown function in peroxisomes or their function and structure are very 
different from the other organisms. 
Another 28 proteins from orthology analysis were analyzed, and the presence of PTS1 in 
C-terminus end was confirmed for all of them. 
Two more PTS1 proteins not from the list provided by  Dr. T. Lingner were found later. The 
protein 41 was found by blasting known peroxisomal multifunctional protein of A.thaliana 
(AIM1) against nucleotide collection of N. gaditana with following manual translation in to 
amino acid sequence using web-based translation tool: ExPASy (http://web.expasy.org/
translate/). The presence of PTS1 signal ARL was confirmed by the prediction servicer 
PredPlantPTS1. Protein 42 was found during the analysis of blast search results for the 
A.thaliana PTS2 protein aspartate aminotransferase ASP against Nannochloropsis whole 
genome contigs. The procedure of verification that is similar to the one described above 
was undertaken as well.
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30 proteins were predicted to be conserved PTS1 proteins among Stramenopiles and A. 
thaliana. While 12 were annotated as probably genus-specific. Among them 4 are probably 
have wrongly predicted structure (See Chapter 3.3.3, Table 13)
Five PTS1 proteins predicted for N. gaditana were not found in N. oceanica, while one of 
PTS2 proteins of N. oceanica was not predicted for the N. gaditana (See tables 11 and 13 
in Chapter 3.3). These proteins which are found only in one organism inside of the genus 
Nannochloropsis can be name as species-specific.
4.3.2.Prediction of PTS2 proteins
In total 14 known A. thaliana proteins from AraPerox v1.2 (http://www3.uis.no/araperoxv1/) 
were analyzed using the newly established method described in Chapter 2.8.3. The A. 
thaliana PTS2 protein sequences were blasted against Nannochloropsis whole genome 
contigs, putative N-terminal ends were estimated and the presence of PTS2 was manually 
checked. The presence of PTS1 in the C-terminal end was also checked (Chapter 3.3.5. 
Table 11). 
Seven proteins of N. gaditana (six - for N. oceanica) lacked any PTS. Probably  they are 
not peroxisomal in Nannochloropsis species. Four N. gaditana proteins orthologues to the 
A. thaliana PTS2 proteins exchanged PTS2 on PTS1. They are orthologs to ASP - protein 
family, ACX - protein family  and CSY - protein family  and LACS6 protein. In N. oceanica 
ortholog to ASP3 protein did not contained any PTS, while orthologs to ACX, CSY and 
LACS6 had PTS1. Such «exchange» can be explained by hypotesis that PTS1 gives 
better localization probability than PTS2, however the real reason and evolutionary  driving 
force remain unknown.
Three proteins containing PTS2 in N. gaditana were predicted. They are ortholgs to PKT/
KAT-protein family and TTL ptotein of A. thaliana. The same proteins were predicted for N. 
oceanica including one more ortholog to PMDH-protein family. These proteins have 
conserved structure and keeping PTS2, because they can perform their function only in 
the present form. 
4.4.Genetic transformation of the Nannochloropsis algae by electroporation
The genetic transformation of Nannochloropsis oceanica by electroporation using 
pSelect100 vector with Hygromycin B and Ampicillin resistance genes was done according 
to the protocol described by Vieler et al.(2012).
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The transformation was originally  designed for N. oceanica CCMP 1779 (Vieler et al., 
2012) but in the other protocols for the Nannochloropsis transformation such as N. 
gaditana CCMP 526 (Radakovits et al., 2012) and N. sp by (Kilian et al., 2011) similar 
electroporetic parameters were used (See Chapter 2.10).
The parameters of pulse which were used by authors are the followed: 2.2 kV for 25 sec. 
However our instrument had in five times lower capacitance and the maximum pulse 
duration was four sec. It was decided to increase number of pulses to compensate short 
time of the pulse. The number of pulses during the experiments varied from 5 to 10 for 
N.oceanica sample containing DNA and negative control at 1.6 kV and 1.6 sec. pulse 
duration. For N. gaditana sample with vector DNA seven pulses were made with the same 
characteristics, while four pulses with 1.5 kV during 3.6 sec. were made for N. gaditana 
negative control. The time between pulses was about 30 seconds. The maximum number 
of pulses depended on heating of the solution and foam formation together with the fast 
pelting of the cells. The correlated between number of pulses and efficiency of 
transformation was not found. More experiments have to be done.
The impossibility  of the application 2.2 kV to the samples, containing vector DNA can be 
explained by arc formation because of the low resistance of the solution, containing 
relatively high salt concentration. The MicroPulser cannot measure the resistance of the 
sample before the pulse. The decrease of the pulse duration when the time was also 
decreased has to be explored. At the same time the better methods for removing the salts 
from the solution of the cells and DNA have to be developed.
After around 5 days plates were covered by  parafilm according to the protocol (Vieler et 
al., 2012). The explanation of this ventilation step  is that the evaporation of water from the 
0.5% top agar is desiring, this will make this layer thinner and bring colonies closer to the 
agar containing antibiotic. Diffusion of Hygromycin at the border of two agars is much 
better, meaning that the concentration is higher, resulting in the fact that the cells without 
resistance gene to the antibiotic die.
One week after the transformation small initial colonies of microalgae appeared, but after 2 
weeks most of them disappeared and only several became easily  visible (For results see 
Chapter 3.5).
The positive colonies were found in all the 4 plates of N. oceanica containing vector DNA 
and one of two negative controls. N. gaditana plates did not contain any visible colonies. 
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Most probably the cells were not transformed and died because of Hygromycin B 
sensitivity. Another possible reason is that the cells died under transformation, but this is 
less probable. The presence of the growing colonies in the control plates can be explained 
in the following ways: 1) the individual cells have resistivity  to Hygromycin B; 2) the 
colonies located in the plate or region of the plate where there is antibiotic has low 
concentration. The conclusions are the following1) further experiments for checking 
sensitivity of N. oceanica and N. gaditana to Hygromycin B should be made, 2) longer time 
period of growing can probably  help top  agar to evaporate and bring algae colonies closer 
to the bottom agar. In addition new repeating experiments have to be made with a 
screening on the PCR or other methods to verify the presence of the Vector DNA.
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5.Conclusion and future perspectives
The present Master project made significant contributions to the establishment of 
microalgal research in the plant peroxisome group  by  Prof. Reumann at UiS. Several basic 
culturing techniques for Nannochloropsis were established, including those for analysis 
and optimization of growth conditions (cell counting and spectroscopic measurements) and 
for subculturing, harvesting and genomic DNA isolation. 
The experiments for purification of contaminated cultures showed that combination of 
methods, such as sample dilution, antibiotic treatment and plating, gives the best results, 
even if axenic cultures were not obtained in this study.
The methodology of visualizing the accumulation of neutral lipids in lipid bodies by 
fluorescence microscopy was established. The largest amount of lipids was detected in the 
N. gaditana cells under normal and nitrogen starvation conditions.
The prediction and analysis of the exon/intron structure of PTS1/2 proteome of soluble 
matrix proteins for N. gaditana were made. 30 conserved putative orthologs of known 
Arabidopsis PTS1 proteins and 12 genus-specific proteins were found. In total 42 PTS1 
proteins were predicted, 10 of them were chosen for subcloning, two full-length cDNAs 
(Nga00170 and Nga05502) and one C-terminal exons (Nga00060) of predicted PTS1 
proteins of N. gaditana were cloned into pJET vector. However the cloning into the pCAT-
EYFP vector was not successful due to the insufficient extraction of the DNA from the 
agarose gel. 
Two conserved putative orthologs of known Arabidopsis PTS2 proteins were identified. 
However, further experiments have to be done to verify subcellular localization of predicted 
peroxisomal proteins and presence of PTS2 pathway.
In addition the successful transformation of N. oceanica was performed. The 
transformation of N. gaditana was unsuccessful.
The combination of the best growth and productivity characteristics among six 
Nannochloropsis species, investigated together with the availability of sequenced genome 
and the prediction of 14 peroxisomal proteins involved in lipid metabolism, makes N. 
gaditana the most promising candidate for production of LC-PUFA in the large scale.
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7.Abbreviations
aa         !  amino acid
amp     !  ampicillin
bp      !!   base pair
cDNA   !  complementary 
DNA     !  deoxyribonucleic acid 
dNTP    !  deoxynucleoside triphosphates
E. coli   !  Escherichia coli
ER         !  endoplasmic reticulum
EYFP             enhanced yellow fluorescent protein
ROS               reactive oxigen spesies
kbp                 kilobase pair
LB medium     Luria-Bertani medium
PCR                polymerase chain reaction
PTS                 protein targeting signal
Ta       !   annealing temperature
Taq     !   Thermus aquaticus
Tm! !   melting temperature
UV      !   ultraviolet
LC-PUFA        long chain polyunsaturated fatty acids
FA                   fatty acids
v/v                   volume to volume
RED! !   red fluorescent protein
IBA! !   Indole-3-butyric acid
IAA! !  Indole-3-acetic acid
ALA ! ! α-linolenic acid
ARA ! ! arachidonic acid
EPA! ! eicosapentaenoic acid
DHA ! ! docosahexaenoic acid
Ch a! ! Chlorophyll a
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8.Appendix
 Table A. OD at 540 nm versus number of cells/ml for N. salina, N. oceanica, and P. 
tricornutum.
N. salina N. oceanica P. tricornutum
Days OD Conc. (cells/
ml)
OD Conc. (cells/
ml)
OD Conc. (cells/
ml)
2 0.021 1.20E+05 0.031 1.25E+05 0.050 0.00E+00
3 0.053 4.87E+05 0.080 4.13E+05 0.141 8.21E+05
10 0.510 1.29E+07 0.662 1.87E+07 0.548 4.40E+06
13 0.646 1.81E+07 0.809 2.15E+07 0.655 5.23E+06
16 0.812 1.57E+07 0.968 2.57E+07 0.769 6.30E+06
19 0.972 1.69E+07 1.131 2.63E+07 0.890 6.34E+06
21 1.058 1.69E+07 1.230 3.14E+07 0.968 7.39E+06
26 1.201 1.88E+07 1.443 3.10E+07 1.111 8.96E+06
29 1.319 2.18E+07 1.543 3.09E+07 1.211 7.22E+06
33 1.475 2.32E+07 1.820 3.08E+07 1.319 8.40E+06
36 1.667 2.34E+07 1.920 3.03E+07 1.493 7.13E+06
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Table B. The N. gaditana proteins predicted by three prediction models.
Proteins predicted by  all three models marked in green, those predicted only  by the Plant model 
are red.
.
Plant model
Page 1
hit  score  prob.  score  prob.  score  prob.  motif  sequence 
1 1.16 1.000 1.46 0.99 1.46 0.99  SANAETISRPSSRL  Nga05502.01 genemark-merged000102-abinit-gene-0.35-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.05 eAED:0.05 QI:0|-1|0|1|-1|1|1|0|179: nt_length = 537, start_nt = 1, end_nt = 538 (+) 
2 1.04 1.000 1.37 0.99 1.51 1.00  GLSGKKGEKARAKL  Nga04682 maker-NODE_3400_length_16010_cov_36%2E281136-augustus-gene-0.18-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.00 eAED:0.00 QI:13|1|1|1|1|1|2|370|533: nt_length = 1611, start_nt = 2, end_nt = 1613 (+) 
3 1.01 1.000 1.28 0.98 1.41 0.99  GRGRTVGGMPLARL  Nga06148 maker-merged000113-snap-gene-0.74-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.41 eAED:0.45 QI:34|0.5|0.33|1|0|0|3|0|127: nt_length = 414, start_nt = 2, end_nt = 416 (+) 
4 0.98 1.000 1.16 0.90 1.38 0.99  EMKREGNKTLLSRL  Nga02873 augustus_masked-merged000006-abinit-gene-0.43-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.06 eAED:0.06 QI:0|-1|0|1|-1|1|1|0|486: nt_length = 1458, start_nt = 1, end_nt = 1459 (+) 
5 0.97 1.000 1.08 0.75 1.32 0.98  PQWKVEEQTERARL  Nga04370.1 maker-NODE_1984_length_12898_cov_42%2E834858-augustus-gene-0.12-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.02 eAED:0.02 QI:52|1|0.66|1|1|1|3|0|700: nt_length = 2100, start_nt = 53, end_nt = 2153 (+) 
6 0.96 1.000 1.25 0.96 1.55 1.00  YRNVIQDIQATSRL  Nga00060 maker-merged000134-snap-gene-0.94-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.13 eAED:0.15 QI:0|1|0|1|1|1|2|0|366: nt_length = 1098, start_nt = 1, end_nt = 1099 (+) 
7 0.96 1.000 1.01 0.56 1.27 0.97  YRYIVDTTGALSRL  Nga06726 maker-merged000027-augustus-gene-0.48-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.22 eAED:0.22 QI:0|0.8|0.66|1|0|0|6|32|561: nt_length = 1683, start_nt = 1, end_nt = 1684 (+) 
8 0.96 1.000 1.50 0.997 1.47 0.995  KNSPVVQEALQSKL  Nga02565 maker-merged000016-snap-gene-0.108-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.15 eAED:0.15 QI:0|0|0|0.5|0|0.25|4|228|289: nt_length = 867, start_nt = 1, end_nt = 868 (+) 
9 0.92 1.000 - - 1.10 0.875  PPTHRDAPQRDSRL  Nga01349 maker-NODE_4357_length_42062_cov_35%2E253220-snap-gene-0.30-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.34 eAED:0.45 QI:0|0.5|0|1|0.5|0|3|0|128: nt_length = 381, start_nt = 1, end_nt = 382 (+) 
10 0.92 1.000 1.18 0.93 1.38 0.99  YATRDLHQGSKARL  Nga00919 maker-NODE_4302_length_35744_cov_23%2E811745-augustus-gene-0.23-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.01 eAED:0.01 QI:115|1|1|1|0|0|2|270|689: nt_length = 2067, start_nt = 116, end_nt = 2183 (+) 
11 0.91 1.000 - - 1.22 0.96  REGGRGSYIRPSRL  Nga01393 maker-NODE_5830_length_43398_cov_21%2E597170-augustus-gene-0.23-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.25 eAED:0.26 QI:0|0.66|0.25|1|0.66|0.75|4|0|360: nt_length = 1080, start_nt = 1, end_nt = 1081 (+) 
12 0.91 1.000 1.76 1.00 1.60 1.00  AEKVGIGNTLKSKL  Nga01077 augustus_masked-NODE_34_length_35064_cov_44%2E765514-abinit-gene-0.14-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.00 eAED:0.00 QI:108|1|1|1|1|1|2|244|372: nt_length = 1116, start_nt = 109, end_nt = 1225 (+) 
13 0.88 1.000 - - 1.23 0.96  WSQGIWIRITRSRI  Nga05065 augustus_masked-merged000035-abinit-gene-0.16-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.36 eAED:0.39 QI:0|0|0|0.6|1|1|5|0|1239: nt_length = 3717, start_nt = 1, end_nt = 3718 (+) 
14 0.87 1.000 1.13 0.855 1.49 0.996  SGAGAARAGAISRL  Nga00886.01 maker-merged000116-augustus-gene-0.25-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.06 eAED:0.06 QI:0|0.5|0.33|0.66|1|1|3|0|556: nt_length = 1668, start_nt = 1, end_nt = 1669 (+) 
15 0.87 1.000 1.19 0.933 1.43 0.993  HAPLEEVYSAASKL  Nga00170 genemark-merged000007-abinit-gene-1.62-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.45 eAED:0.45 QI:0|-1|0|1|-1|1|1|0|131: nt_length = 393, start_nt = 1, end_nt = 394 (+) 
16 0.87 1.000 1.10 0.807 1.47 0.995  VVGMGGPASPQSRL  Nga30059 Transcript_assembly_12736: nt_length = 510, start_nt = 1, end_nt = 511 (+) 
17 0.85 1.000 1.05 0.677 1.40 0.991  SGGEFAKENGQSRL  Nga01291 augustus_masked-merged000568-abinit-gene-0.15-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.06 eAED:0.06 QI:0|-1|0|1|-1|1|1|0|434: nt_length = 1302, start_nt = 1, end_nt = 1303 (+) 
18 0.83 1.000 - - 1.32 0.981  KGSTGRGTGARARL  Nga00224.01 augustus_masked-merged000009-abinit-gene-0.33-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.16 eAED:0.16 QI:0|-1|0|1|-1|1|1|0|488: nt_length = 1464, start_nt = 1, end_nt = 1465 (+) 
19 0.83 1.000 1.54 0.998 1.39 0.990  QGAMLKETPTFSKL  Nga02369 genemark-NODE_1871_length_19389_cov_39%2E579090-abinit-gene-0.15-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.05 eAED:0.05 QI:0|-1|0|1|-1|1|1|0|252: nt_length = 756, start_nt = 1, end_nt = 757 (+) 
20 0.81 1.000 1.25 0.964 1.32 0.982  AGDVRIPHPRTSRL  Nga00291 maker-merged000002-augustus-gene-0.198-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.05 eAED:0.05 QI:48|1|0.66|1|0|0|3|0|257: nt_length = 819, start_nt = 1, end_nt = 820 (+) 
21 0.80 1.000 1.22 0.950 1.20 0.949  SSNPTVGDGDLSKL  Nga20601 Transcript_assembly_20135: nt_length = 138, start_nt = 1, end_nt = 139 (+) 
22 0.80 1.000 1.07 0.728 1.22 0.957  LGPILTAARPTARL  Nga02787 maker-merged000341-augustus-gene-0.101-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.01 eAED:0.01 QI:81|1|1|1|1|1|2|388|245: nt_length = 735, start_nt = 82, end_nt = 817 (+) 
23 0.78 0.999 1.24 0.960 1.41 0.992  HEGKEALTDTRARL  Nga04192 maker-contig00218-augustus-gene-0.20-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.21 eAED:0.21 QI:91|1|0.5|1|0|0.5|2|0|317: nt_length = 951, start_nt = 92, end_nt = 1043 (+) 
24 0.78 0.999 - - 1.26 0.970  LVPLPSPVPLIARL  Nga20954 Transcript_assembly_30479: nt_length = 372, start_nt = 2, end_nt = 374 (+) 
25 0.77 0.999 - - 1.26 0.970  ATDILLFPISNSRM  Nga03561 maker-NODE_424_length_26999_cov_43%2E262897-augustus-gene-0.36-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.00 eAED:0.00 QI:107|1|1|1|1|1|3|65|303: nt_length = 909, start_nt = 108, end_nt = 1017 (+) 
26 0.76 0.999 1.25 0.964 1.30 0.979  HIKFSRAENVLSRL  Nga01942 maker-merged000221-augustus-gene-0.19-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.01 eAED:0.01 QI:79|1|1|1|0|0|3|203|174: nt_length = 600, start_nt = 2, end_nt = 602 (+) 
27 0.75 0.999 1.44 0.995 1.39 0.990  KRKPAFRALSTSKL  Nga01381 maker-merged000072-augustus-gene-0.31-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.18 eAED:0.18 QI:0|0.87|0.77|0.88|0|0|9|175|331: nt_length = 993, start_nt = 1, end_nt = 994 (+) 
28 0.74 0.999 - - 1.09 0.858  RLSPVVKPTAPPKL  Nga00077 augustus_masked-merged000166-abinit-gene-0.42-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.04 eAED:0.04 QI:0|-1|0|1|-1|1|1|0|763: nt_length = 2289, start_nt = 1, end_nt = 2290 (+) 
29 0.72 0.998 1.09 0.795 1.41 0.991  EPERLLPSTTRARL  Nga05548 genemark-merged000111-abinit-gene-0.45-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.02 eAED:0.02 QI:0|-1|0|1|-1|1|1|0|422: nt_length = 1266, start_nt = 1, end_nt = 1267 (+) 
30 0.69 0.997 - - 1.03 0.767  SILDASSVSPPSSL  Nga20299 Transcript_assembly_15230: nt_length = 1056, start_nt = 2, end_nt = 1058 (+) 
31 0.69 0.997 - - 1.41 0.992  TFKFPTRVQNLSRL  Nga01184 maker-NODE_4108_length_39493_cov_20%2E519205-snap-gene-0.30-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.00 eAED:0.00 QI:24|1|0.5|1|0|0|2|0|138: nt_length = 435, start_nt = 1, end_nt = 436 (+) 
32 0.67 0.997 1.10 0.813 1.15 0.917  LLTFLGTREDSSRL  Nga02546 augustus_masked-merged000016-abinit-gene-0.40-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.01 eAED:0.01 QI:10|1|1|1|1|1|2|61|188: nt_length = 573, start_nt = 2, end_nt = 575 (+) 
33 0.67 0.996 - - 0.96 0.621  RSMVTHVVSYQSKI  Nga00082 augustus_masked-merged000166-abinit-gene-0.47-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.19 eAED:0.19 QI:0|-1|0|1|-1|1|1|0|383: nt_length = 1149, start_nt = 1, end_nt = 1150 (+) 
34 0.66 0.996 - - 1.32 0.983  VLVVDGGILVKPRL  Nga04020.01 maker-contig00261-snap-gene-0.19-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.08 eAED:0.02 QI:0|0.75|0.2|1|0.25|0.6|5|0|267: nt_length = 801, start_nt = 1, end_nt = 802 (+) 
35 0.64 0.993 1.04 0.661 1.26 0.970  MGGKVKGSAPRSSL  Nga06021 maker-NODE_5826_length_55689_cov_24%2E186518-augustus-gene-0.41-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.00 eAED:0.00 QI:50|1|1|1|1|1|2|703|484: nt_length = 1500, start_nt = 3, end_nt = 1503 (+) 
36 0.63 0.992 - - 1.24 0.962  WQVRQWTVVAGSKI  Nga03919.01 maker-contig00186-augustus-gene-0.23-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.34 eAED:0.34 QI:0|0.5|0.66|0.66|0|0|3|72|109: nt_length = 327, start_nt = 1, end_nt = 328 (+) 
37 0.63 0.991 1.30 0.980 1.17 0.933  AKGRIPACNEEAKL  Nga20777 Transcript_assembly_25551: nt_length = 471, start_nt = 764, end_nt = 1235 (+) 
38 0.62 0.991 - - - -  DWVALAYHICYRRL  Nga30623 Transcript_assembly_25731: nt_length = 240, start_nt = 3, end_nt = 243 (+) 
39 0.62 0.990 - - 0.92 0.525  IARGVYIILEKLKL  Nga02192 maker-NODE_2753_length_21374_cov_34%2E647938-snap-gene-0.26-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.25 eAED:0.25 QI:0|0|0|1|0|0|2|0|343: nt_length = 1026, start_nt = 1, end_nt = 1027 (+) 
40 0.60 0.986 - - 0.97 0.656  EAEEEEARRLRSSM  Nga30885 Transcript_assembly_30922: nt_length = 261, start_nt = 513, end_nt = 774 (+) 
41 0.58 0.980 - - - -  GWKGWHPKTCSQRL  Nga00389.01 maker-merged000021-snap-gene-0.138-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.47 eAED:0.65 QI:0|0|0|1|0|0|2|0|87: nt_length = 261, start_nt = 1, end_nt = 262 (+) 
42 0.58 0.980 - - - -  STMGPSIELDYSLL  Nga40012 rpl1: nt_length = 684, start_nt = 1, end_nt = 685 (+) 
43 0.58 0.979 - - 1.04 0.790  FSSCVRSSKRLSRI  Nga20070 Transcript_assembly_12930: nt_length = 246, start_nt = 1460, end_nt = 1706 (+) 
44 0.57 0.976 1.34 0.987 1.34 0.985  KAEYQKIVSGKAKL  Nga06551 maker-merged000251-snap-gene-0.82-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.00 eAED:0.00 QI:126|1|1|1|0|0|2|360|698: nt_length = 2094, start_nt = 127, end_nt = 2221 (+) 
45 0.57 0.976 - - 1.12 0.894  VAQDLEEKLKTPKL  Nga30826 Transcript_assembly_30400: nt_length = 1017, start_nt = 144, end_nt = 1161 (+) 
46 0.57 0.975 1.08 0.773 1.30 0.979  LEELMAVEAGAARL  Nga01960 maker-merged000267-augustus-gene-0.16-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.08 eAED:0.84 QI:118|0|0.5|1|0|0|2|0|245: nt_length = 732, start_nt = 119, end_nt = 851 (+) 
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47 0.57 0.973 1.28 0.975 1.24 0.964  LLPVYGELPMKARL  Nga06128 maker-merged000099-augustus-gene-0.41-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.03 eAED:0.03 QI:61|1|1|1|0|0|6|36|295: nt_length = 945, start_nt = 2, end_nt = 947 (+) 
48 0.55 0.965 1.32 0.983 1.29 0.976  VTENALGWYNVAKL  Nga02557 maker-merged000016-augustus-gene-0.91-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.02 eAED:0.02 QI:39|1|1|1|1|1|3|147|502: nt_length = 1545, start_nt = 1, end_nt = 1546 (+) 
49 0.55 0.962 - - - -  VAGAVSMETLPTRM  Nga20364 Transcript_assembly_16122: nt_length = 285, start_nt = 1, end_nt = 286 (+) 
50 0.55 0.962 - - 1.38 0.989  YSGRYKWKNPAAKI  Nga00833 maker-contig00119-augustus-gene-0.34-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.00 eAED:0.00 QI:17|1|1|1|1|1|2|402|556: nt_length = 1668, start_nt = 18, end_nt = 1686 (+) 
51 0.55 0.961 1.29 0.978 1.30 0.978  TMEEMYERAEFAKL  Nga20492 Transcript_assembly_17848: nt_length = 372, start_nt = 2, end_nt = 374 (+) 
52 0.55 0.959 - - 1.00 0.705  RAWKGNLVFESSKI  Nga06068.1 maker-contig00037-augustus-gene-0.54-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.17 eAED:0.17 QI:210|0.5|0.33|0.66|1|1|3|0|250: nt_length = 750, start_nt = 211, end_nt = 961 (+) 
53 0.52 0.929 - - 1.04 0.794  DLLKGVIGSFLPKL  Nga05405 maker-merged000068-augustus-gene-0.80-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.00 eAED:0.00 QI:25|1|1|1|1|1|2|251|244: nt_length = 732, start_nt = 26, end_nt = 758 (+) 
54 0.52 0.928 - - 1.05 0.811  PALQAYGQALKASL  Nga04041 genemark-NODE_5292_length_26265_cov_32%2E432972-abinit-gene-0.11-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.41 eAED:0.41 QI:0|-1|0|1|-1|1|1|0|254: nt_length = 759, start_nt = 1, end_nt = 760 (+) 
55 0.52 0.924 - - - -  HRVNREIERLRRRM  Nga02433 maker-merged000393-augustus-gene-0.25-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.00 eAED:0.00 QI:103|1|1|1|0|0|2|216|307: nt_length = 921, start_nt = 104, end_nt = 1025 (+) 
56 0.51 0.920 - - 0.94 0.572  WKLIDDQLKSKAHM  Nga30150 Transcript_assembly_13681: nt_length = 945, start_nt = 2, end_nt = 947 (+) 
57 0.50 0.900 - - - -  RCLGPPSPSGPALL  Nga21015 Transcript_assembly_31594: nt_length = 213, start_nt = 162, end_nt = 375 (+) 
58 0.50 0.893 - - - -  VVEDRTIIRRHYRL  Nga02862 maker-merged000216-snap-gene-0.124-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.09 eAED:0.09 QI:69|0.33|0|0.5|0|0|4|0|204: nt_length = 681, start_nt = 1, end_nt = 682 (+) 
59 0.50 0.891 - - - -  SVSWYFFRRHLSYL  Nga00181 maker-merged000007-augustus-gene-1.94-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.06 eAED:0.06 QI:0|0.57|0.62|0.75|0.85|0.87|8|293|863: nt_length = 2589, start_nt = 1, end_nt = 2590 (+) 
60 0.50 0.890 - - 0.96 0.627  ASAAVEGGKMVAQL  Nga00380 maker-merged000021-augustus-gene-0.124-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.02 eAED:0.08 QI:0|0|0.5|1|0|0|2|104|479: nt_length = 1437, start_nt = 1, end_nt = 1438 (+) 
61 0.49 0.866 - - 1.00 0.710  NRMKNLGRRQNSEL  Nga20710 Transcript_assembly_23249: nt_length = 219, start_nt = 54, end_nt = 273 (+) 
62 0.48 0.837 - - 0.96 0.635  FEPQHLGYLHPSSL  Nga30662 Transcript_assembly_26319: nt_length = 300, start_nt = 3, end_nt = 303 (+) 
63 0.47 0.819 1.20 0.937 0.92 0.525  GRGDQSLTMELSSL  Nga05036.01 augustus_masked-contig00411-abinit-gene-0.8-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.14 eAED:0.94 QI:54|0|0.5|1|0|0.5|2|0|239: nt_length = 771, start_nt = 1, end_nt = 772 (+) 
64 0.46 0.744 - - 1.10 0.875  DVGLSKAEVLKTRL  Nga06259 maker-NODE_5301_length_56096_cov_33%2E387352-exonerate_est2genome-gene-0.2-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.01 eAED:0.01 QI:30|1|0.5|1|0|0|2|0|47: nt_length = 168, start_nt = 1, end_nt = 169 (+) 
65 0.45 0.737 - - 0.98 0.667  LLMAGDCAWENARL  Nga03053 augustus_masked-merged000020-abinit-gene-0.57-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.12 eAED:0.15 QI:0|-1|0|1|-1|1|1|0|751: nt_length = 2253, start_nt = 1, end_nt = 2254 (+) 
66 0.45 0.726 - - 1.11 0.880  GTNTAPGKVIKIRM  Nga04183.1 maker-merged000425-augustus-gene-0.16-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.11 eAED:0.11 QI:0|0.5|0.33|0.66|0|0|3|28|75: nt_length = 225, start_nt = 1, end_nt = 226 (+) 
67 0.44 0.680 - - 0.95 0.605  FAGDGGKEMQAALL  Nga01170 maker-merged000301-snap-gene-0.39-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.17 eAED:0.17 QI:27|0.5|0.33|0.66|0|0|3|0|222: nt_length = 693, start_nt = 1, end_nt = 694 (+) 
68 0.44 0.661 - - - -  EAFFLFSEYLYDRL  Nga05974 maker-merged000051-augustus-gene-0.46-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.02 eAED:0.04 QI:0|0|0.5|1|0|0|2|322|660: nt_length = 1980, start_nt = 1, end_nt = 1981 (+) 
69 0.44 0.659 - - - -  LSIVEACRSSRCRM  Nga20149 Transcript_assembly_13755: nt_length = 246, start_nt = 3, end_nt = 249 (+) 
70 0.44 0.639 - - 1.01 0.742  TEIELYTGREAHKL  Nga04594 augustus_masked-NODE_5027_length_15663_cov_31%2E275299-abinit-gene-0.4-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.00 eAED:0.00 QI:828|0.5|0.66|1|0|0|3|57|284: nt_length = 852, start_nt = 829, end_nt = 1681 (+) 
71 0.42 0.578 - - - -  TWPKWPAQSVNLRL  Nga21079.1 Transcript_assembly_34297: nt_length = 111, start_nt = 1, end_nt = 112 (+) 
72 0.42 0.559 - - - -  HHPHPSLRGLPAQL  Nga04067 maker-merged000394-exonerate_est2genome-gene-0.2-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.31 eAED:0.31 QI:63|1|0.5|1|0|0|2|0|44: nt_length = 192, start_nt = 1, end_nt = 193 (+) 
73 0.42 0.553 - - 0.97 0.652  VKSTSHSFPSVAKI  Nga20109.1 Transcript_assembly_13381: nt_length = 705, start_nt = 145, end_nt = 850 (+) 
74 0.42 0.538 - - - -  WDEPRAAQKKRNRM  Nga05243 maker-merged000155-exonerate_est2genome-gene-0.6-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.00 eAED:0.00 QI:45|1|1|1|0|0|2|303|265: nt_length = 795, start_nt = 46, end_nt = 841 (+) 
75 0.42 0.537 - - 0.94 0.566  VDSDDFYLGRRNRL  Nga02847 maker-merged000216-augustus-gene-0.84-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.02 eAED:0.02 QI:51|1|0.90|1|0.7|0.72|11|1473|1032: nt_length = 3096, start_nt = 52, end_nt = 3148 (+) 
76 0.42 0.533 - - 1.14 0.912  RGAALNAVIIAEKL  Nga00719 maker-merged000138-snap-gene-0.150-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.16 eAED:0.16 QI:89|1|1|1|0.75|0.6|5|200|384: nt_length = 1239, start_nt = 3, end_nt = 1242 (+) 
77 0.42 0.529 - - - -  GDVTQNYNPGYSAL  Nga04136.01 maker-merged000103-snap-gene-0.37-mRNA-1 protein AED:0.02 eAED:0.02 QI:0|1|0.5|1|0|0|2|47|353: nt_length = 1059, start_nt = 1, end_nt = 1060 (+) 
78 0.41 0.508 - - - -  VEGAVHGSMRVATM  Nga20160 Transcript_assembly_13890: nt_length = 1839, start_nt = 3, end_nt = 1842 (+) 
Total 78.000 78.000 31.000 31.000 63.000 63.000
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Table C. Primers designed for N. gaditana predicted PTS1 proteins. 
These primers were used for amplifying 10 N. gaditana proteins by PCR.
Acronym Name Size,/bp Primer/name Primer/sequence Tm RE
1333 DK_1f_NgP1 aag+gcg+gcc+gct+ATG+CAT+GCT+CGA+TTA+GGC 72.2 NotI
DK_3r_NgP1 tatatctagacCTATAGCTTGGGGGGCGCTGT+ 69.5 SacII
349 DK_2f_NgP1 aag+gcg+gcc+gct+GGT+ACT+GGC+AAT+GGG+GAT+ACG 75.7 NotI
DK_3r_NgP1 tatatctagacCTATAGCTTGGGGGGCGCTGT+ 69.5 SacII
2325 DK_4f_NgP2 aag+gcg+gcc+gct+ATG+GGC+ACC+CTC+CCG+CTC 77.7 NotI
DK_6r_NgP2 tatatctagacCTATAGCTTGGGGGGCGCTGT+ 69.5 XbaI
2030 DK_5f_NgP2 aag+gcg+gcc+gct+GCG+GTC+GTG+CCG+ATT+GAA+AAC 75.7 NotI
DK_6r_NgP2 tatatctagacCTATAGCTTGGGGGGCGCTGT+ 69.5 XbaI
1152 DK_7f_NgP3 aag+tct+aga+gta+ATG+GGT+GCA+GCG+GAA+GAG 68.1 XbaI
DK_8r_NgP3 tatatctagacCTAGATCTTGGATTGGTACGA+ 64.4 XbaI
402 DK_9f_NgP4 aag+gcg+gcc+gct+ATG+GAT+TTG+AGC+ACA+CAA 69.5 NotI
DK_10r_NgP4 tataccgcggtTTACAACTTAGAGGCGGCGCT+ 70.8 SacII
1488 DK_11f_NgP5 aag+gcg+gcc+gct+ATG+GCA+GCA+CAA+CCC+CGT 75.0 NotI
DK_12r_NgP5 tatatctagacCTACAGTCGTGCGCGCGCACC+ 72.1 XbaI
1237 DK_13f_NgP6 aag+Aga+gct+cta+ATG+GTA+GTC+CCT+AAG+CTT 65.4 SacI
DK_15r_NgP6 tatatctagacTCACAATTTGGACTTCAGCGT+ 64.4 XbaI
616 DK_14f_NgP6 aag+gcg+gcc+gct+GTG+GAC+GAC+TTA+CAG+CAT+TGC 74.5 NotI
DK_15r_NgP6 tatatctagacTCACAATTTGGACTTCAGCGT+ 64.4 XbaI
759 DK_16f_NgP7 aag+gcg+gcc+gct+ATG+AAT+AGT+AAG+TTT+TGG 66.8 NotI
DK_17r_NgP7 tatatctagatTCACAACTTCGAGAACGTCGG+ 65.6 XbaI
1482 DK_18f_NgP8 aag+gcg+gcc+gct+ATG+ATC+TCC+GAC+GAG+GTG 73.6 NotI
DK_19r_NgP8 tatatctagacCTATAAGCGCGATAACAAGGT+ 64.4 XbaI
2289 DK_20f_NgP9 aag+gcg+gcc+gct+ATG+GTC+AAC+GAG+AAT+CCT 70.9 NotI
DK_21r_NgP9 tatatctagacCTACAGTCGCGCGTTTTCCCA+ 68.2 XbaI
548 DK_22f_NgP10 aag+gcg+gcc+gct+ATG+AGT+CGC+GCC+GCT+TTT+ 73.6 NotI
DK_23r_NgP10 tatatctagatTCACAGTCGACTCGACGGTCG+ 68.2 XbaI
NgP1.1 Nga_00060
NgP1.2 Nga_00060
NgP2.1 Nga_00077
NgP2.2 Nga_00077
NgP3 Nga_00082
NgP4 Nga_00170
NgP5 Nga_00224
NgP6.1 Nga_01077
NgP6.2 Nga_01077
NgP7 Nga_02369
NgP8 Nga_02873
NgP9 Nga_03053
NgP10 Nga_05502
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Table D. The list of acronyms for the proteins identified in this study
LACS   long chain acyl-CoA synthetases
ACX    acyl-coenzyme A oxidase
AIM    A. thaliana peroxisomal multifunctional protein
EHHADH   enoyl hydratase/3-hydroxyacyl CoA dehydrogenase 
PKT/KAT  peroxisomal 3-ketoacyl thiolase
SCP   sterol carrier protein
DECR    2,4-dienoyl-CoA reductase
DCI     dodecenoyl-CoA isomerase
ECH     enoyl-CoA hydratase
IBR     in-between-ring domain containing protein
SDR     short-chain dehydrogenase/reductase
AAE     acyl-activating enzyme 
GR     glutathione reductase
PRX     peroxyredoxine
CS     citrate synthase 
ICL     isocitrate lyase 
MS     malate synthase
MDH    NAD malate dehydrogenase
GOX     glycolate oxidase 
GGT     gamma-glutamyltranspeptidase
G6PD    glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase
NS     naphthoate synthase
BADH    betaine aldehyde dehydrogenase
TTL    transthyretin-like protein
ASP     aspartate aminotransferase
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